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Abstract
Triaging victims is the first and foremost task in an emergency scenario. This process
priorizes victim's attention based on their injuries, very important for an e cient
and effective resource allocation in mass casualty incidents which large amount of
victims. Traditional triage process used paper triage tags as victim's injury level
indicator, a solution that had some drawbacks: first responder had to go to the each
victim to see their injury level on the paper triage tag, loss of the triage tag, etc. On
today emergencies, an electronic triage tag is essential for a faster coordination and
attention to victims. However, emergency scenarios are usually characterized by the
lack of wireless networks to rely on. Infrastructure based wireless networks as mobile
phone networks or Wi-Fi networks are usually destroyed or overused due to the very
nature of the emergency. Some solutions propose the use of sensors, creating a wireless
sensor networks to transmit the injury level and position of the victim or deploying
repeaters to create a fully connected MANET. However, in large emergencies this may
not be possible and the time required to deploy all the repeaters could be not worth.
This thesis analyses emergencies from the communication point of view. It proposes
a system for the electronic triage of victims and emergency management to work even
in worst cases scenarios from the network communications perspective thanks to the
use of opportunistic networks and mobile agents. It also analyses the performance
of several forwarding protocols in disaster areas and proposes some improvements to
reduce energy consumption.
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El triatge de víctimes és una de les primeres i més importants tasques a realitzar
en arribar a un escenari d'emergència. Aquest procés prioritza l'atenció mèdica a les
víctima en base al nivell de les seves lesions. Aquest procés és molt important per
a una assignació de recursos eficient i eficaç, sobretot en emergències de gran abast
amb un gran nombre de víctimes. El procés de classificació de víctimes tradicional
utilitza etiquetes de triatge com a indicador de l'estat de la víctima, una solució que
comporta alguns inconvenients: Els metges han d'acostar-se a la víctima per veure
el seu estat en l'etiqueta de paper, la pèrdua de l'etiqueta de triatge, etc. Avui dia,
la informatització de les etiquetes de classificació és essencial per a una coordinació
i atenció a les víctimes més ràpida. No obstant això, els escenaris d'emergència
usualment es caracteritzen per la falta de xarxes sense fils disponibles per al seu ús.
Xarxes sense fils basades en infraestructura com les xarxes de telefonia mòbil o les
xarxes Wi-Fi solen destruir-se o saturar-se a causa d'un gran intent d'utilització o per
la mateixa naturalesa de l'emergència. Algunes solucions proposen l'ús de sensors
i la creació d'una xarxa de sensors sense fils per transmetre l'estat i la posició de
les víctimes o el desplegament de repetidors per crear una MANET completament
connectada. No obstant això, en grans emergències, això pot no ser possible a causa
de l'extensió d'aquesta o pot no ser viable a causa del temps requerit per desplegar
els repetidors. Aquesta tesi analitza les situacions d'emergència des del punt de vista
de xarxes i comunicacions. Es proposa un sistema per a la classificació electrònica de
víctimes fins i tot en casos sense cap tipus de xarxa disponible gràcies a la utilització
de xarxes oportunistes i agents mòbils. També s'analitza el rendiment dels protocols
de forwarding a les zones de desastre i es proposen algunes millores per reduir el
consum d'energia.

El triaje de víctimas es una de las primeras y más importantes tareas al llegar a
un escenario de emergencia. Este proceso prioriza la atención médica a las víctima

en base al nivel de sus lesiones. Este proceso es muy importante para una asignación de recursos eficiente y eficaz, sobretodo en emergencias de gran abasto con un
gran número de víctimas. El proceso de clasificación de víctimas tradicional utiliza
etiquetas de triaje como indicador del estado de la víctima, una solución que con
algunos inconvenientes: Los médicos tienen que acercarse a la víctima para ver su
estado en la etiqueta de papel, la pérdida de la etiqueta de triaje, etc. Hoy en día,
la informatización de las etiquetas de clasificación es esencial para una coordinación
y atención a las víctimas más rápida. Sin embargo, los escenarios de emergencia
usualmente se caracterizan por la falta de redes inalámbricas disponibles para su uso.
Redes inalámbricas basadas en infraestructura como las redes de telefonía móvil o
las redes Wi-Fi suelen destruirse o saturarse debido un gran intento de utilización
o a la misma naturaleza de la emergencia. Algunas soluciones proponen el uso de
sensores y la creación de una red de sensores inalámbricos para transmitir el estado
y la posición de las víctimas o el despliegue de repetidores para crear una MANET
completamente conectada. Sin embargo, en grandes emergencias, esto puede no ser
posible debido a la extensión de esta o puede no ser viable debido al tiempo requerido
para desplegar los repetidores. Esta tesis analiza las situaciones de emergencia desde
el punto de vista de redes y comunicaciones. Se propone un sistema para la clasificación electrónica de víctimas incluso en casos sin ningún tipo de red disponible
gracias a la utilización de redes oportunistas y agentes móviles. También se analiza
el rendimiento de los protocolos de forwarding en las zonas de desastre y se proponen
algunas mejoras para reducir el consumo de energía.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Emergencies have been in the spotlight in recent years. Some of the most important
events in the last decade have been natural disasters or mass casualties incidents. We
have seen major disasters in several countries: the earthquake in Japan in 2011, the
tsunami in Indonesia in 2004, the hurricane Katrina in United States in 2005, the
eartquake in Haiti in 2010, in the region of L'Aquila in Italy in 2009 or in the north
of Italy in 2012, among others. In all cases victims have been numerous, fact that
highlights that not only it is necessary to put efforts in preventing potential disasters
but also in improving its management in order to reduce the number of casualties.
These major incidents have made us rethink the way emergencies must be managed
and coordinated, and some authors have proposed a variety of solutions in order to
improve these situations and to take advantage of new technologies.
A fast recovery from an emergency situation can save a lot of lives but this is a
complex task, especially in mass casualty disasters. Rescue teams dedicated to search,
triage and rescue victims do not have the technological tools to help accomplish these
tasks and in the case of having them, often these are not prepared to withstand
extreme conditions such as lack of a pre-set communication channel.
The triage process is a standard process worldwide. It consists in performing
a series of actions for getting fast medical condition information about the victim.
1
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These actions can be a measure of the pulse or respiratory rate of the victim, or a test
in order to know if the victim responds to simple questions or actions. A owchart is
followed after the information has been gathered from each test and it gives as a final
result the seriousness of their injuries. It is normally used a color scale to indicate
the injury level of the victim: green for good condition, yellow for delayed medical
attention needed, red for urgent medical attention needed and black for no medical
attention needed (victim is dead or nothing can be done to save her live).
While one team is in charge of triaging the victims another is in charge of providing
medical care to those victims in worst conditions. This team has to know where the
victims are and their medical condition in order to attend first those most in need.
When the emergency is small this is an easy task as the team only has to look around
and see the color of their triage tag. But when the emergency scenario is large the
coordination becomes more di cult. More victims and their unknown locations are
a challenge for the coordinators of the emergency.
Some authors proposed as solution the use of electronic triage tags sensors. These
sensors are attached to the body of the victim and they retriage the victim constantly during the emergency and indicate wether the victim has changed its medical
condition (from one color state of the triage to another). These sensors provide
improvements over the traditional methods: constant retriage, GPS position of the
victim, data availability, etc. But they also suffer from some problems: high cost of
the sensors and the requirement of a fully connected mesh network in order to work.
The first problem has been lowered over the years. When this thesis started back in
2009, the price of a single triage sensor was too high for a big emergency with a lot
of victims. Nowadays the price of this type of sensors (with GPS, biomedical sensors,
network, etc) is lower but it is still high as a single unit may cost above 100 e.
The second problem was proposed to be solved deploying Wi-Fi repeaters or hotspots all over the emergency scenario. This is a task that needs to be done by the
first responders arriving to the emergency scenario in order to have all the sensors
sending its data to the coordination center. But in large emergency scenarios this
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task could take a lot of time and cost (of all the repeaters). Furthermore, having
people dedicated to deploy nodes in an emergency scenario can be seen as a waste of
valuable resources available at the beginning of the aftermath of the emergency.

Communications in emergency scenarios is also a complex problem. Usual methods of communication as mobile phone networks or Wi-Fi hotspots are usually destroyed or become unavailable during mass casualties incidents. Natural disasters as
earthquakes or tsunamis usually destroy network infrastructures. Even if these are
not destroyed or if the disaster has another origin, users tend to overuse this networks
to communicate with their families, or receive news or status updates. This fact produces an overload that makes networks unusable. Recent disasters as the earthquake
in the north of Italy in May of 2012 destroyed a lot of 3G network antennas. This
pushed some operators to publicity ask citizens with DSL connections still working
to open their Wi-Fi hotspots to facilitate communications in the region [3].

Another problem in disaster scenarios is the energy consumption of mobile devices
and sensors used, which have limited battery capacity. The emergency situation may
be ongoing for some time, hence systems may have to stay usable for extended periods.
Works from different authors show that Wi-Fi network is one of the most consuming
power elements of a mobile device [6][50][9]. For this reason, the use of energy-e cient
mechanisms is a must.

The objectives of the thesis are focused on solving disaster area communication
problems. The goal is to have a triage system that does not require a fully connected
mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) to route the information generated in the emergency scenario, being able to work even in worst cases scenarios: no networks with
large disaster areas. Furthermore, a study about performance (delivery ratio, latency
or energy consumption) should be carried in order to know which parameters of a
disaster scenario impact in the performance.

4
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Objectives
After the description of the objective of the thesis we summarize them in the following
lines:
• Analyze the emergencies to deeply understand how they work and what elements
can be improved or taken into account for the rest of the objectives.
• Propose a system to provide an electronic triage solution capable of working
under extreme conditions (no network communications, big disaster areas, few
personnel, etc).
• Propose a mechanism able to deliver the information collected in the emergency
scenario (triage information, victim's information, etc) to a coordination point
even in situations without any network available.
• Propose a solution for the lack of network infrastructure in emergency situations.
• Analyze the performance (delivery ratio, delay, delivery cost and energy consumption) of existing forwarding methods in emergency scenarios.
• Analyze how the characteristics of a disaster scenarios impact in the performance of different forwarding protocols in emergency scenarios.
• Analyze new forwarding schemes to improve the performance of existing routing
protocols.

Structure
This thesis is presented as a compendium of publications. After this first chapter of
introduction, chapter 2 follows explaining the related work of the thesis. This includes
understand how emergency works, describing the recovery process, what is a triage
process and how is performed and the technologies that are involved in the further
proposals. It follows chapter 3 that introduces the publications taking part of the
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thesis presented as a compendium, summarizes the main contributions, and discusses
their applicability. Finally, chapter 4 concludes the thesis and show future open lines
of research.

6
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Chapter 2
Related work
2.1

Classi cation of victims

The triage process is used by first responders in emergencies or disasters to prioritize
victims assistance based on their level of injuries or condition and it is used afterwards
to allocate medical resources more e ciently. The triage process consist in following
a protocol or algorithm that is responsible for deciding the injury level of the victim
based on a series of tests performed to her. This protocol is designed to obtain a
confident result as fast as possible (usually from 30 to 60 seconds) by using quick and
reliable tests.
Triage tags usually are a piece of paper recovered in plastic (or similar) that are
used to indicate visually the condition of the victim. There is no universal agreement
in the design or form of triage tags, hence there exist some different implementations.
Some examples are given in figure 2.1 and 2.2. The example in figure 2.2 is placed
in the wrist of the victim and only indicates their condition. The other example in
figure 2.1 is usually placed around the neck or wrist of the victim and can contain
more information about her.
The main purpose of a triage tag is to be a simple way to identify at a glance the
condition of a victim.
7
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Figure 2.1: Triage Tag

2.1.1

Triage protocols

There exist several classification protocols nowadays, these are the most common.

START
Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment (START) is nowadays the most commonly used
triage protocol. It was originally developed in 1983 by the Hoag Hospital and Newport Beach Fire Department in California, United States [57]. It follows four tests:
autonomy (can walk away the emergency scene), respiration rate, perfusion rate (or
capillary refill test) and mental status check. The process can be seen in figure 2.3
and it can be usually performed in less than 60 seconds.
First, the first responder looks if the pacient can walk. If the victim can walk

2.1. CLASSIFICATION OF VICTIMS
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Figure 2.2: Triage wristband

without any problem or movement restriction, she will be tagged with a green triage
tag and will be ordered to evacuate the disaster area to a safer place. Victims in this
group are usually advised to go by themselves to hospital.
In case of patients with reduced or no mobility, it will be checked if the victim
can breathe. If she can not breathe, the first responder will try to open an airway
and check again if the victim can breathe. If she still can not breathe, she will be
tagged with a black triage tag, meaning that the victim is deceased. If the victim
has recovered her breath, she will be tagged with a red triage tag, meaning that she
needs immediate attention.
In case the victim is found with reduced or no mobility but she is able to breathe,
a respiration tests will be done. If the respiration rate is above 30, the victim will be
classified as immediate, if not the first responder will perform a radial pulse test. If
the radial pulse is absent in the victim, she will be tagged with a red triage tag. An
alternative test, (perfusion test) can be done instead of the pulse test.
If the radial pulse is present in the victim, the last test will be performed: the
mental status check. If the victim can follow simple commands, she will be tagged

10
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with a yellow triage tag, meaning that her medical attention can be delayed up to
two hours. If the patient can not follow simple commands, she will be classified for
immediate attention.
Ability to walk away from the scene
Yes

No

MINOR

Breathe?

Open the airway
Breathe?
No

Present
Measure Respiration (Per Minute)

Yes

DECEASED

IMMEDIATE

Above 30

Below 30
Perfusion
Radial Pulse

IMMEDIATE
Absent

Present

IMMEDIATE

Check Mental Status
Can not follow
simple commands

Can follow
simple commands

IMMEDIATE

DELAYED

Figure 2.3: Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment protocol

As can be seen in figure 2.3, START uses 4 colors to distinguish the different
possible conditions of a victim.
 The green color (or MINOR) identifies the victim as low priority or delayed
attention.
 The yellow color (or DELAYED) identifies the victim as urgent attention.
 The red color (or IMMEDIATE) identifies the victim as immediate attention.
 The black color (or DECEASED) identifies the victim as dead or mortally
wounded.

2.2. DISASTERS RECOVERY PROCESS
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Triage Sieve and Sort
This triage protocol[57] is most commonly used in United Kingdom. It consist in two
sub-protocols: Triage Sieve and Triage Sort. The Sieve protocol is used for classifying
the victims in the emergency area. It uses the same four injury levels of the START
protocol and the following tests: autonomy (patient can walk away), respiration rate
and pulse rate (or capillary refill test). The only difference from the START protocol
is that the mental status is not tested. The pulse rate test (the last one) classifies
the victim into the DELAYED group if the result is between 40 and 120, or into the
IMMEDIATE if not.
Once the victim is at a casualty clearing station the Triage Sort is performed in
order to retriage the victim. It uses several Trauma Scores tests that have numerical
results. Score from each test are added and the victim classification is based on this
result. The tests are: respiratory rate, systolic blood pressure and Glasgow Coma
Scale (GCS)[58]. The last one is in charge of measuring the neurological damage of
the victim.

Other protocols
There exist other protocols as the Manchester Triage System (MTS) [12] or the Injury
Severity Score (ISS) [5]. These protocols have many similarities as most of them use
the same tests but with a few changes in the protocol, less populars (only used in
some part of the world) or with differences in the triage tags used. For instance,
the Cruciform triage [13], uses the START protocol but the triage tag contains more
information: radiation data, toxicity, etc.

2.2

Disasters recovery process

The disaster recovery process is similar to all type of emergencies: triage, stabilization
of victims and transportation of victims. Worst emergency scenarios usually are mass
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casualty incidents (MCIs). The main characteristic of MCIs is the large number of
victims.
The triage of the victims is always the first and foremost in an emergency scenario
and it is done by the first response personnel arriving at the emergency scene. Casualties are sort into groups based on their medical condition. Consequently, medical
personnel arriving later know which victims need more urgent attention. Victims are
attended and stabilized in triage order before they are evacuated to the hospital field
or to the advanced medical post where they will be treated widely.
The most common triage protocols used in emergency scenarios usually create
four groups of victims based on their medical condition. The first group, from worst
to best condition order, is the deceased or black one (sometimes the color used is
blue). Those victims are those who are clinically dead or with obvious mortal injuries
with no significant chance of a successful outcome. The second group, immediate or
red, are casualties who need immediate attention because they have life-threatening
injuries. The victims in the third one, urgent or yellow, cannot walk due to mental
or traumatic injuries but do not need immediate but urgent medical attention, hence
they can wait for a short period of time up to two hours. And finally, the minor or
green group, is for casualties with minor injuries who need help less urgently.
Once the triage is complete, rescue teams extract those victims who are trapped or
cannot move from the disaster area to a safe place. The incident location is also known
as zone 0. In this area the medical personnel cannot work because of a risk of danger
such as explosion or contamination. Because of this, it is important for everybody to
evacuate this area and for the rescue teams to extract the victims that cannot move.
While rescue teams are doing their job, the medical personnel treat those victims in
the red group that have already been evacuated and are in the patients' waiting for
treatment area, also known as zone 1.
If Advanced Medical Posts (AMPs) or casualties clearing stations are installed,
the victims are evacuated there (see figure 2.4). An AMP is a mobile hospital to treat
the victims before they can be moved to an hospital. In MCIs, where it is necessary

2.2. DISASTERS RECOVERY PROCESS
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to treat lots of victims in a serious condition, AMPs are essential and have to be
installed near but in a reasonable distance from the zone 0 to be a safe place.
Zone 0 can have two types of nodes, transportation nodes and non-transportation
nodes. The first ones are in charge of moving victims from the zone 0 to the zone 1, the
patients' waiting for treatment area. The second ones are in charge of triaging victims
in zone 0, the incident location. Hence, a transportation node goes periodically from
zone 0 to zone 1 and vice versa during the disaster (acting like a data mule) and a
non-transportation node looks for victims and triage them in zone 0 without coming
back to the zone 1 until required.
The main objective of the medical personnel in the AMP is to stabilize the patients. Once the stabilization is done, the ambulance, helicopter or other rescue
vehicle is called to pick up each victim to transfer them to the hospital. After the red
victims are treated, the yellow ones are followed. Regarding the green ones, they are
arranged together and then transferred with low priority to other hospitals or medical
institutions using any available transportation.
The Advanced Command Post (ACP) is where the coordination team is, and
where all the decisions about actions to be carried out by rescue and medical teams
are taken.

2.2.1

Node mobility in disaster areas

Node movement in disaster areas cannot be completely predicted because the emergency scenario is different in each case, victims have different location and the number
of first responders working on the emergency is different. Some parts can modeled
though, the disaster scenario can be divided into areas as can be seen in figure 2.4.
These areas have entry and exit points and nodes behave different in each of them.
Furthermore, there exist different type of nodes in some areas. In the zone 0 there
exist transportation nodes and non-transportation nodes as explained in the last section. Taking into account all these concepts about disaster areas, Aschenbruck et al.
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meeting
point

ground zero

Coordination Center

first
responders

victim

Field Hospital

disaster scenario

Figure 2.4: Emergency Scenario

[4] made an analysis of disaster scenarios and proposed a mobility model. It allows
to create node traces based on realistic emergency scenarios. This traces generator is
included in BonnMotion [48], a mobility scenario generation tool.

2.3

Communications in the emergency scenario

Traditionally emergency communications were focused on voice, but advanced communications mechanisms are being adopted. The low price of Internet enabled mobile
devices using Wi-Fi or mobile phone network as mobile phones have eased this process.
In most of the emergency cases tough, like hurricanes, terrorist attacks, earthquakes,
etc., these networks become unstable, inaccessible, overused or even destroyed. As a
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consequence, emergency personnel cannot rely on the use of existing network infrastructure and may deploy and use their own or look for another solutions.
Some of this solutions may have shortcoming. For example, if the area of emergency is large, it is possible that some solutions as MANETs could not work because
the impossibility of creating a fully connected network. Thus, an attempt to communicate from one point of the network to another may be unsuccessful as an end-to-end
communication path is needed.
Having Internet connection is very important for coordination or information purposes (e.g. with another coordination point or with hospitals). For this reason, it is
assumed that some part of the emergency, as AMPs or ACPs, have persistent Internet
connectivity even if the network infrastructure is destroyed or unusable. Deploying
satellite connections for in the ACPs is usual.

2.4

Triage applications and communication solutions
in emergency scenarios

Some authors propose to improve current triage processes in emergency scenarios
with the use of electronic triage tags or sensors. Some of them also propose solutions
for the lack of network infrastructures in disaster areas. In this section we see some
of them.
CodeBlue [54][23] is based on the use of sensors for the triage of victims and
the wireless transmission of the sensor data. The wireless transmission is done using
the wireless sensor network created by the sensors. It also integrates an RF-based
localization system to track the location of patients. In the case of scarce sensors and
therefore not enough to create a fully connected wireless sensor network, CodeBlue
proposes the deployment of repeaters.
Decentralized Electronic Triage System This proposal [42] also aims to use
sensors to triage victims. The results from the triage and the sensors information are
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transmitted to a mobile device carried by the first responder using Zigbee. The first
responder can transmit this information to the emergency response information center
using Wi-Fi or mobile phone network. The system also combines with traditional
paper triage tag with a barcode that is scanned and provides a unique identification
of the victim. The mobile device has a GPS receiver that allows to locate the victims
once triaged with the sensor.
ARTEMIS (Automated Remote Triage and Emergency Management Information Integrated System) [43] also uses sensors to monitor victims. The information of
the sensors are transmitted to PDAs that store this information in the form of agents
and transmit them through a wireless ad hoc network.
TacMedCS, Tactical Medical Coordination System [46] uses RFID based triage
tags to identify victims. The RFID is read using a mobile device that stores the ID, the
victim's data and his GPS position. It sends all the data collected to a central server
using a satellite connection. Furthermore, mesh communications are established between mobile devices in the disaster area to share data. TacMedCS is complemented
with MASCAL [21], a system in charge of hospital's resources management.
The WIISARD architecture [31] consist of three main components. The first
one is a mobile device for first responders with triage capabilities [28]. The second
one is an electronic triage tag [30]. The triage is done using the mobile device of the
first responder and the data generated is stored in an electronic triage tag that is
attached to the victim. This electronic device provides signal alerts and can transmit
its location through a wireless network connection. The third component consist of
sensors to monitor a victim's vitals.
WIISARD also proposes the use of a mesh network to transmit data between
mobile devices, electronic triage tags and sensors. It includes the deployment of
CalMesh nodes to create a wireless infrastructure needed to support these devices.
The mesh network is also used by electronic triage tags to communicate their location.
All the data is transmitted to the coordination center, that is powered with a
software in charge of the emergency management and coordination [17]. This software
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keeps an updated list of all resources available in the hospitals nearby, together with
the location of victims, the location of the first responders, victim's conditions, etc.
Thus, providing a better resource allocation. All data received in the coordination
center is automatically forwarded to all devices in the emergency scenario (to keep
them updated) and also to the hospitals network.
IMPROVISA, Minimalist Infrastructure for service PROVISioning in Ad-hoc
networks [60] focuses on the communication aspects in emergency situations. It
proposes the use of Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) in disaster areas using
self-organizing mobile nodes interconnected through wireless. IMPROVISA provides
context-aware networked information systems and decision support tools based on
agent technology.
A Situation-Aware Mobile System to Support Fire Brigades in Emergency Situations [34] proposes the use of mesh networks for emergency scenarios.
The mesh network is composed of heterogeneous nodes: mobile devices carried by
firefighters, nodes in firetrucks, and in case of lose of network coverage, the repeaters
deployed. This mesh network is used by firefighters for voice communication or video
streaming in the disaster are. Furthermore, firefighters are equipped with sensors
that monitor their vitals that are sent over the mesh network to inform the rest of
the team about their health status.

2.5

Mobile agents

Mobile agents [63] are a technology that have its origins in the fusion of two differentiated concepts. The former is the concept of intelligent agents [64] created by the
artificial intelligence community in 1995. The latter is the code mobility [22] concept, created by the distributed systems community in 1998. The fusion of these two
disciplines created the accepted definition of a mobile agent: an intelligent software
entity with the ability to stop, move and resume its execution in different locations.
The intelligent and mobile adjectives given to mobile agents define their properties:
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• Mobility: Mobile agents are composed of three main components: code, data,
and state. They can suspend their execution, move their code, data, and state
to another location, and resume it there.
• Autonomy: The code of an agent is developed to give him autonomy to complete
their tasks. Agent actions are performed exclusively by their code. Agents can
freely move through different locations while they carry out the assigned tasks.
• Reactivity: Agents perceive environment changes and react by adapting their
behavior to them [51].
• Proactivity: Agents take initiatives to complete their tasks.
• Sociability: Agents can interact with other agents. They can exchange messages, share information or even take actions together.
Agents are stored and interact with the rest of the environment within an agent
platform. An agent platform can be present in several places (servers, routers, mobile
devices, etc) and one single node can have more than one platform.
The most extended agent standards are the ones proposed by IEEE Foundation
for Intelligent Physical Agents (IEEE-FIPA), an organization focused on the management and communication of intelligent agents. The specifications standardized by
IEEE-FIPA define the basic components of an agent platform, an agent identification
scheme, a complete communication infrastructure, and several agent management
services.

2.5.1

Agent migration

There exist two types of agent migration [22]: strong and weak. The difference
between them is that strong mobility allows agents to move code, data, and state
(variable/registry contents), while weak migration only moves data and code. Although strong migration seems the most convenient it is complex to implement and
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is highly dependent with the underlying hardware or software architectures, making
more di cult the interoperability between systems.
Weak mobility does not move the execution state, as a consequence the code is
always resumed from the first line of code. Although this can seem a major drawback,
the agent state can be stored as agent data, thus moving this information in the
migration and being able to restore it once in the destination platform. This migration
type requires more effort from the developer but it is the most exible.
When a node migrates from a platform A to a platform B, it realizes a copy of
him in the destination platform. Only when the copy in the platform B have been
resumed and is working properly, the original copy in the platform A is destroyed.
This provides fault tolerance to mobile agents [29].

2.5.2

Agent forwarding

Mobile agents decide for themselves (using their code) whether to move to another
platform and what platform. The migration process is a forwarding algorithm that is
coded in all mobile agent and that can be different in each one. A mobile agent could
be seen as messages/data being forwarded in a network but with a very different
paradigm (apart from the agent being able to execute actions and perform tasks).
Mobile agent not only carries the data/message but also the forwarding algorithm
(code). In traditional message forwarding, the routing protocol is executed by the
node. With mobile agents is the data/message (the mobile agent) who carries and execute the forwarding method in each node/platform visited. This allows, for instance,
execute forwarding algorithms unknown by the platform. Furthermore, each mobile
agent is able to use its own forwarding algorithm regardless other mobile agents or
the platform.
Mobile agents are routed in two different ways. In the first way, the route that the
mobile agent will follow its decided when the agent is created, this is known as static
itinerary. The second method is called dynamic itinerary and it is not established
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when the agent is created. In this case, the route followed is decided during the agent
life based on its requirements.

2.6

Opportunistic Networks

Opportunistic networks is one of the existing subcategories of wireless networks. Wireless networks can be divided into ad-hoc networks or infrastructure based networks;
following we will see a definition of them and their subcategories.

2.6.1

Infrastructure based wireless networks

This category is the most common one, we found examples in street and homes:
mobile phone networks or Wi-Fi DSL connections. In wireless networks based in
an infrastructure, nodes connect to base stations that are connected to a backbone
network or interconnected with other base stations. Thus, the network topology and
the routes are usually static. Messages created by nodes are sent to the base stations
and then routed to the backbone network or other nodes in the network.

2.6.2

Wireless ad-hoc networks

In wireless ad-hoc networks all nodes in the network act as routers and clients. A
node can be the source or the destination of a message, and they create, send, receive
or forward messages. Nodes create links between them without the need of a base
station or other type of infrastructure. One example of this is a Wireless Sensor
Network (WSNs), where spatially distributed autonomous sensors detect each other
wirelessly and connect between them. This connection can be one to one or one to
several.
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Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET)
If the nodes can move, the wireless ad-hoc network is called Mobile Ad-hoc Network
(MANET). In this type of network nodes move in the scenario, reconnecting with
other nodes when they move. This causes a change in the topology of the network,
thus routing methods need to update their routing tables and discover new nodes
to take into account these changes. Routing methods in wireless ad-hoc networks
require an end-to-end path, hence routing protocols are in charge of discovering and
calculating the cost of the possibles paths.

Delay (and Disruption) Tolerant Networks (DTN)
Delay (and Disruption) Tolerant Networks or DTNs [20] are wireless ad-hoc networks
with a special characteristic: intermittent connectivity or equivalent (high error rate
or long delay). DTNs have two main differences regarding wireless ad-hoc networks.
The first one is that wireless ad-hoc networks protocols do not allow delay nor disruptions, giving an error message as a result. The second one is that while wireless
ad-hoc networks routings protocols require an end-to-end path, DTNs usually do not
always have one.
DTNs began with the need for a wireless ad-hoc network able to support high delays or disruptions (intermittent connectivity) in intraspace satellite communications
[8] but it was rapidly adapted for other scenarios with the same needs: communications in rural areas [53], sensor networks [62], vehicular networks (for bus routes f.e.)
[65] or emergency scenarios (proposed in this thesis). Furthermore, a IETF group was
created to standardize all the DTN protocols and architecture, the Delay Tolerant
Networking Research Group (DTNRG) [26].
The rapid growth in real use cases of DTNs and the support of an entirely dedicated IETF research group [10] made DTNs very popular in a few years [33]. While
MANETs also became very popular [33] in terms of research, they never found the
killer app for the technology with very few cases of real and viable MANET uses due
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to the need of a end-to-end path without high delays or disruptions.
The DTNRG proposed the Bundle protocol [52], an application layer with the objective of providing equivalent functionality of a Network Layer but allowing different
technologies underneath (figure 2.5). For instance, the bundle protocol can be used
with subnets that work with TCP/IP. The message, also called bundle, waits in one
of the nodes until it can continue the path, also known as store-carry-forward protocol. Thus providing an end-to-end connection without the need of a fully connected
network. Bundle layer has its own nodes ids that are independent of the underlaying
network protocol. This ids are later used by the forwarding methods or DTN applications. Messages can be delivered even if a route between the source and the destiny
have never existed before the creation of the message.
The bundle protocol have strong similarities with mobile agents. Mobile agents
provide also the same features: delivery without previous knowledge of the route,
they can wait in a node or they can be used with different technologies underneath.
Mobile agents also provide additional advantages as proactivity or reactivity.

Application

Application
Bundle

Transport (TCP)

Transport

Network (IP)

Network

Link

Link

Physical

Physical

TCP/IP Layers

DTN Layers

specific for
each node

Figure 2.5: TCP/IP Layers vs DTN Bundle Protocol Layers
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Opportunistic Networks
Opportunistic networks [49] are a subset of DTNs where the movements of the nodes
are unpredictable, therefore they are a delay and disruptions tolerant MANET [11].
As node movements are unpredictable, the network topology also is. This means
that nodes do not know the network topology, thus they can not build routes to the
message destination. Therefore, routes are built dynamically in each message hop. It
is also usual that the message is routed only to the next hop, ignoring which will be
their next hop/node. This means that the next hope calculation is done in each node
when the message arrives based on the metrics of the chosen forwarding method.
Opportunistic and delay tolerant networks not only deal with disruptions but also
with heterogeneity. Heterogeneity is one of the most prominent characteristics of
these type of networks. It ranges from different devices, different network protocols
underneath or different density of nodes.

2.6.3

Opportunistic networks forwarding

As we have seen with the bundle protocol, the forwarding decisions are made at the
application layer. Thus, allowing the forwarding protocols to use application data for
forwarding decision. This can include: network data, contacts history data or even
more high level data as social networks data or location data.
Epidemic forwarding [59] is the most evident forwarding algorithm for opportunistic networks. It consist in relaying a copy of each message in the buffer to all the nodes
encountered. It causes network ooding because of its greediness but it has always
the best delivery delay as a result. It is very used to compare other opportunistic
forwarding methods.
New forwarding algorithms that calculate the delivery probability using the contact history have also been proposed. The forwarding decision is taken based on
this delivery likelihood. Some examples of this type of forwarding are PRoPHET
(Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity) [32] or
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MaxProp [7].
Another type of forwarding protocols very popular in opportunistic networks are
those based on social networks. Some examples are PeopleRank, BUBBLE Rap or
SimBet. PeopleRank [45] is based in the social relation between nodes. It gives a
weight to each relationship that is later used to make a ranking. Forwarding decisions
are taken from this ranking. BUBBLE Rap [25] is based on communities. It tries
to forward messages to the destination community and once there to the destination
node inside the community. And the last one of the examples, SimBet [16], uses node
centrality in the social networks to decide the next hop of the message.
Opportunistic networking can also use DTN forwarding protocols, for example,
those based on data mules. Data mules are nodes which movements can be predicted.
These are usually used, for instance, for collecting data from wireless sensors scattered
around a large area.

2.6.4

Haggle

Haggle [47][56] is a networking architecture for opportunistic communications. Haggle is composed by a kernel that communicates with several managers that are in
charge of different tasks (figure 2.6). Haggle provides, with this modular architecture, a complete framework with a set of managers that ease the use of opportunistic
networking from applications.
The managers include the functionalities for neighbor discovery, resource management, name resolution, or forwarding between others, thus removing the need to
implement such features in applications. Using the libhaggle API, developers can create applications that use opportunistic networks without the hassle of developing all
the underlying communications. Haggle is in charge of managing connections coming
from different interfaces (bluetooth, Wi-Fi, etc) or protocols (TCP, UDP, etc), or
using different forwarding algorithms.
The network architecture has a data-centric approach. This means that, when a
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node creates data and want to send it, the data (in the form of data objects) is published in the
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Chapter 3
Contributions and discussions
In this chapter we present and discuss the contributions of the thesis and the results
obtained. This thesis is presented as a compendium of articles, hence the contributions are introduced referencing the corresponding article.

3.1

Contributions

There are five main contributions in the thesis.

• Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag (MAETT): The first contribution
is a proposal of system for creating and forwarding electronic triage tag in the
emergency scenario with a technology based on mobile agents. This system
combines other technologies (RFID, GPS, mobile devices, etc) to achieve its
proposal: create a virtual version of the traditional triage tag and be able to
forward it to the coordinator center even in worst emergency scenarios (those
without network connectivity).

• Virtual Electronic Medical Record from emergency scenario: The second contribution aims to extend the use of MAETT not only for triage tags
27
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but also for collecting other type of information data in emergency scenario.
One of this data is the ID of the victims. This ID can be forwarded to the
coordination center in the same way that mobile agent based electronic triage
tags are forwarded. Once in the coordination point, the mobile agent will be
able to move to the hospitals network thanks to the network connection available. In combination with other systems working in the hospitals network [61],
it would be possible to collect the medical record of the victim and forward it to
the hospital where she would be taken. Thanks to this information the victim
could be treated faster (some tests may not be necessary, as blood type test) or
better resource allocation caould be made.

• Haggle based Electronic Triage Tag (HaggleETT): Besides the much advantages of mobile agents, they have some drawbacks too. The most relevant is
the slowness it takes to forward a big (in terms of weight/bytes) mobile agent,
due to internal processes required to fulfill the FIPA standards. To fill this gap
we proposed the use of Electronic Triage Tags using the Haggle platform. The
Haggle platform is based in opportunistic networks and can provide a faster
forwarding using DataObjects.

• Opportunistic networks in disasters: The movement of the nodes in an
emergency scenarios cannot be predicted. Disaster areas can be very different
from one emergency to another: location of victims, size of the scenario, number of first responders, etc. The fourth contribution is targeted to discover how
the performance is impacted based on the different characteristics of an emergency scenario: Number of victims, number of first responders, etc. This tests
and analysis are done using some of the most popular opportunistic forwarding
methods in order to see how the performance impact is different between them
based on their characteristics.
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• PropNTTR: The last contribution of the thesis is the proposal of a new forwarding protocol based on two existing ones: MaxProp and TTR. It takes advantage of the high delivery ratio of MaxProp and the low energy consumption
of TTR. The proposal aims to mix different forwarding protocols in opportunistic networks to improve delivery ratio, latency or energy consumption.

3.1.1

Publications

The compendium is composed by the following five publications:
• Appendix B: Martín-Campillo, A.; Martí, R.; Robles, S.; Martínez, C. Mobile
agents for critical medical information retrieving from the emergency scene. In
7th International Conference on Practical Applications of Agents and MultiAgent Systems. Springer, Springer Berlin / Heidelberg, April 2009. ISBN:
1615-3871. DOI: 10.1109/TIT.2011.2119465. [37]
• Appendix C: Martín-Campillo, A.; Martínez, C.; Cucurull, J.; Martí, R.; Robles, S.; Borrell, J. Chapter 4: Mobile Agents in Healthcare, a Distributed Intelligence Approach In book Computational Intelligence in Healthcare 4. Springer
Verlag, August 2010. ISBN: 978-3-642-14463-9. DOI: 10.1109/TIT.2011.2119465.
[40]
• Appendix D: Martín-Campillo, A.; Crowcroft, J.; Yoneki, E.; Martí, R.;
Martínez, C. Using Haggle to create an Electronic Triage Tag. In The Second International Workshop on Mobile Opportunistic Networking - ACM/SIGMOBILE
MobiOpp 2010. ACM Press, pp:167 - 170. February 2010. ISBN: 978-1-60558925-1. DOI: 10.1109/TIT.2011.2119465. [36]
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• Appendix E: Martín-Campillo, A.; Martí, R.; Yoneki, E.; Crowcroft, J. Electronic Triage Tag and Opportunistic Networks in Disasters. In Special Workshop on the Internet and Disasters at ACM CoNEXT 2011 (WoID at CoNEXT
2011). December 2011. [39]
• Appendix G: Martín-Campillo, A.; Martí, R. Energy-e cient forwarding
mechanism for wireless opportunistic networks in emergency scenarios. Computer Communications, May 2012. DOI: 10.1016/j.comcom.2012.04.028. [41]
Additionally there are two more publications, not part of the compendium, but
part of the research work done during the PhD:
• Appendix A: Martí, R.; Robles, S.; Martín-Campillo, A.; Cucurull, J. Providing early re- source allocation during emergencies: the mobile triage tag.
Journal of Network and Computer Applications. November 2009 vol. 32. no.
6, pp: 1167-1182. ISSN: 1084-8045. DOI: 10.1109/TIT.2011.2119465. [38]
• Appendix F: Martín-Campillo, A.; Crowcroft, J; Yoneki, E.; Martí, R. Evaluating Opportunistic Networks in Emergency Scenarios.

3.2

Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag (MAETT)

As stated in the introduction of the thesis, the first part of the thesis was dedicated
to research for a solution for a triage application to minimize the network problems in
the solutions proposed until that moment. Traditional schemes of triage in emergency
scenarios use a standard paper-made tag placed on the victim. The paper triage tag
is widely accepted and used, but this method suffers from two main problems. The
former is that the tag is a physical element placed on some part of the body of the
victim. This can make location of the victim after it has been triaged a di cult
task. The location of the victim is communicated per radio giving an approach using
known elements as addresses, buildings, etc. And this takes us to the second problem:
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the task of triaging the victims, and the task of locating them for further assistance
and transportation are independent. Triaged victims cannot be traced to verify if
they have all been picked up. Furthermore, not having this information electronically
available makes very di cult to extract valuable statistical information as whether if
there is a higher concentration of critical victims in a specific place.
Some authors propose the use of Barcodes or RFIDs [21][27][46][28] to identify
and track victims or materials. An RFID provides some advantage over the Barcodes.
The most evident is the availability of the RFID over situations when the QR or the
barcode in the tag is not visible (caused by blood or mud). RFID has been accepted
widely as a good solution for victim tracking.
Some proposals have made relevant the problem of the lack of a network infrastructure in which relay for communication of triage information or emergency
management. The existing network infrastructures in an emergency scenario are usually destroyed (by the nature of the emergency) or they become overused causing
their unavailability. There are some alternatives proposals, ranging from using mesh
networks [54], to a full infrastructure deployment [18][23]
MAETT is the first contribution of the thesis, a mobile agent system that proposes a low cost solution for mass casualty incidents and is able to work even in large
disaster scenarios lacking network infrastructures.

See Appendix A Providing early resource allocation during emergencies: the mobile triage tag [38] and Appendix C Mobile Agents in Healthcare, a Distributed
Intelligence Approach [40] for all the details about this contribution.

MAETT uses triage tags with RFID as a method of uniquely identification of
victims. Triage personnel or first responders carry handheld devices that allow them
to create electronic triage tags. When a victim is found, the triage personnel have the
option of follow a wizard (or assistant) in the mobile device that will help her complete
the S.T.A.R.T. (Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment) process. This assistant can be
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skipped if the personnel wants to carry out another triage method or if she wants
to introduce directly the condition of the victim. Once the triage process is finished
an electronic triage tag (ETT) is created. An ETT is created in the form of mobile
agent, it contains the medical condition of the victim, its GPS position, and the id of
the RFID triage tag used with the victim. It can also contain other data considered
necessary or helpful for the recovery of the emergency as photos of the victim or
the scenario. The GPS position is retrieved through the mobile device (that has to
support GPS system) at the time the victim is triaged. The system is fully compatible
with more traditional methods of victim triage, since traditional paper colored tags
are still used. This allows coexistence with other systems and, therefore, a progressive
deployment that facilitates its adoption.
This mobile agent containing all the triage information of the victims has been
coded to jump from agent platform to agent platform until it arrives to the command
(or coordinator) center. The agent platforms are situated in each mobile device carried
by first responders and in the command center. These agent platforms allow agents
to jump from one device to another.
One of the main advantages of this scheme is that it does not require any network
infrastructure neither a fully connected MANET or mesh network to transmit the
triage information from the disaster scenario to the coordinator center. Mobile agents
allow asynchronous transportation of this information, therefore a direct connection
or a complete route from the device that generates the electronic triage tag to the
coordinator center is not required. A temporal link between two devices is enough to
transmit the ETTs.
Other proposals [54][23] that require a MANET, or mesh network, need an end to
end communication established. This may not be feasible in large disaster scenarios
because the MANET or mesh network will not cover all the area in the emergency
scenario. Furthermore, deploying relay stations to achieve areas without network
coverage is expensive and require time. Time is very valuable at the first stage of the
disaster when everybody has to focus its efforts in discovering, triaging and evacuating
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victims. For these reason, we believe that MAETT offered a great innovation and
improvements over existing solutions at the moment.
Mobile agents allows to have an asynchronous method of relying information from
node to node. Traditional routing network methods as those based on TCP/IP require
an end to end connection form the origin to their destiny. Mobile agents use the
application layer to make forwarding decisions. They can take decisions based on
which route they want to use, which node they want to jump or simply wait in one
node until a better node opportunity arises. The movements of the first personnel
working in the disaster scenario are unpredictable which makes impossible to establish
a fixed route from the generation of the triage tag to the coordinator center. The
routes will dynamically change and a mobile agent is able to support that feature.
Using a forwarding algorithm that recovers information about delivery probabilities
of each node, a mobile agent can decide if it is better to jump to the next node or
wait in the current node until a better opportunity arises.
Knowing which is the best forwarding protocol (in terms of performance) for
emergency scenario is complex decision. Mobile agents are autonomous and reactive
pieces of code that are able to move from different platforms or nodes and interact with
the environment obtaining data or making decisions. They can also clone themselves
to maintain a copy of them in the current platform while the other one jumps to
another platform. The way they make forwarding decisions can be based on a well
know forwarding algorithm, a new one, or a selection of them, as mobile agents can
react to environment changes and therefore use the best forwarding algorithm in each
situation.
This algorithms can be replaced at any time, or even coexist with different protocols, strategies, or interfaces. This is a direct advantage of using mobile agent
technology, where the code of the system is not static in the devices, but is carried
by the mobile agents. But this features and characteristics will be widely taken into
consideration later in that document when we talk about the fourth contribution.
Emergency scenarios may be dangerous (in cases of fire, earthquake, tsunami, etc)
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even for first response personnel that have been trained for these cases. Because of
this, some coordinator team leaders assign a return time to the base to each one of
the members of the first response personnel. This time to return (TTR) is for safety
purposes, in dangerous places the team leader has to have control over all their team
and propose them to return to the base periodically. If anyone is missing after a
time to return has finished, a rescue team will go to search for him. TTR forwarding
protocol is based on this time to return. It uses this value as a decision making.

As a sum up we can say that one of the strongest points of this contribution is
the improvement on information transmission with respect to other triage proposals
thanks to the to the autonomy, reactivity, and proactivity of the mobile agents which
allow them to move from different platforms asynchronously without the need for
an end to end path. This contribution provides a low cost system because the only
need of handheld devices carried by first personnel instead of a large set of sensors or
wireless network repeaters. Furthermore, this solution is exible as it allows the use
of different forwarding methods and it works in all the different network environments
that could happen (with or without network infrastructure available).

Even if the contribution has good points, it also has a few drawbacks in regards to
other proposals. CodeBlue [54] is one of the systems that propose deploying repeaters
in case the sensor network is not enough for a fully connected mesh network. As we
have commented before, this has an expensive cost and requires a very valuable time
at the beginning of the aftermath of an emergency. But this provides an advantage
that MAETT does not have: live information. With MAETT the triage information
will have to be transmitted throughout different nodes or devices (and wait until the
mobile agent can jump to another platform) until it arrives to the coordination center,
delaying the delivery of this information. In cases where a fully connected MANET
is deployed this does not happen as there exist an end to end path that connects the
generation point of the triage information with the coordination center.

3.3. VIRTUAL ELECTRONIC PATIENT MEDICAL RECORD FROM EMERGENCY SCENARIO

3.3

Virtual Electronic Patient Medical Record from
emergency scenario

In the aftermath of an emergency, the first responder personnel arrive first to the
scenario. They triage the victims to establish a medical attention order. Once triaged,
the victims in worst conditions are assisted first, they are stabilized and evacuated to
an hospital where they will be widely attended. Evacuate victims before stabilizing
them elevates the risk of death. Hence, only after stabilized, victims are transferred
to an hospital.
While the victim is being stabilized or transferred, medical personnel can search
for victim's personal items; documents or cards that could identify them. Identify the
victim can improve the medical treatment given in the hospital or provide a faster
response in the attention of the victim, specially if the hospital has implemented a
Virtual Electronic Patient Medical Record (VEPMR) solution [61][35][19].
A VEPMR system provides the full medical record of a patient from any medical
institution. Every time a patient visits the doctor, or has a surgery, or performs
her a medical test, this information is recorded in the local database of the medical
institution. If this institution is part of a VEPMR system network, a complete medical record can be build afterwards from any institution that is part of this network.
Having all the medical information about a victim before she arrives can provide a
faster and better diagnosis, thus a better treatment may be given [24].

Virtual Electronic Medical Record from emergency scenario is the second contribution of the thesis, it proposes the use of MAETT to forward information about
victim identification to the medical network from the emergency scenario with the
aim of retrieving her Virtual Electronic Medical Record and provide to the hospital
with better information about the victim for a more effective and e cient resource
allocation.
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See Appendix B Mobile agents for critical medical information retrieving from the
emergency scene [37] and Appendix C Mobile Agents in Healthcare, a Distributed
Intelligence Approach [40] for all the details about this contribution.

Once an ID of the victim's is found this can be associated to her RFID generating a
new mobile agent with this information that can follow the same path as the electronic
triage tag mobile agents. Hence, this mobile agent will arrive to the coordination point
where it will be relayed to the hospital network using the infrastructure network
deployed in the coordination point (usually satellite communications).
Once in the medical network, the mobile agent can request the whole VEPMR
of the victim from a VEPMR system and therefore have all the medical information
about the victim before she arrives to the hospital assigned. This information can be
used for different purposes. For example, with the VEPMR we can know the blood
type of the victim. This information is useful for the hospital allowing to reserve units
of this blood type before the victim arrives. Or for example, if the hospital runs out
of units of this type of blood, the victim could be redirected to another hospital with
stock.
Besides the example of the blood type, the VEPMR can contains more valuable
information for the urgent attention of the victim: chronic and contagious diseases,
past medical tests, allergies, etc. All these data will be available to the medical test
without the need of performing any test (saving time and money) and even before
the victim arrives, improving the medical assistance of the victim. This information
can be used to make a better resource allocation, to improve diagnosis, or to avoid
hazardous treatments, for instance in the case of drug allergic victims.

3.4

Haggle based Electronic Triage Tag (HaggleETT)

MAETT provides a good way to solve the lack of network infrastructures in the
emergency scenario. The implementation we carried out used JADE (Java Agent
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Size (KB)

5

10

25

50

100

250

500

1000

Time (ms)

133

148

227

499

1760

11546

39869

141939
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Table 3.1: Agent migration performance in a 100 Mb/s LAN network
DEvelopment Framework), a software framework fully implemented in Java language
that complies all the IEEE FIPA standard specifications. The FIPA standard specifies
that all agent and platforms communications have to be done using FIPA-ACL (Agent
Communication Language), this includes the mobility. Hence, when a agent has to
jump from one platform to another, the process has to be done using FIPA-ACL [14].
The main problem is that this process requires a lot of processing time because
each mobile agent has to be serialized and sent inside a FIPA-ACL message [15] as
can be seen in Table 3.1 (extracted from paper [15]). It shows a mobile agent transfer
performance between two hosts connected through a Local Area Network (LAN). The
network has a response time of less than 1ms, does not present packet loss, and has a
bandwidth of 100 Mb/s. The set of test, measures the performance of different agents
with data of different sizes and a fixed small code size of 5KB.
Communication between nodes in emergency scene are short in time. First personnel run from victim to victim, hence nodes are in contact a small amount of time.
The time required to transfer a mobile agent of 250KB of data and 5KB of code is of
1.76 seconds, and 11 seconds for a mobile agent of 500KB of data and 5KB of code
in a 100Mb/s LAN network with less than 1ms of response time: Table 3.1
In a real disaster scenario the bandwidth between nodes is of a theoretical maximum of 54 Mb/s. We measured the real maximum speed rate using two iPhone 3GS
(indoor and outdoor) and we obtained an average result of 6,4 Mb/s (figure 3.1). We
also measured the average contact time in an emergency scenario using BonnMotion
which generates disaster area traces. We performed several runs for each number of
nodes which gave us the results shown in figure 3.2. Furthermore, mobile devices
required more time to compute the serialization of the mobile agent. With these
results we can see that some opportunities of relaying mobile agents will be lost as
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Figure 3.1: Traces of the speed tests performed
for example if a node has several triage tags. For solving these problems we looked
for an alternative solution to mobile agents.
Haggle Electronic Triage Tag (Haggle-ETT) is the third contribution of the thesis,
an application based on Haggle [2] for the triage of victims in emergency scenarios.
It is able to work in scenarios where there is no network infrastructure and the nodes
have to communicate in opportunistic mode.
See Appendix D Using Haggle to create an Electronic Triage Tag for all the details about this contribution.

MAETT and HaggleETT have the same purpose but they are based on different
platforms. MAETT uses mobile agents as Electronic Triage Tags. The mobile agent
contains the triage information about the victim and the forwarding is done through
migration of the agent between agent platforms in mobile nodes. On the other hand,
HaggleETT allows to do the same tasks as MAETT but having a better performance
when transferring messages between nodes, thus losing less relay opportunities. Haggle uses Triage DataObject as Electronic Triage Tags. HaggleETT also uses TTR as
a forwarding method which is convenient in this situation. We will talk more about
forwarding in emergency scenarios in next section.

3.4. HAGGLE BASED ELECTRONIC TRIAGE TAG (HAGGLEETT)
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Figure 3.2: Contacts time in an emergency scenario simulation

HaggleETT, as well as MAETT, is not limited only to scenarios without network
infrastructures but can also scenarios where end to end connections are available.
In this case, the node destination of the message is seen as a neighbor, hence the
message is relayed directly to it. If the network infrastructure becomes unavailable,
or if there are delays and disruptions in the fully connected MANET or mesh network,
the system will go on working. This makes the proposal useful in any situation.
HaggleETT can provide better performance than MAETT but it also has some
drawbacks. Mobile agents not only contain the data they are carrying but they also
carry their code. Thanks to this characteristics, they can introduce new functionalities
and algorithms once the nodes are deployed in the field. A mobile node can be created
and sent from a platform A with algorithms that a platform B does not know. This
allows to execute new actions that other platforms are not able to perform because
they are not programed to do so. Hence, this mobile agent jumps to different nodes
executing their actions (code) without the need that the platform has to know them.
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In cases of emergencies this can be an advantage if there is the need to deploy a
new algorithm that has to perform some action that has not been coded in the
nodes/platforms already present in the disaster scenario.

3.5

Opportunistic networks in emergencies

As we have discussed in previous sections, in cases where no network infrastructures
are available, other types of networks have to be used. Some authors [54][18][23]
proposed the following alternatives:
• Deploy repeaters to supply a network infrastructure: It is a high resource consuming solution because it requires repeaters and people to deploy them. In
large disaster areas it may not be feasible.
• A fully connected MANET or mesh network using the nodes (mobile devices)
in the emergency scenario. It is not possible in large geographic areas.
• A fully connected Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). Also not possible in large
geographic areas where victims can be far enough from each other. Hence,
sensors attached to victims may not have enough communication range to cover
all the disaster scenario.
All solutions are based on the on the assumption that all nodes are interconnected
all the time. Assuming end-to-end connectivity in disaster scenarios can be very risky.
Large emergency areas cannot be covered with few nodes and even if covered nodes
could be moved or destroyed ending with the fully connected network.
Opportunistic networks are a good alternative to solve the problem of intermittent
connectivity, delay and disruptions. This type of networks use the store-carry-forward
paradigm. Nodes store and carry data when they are disconnected from other nodes
or their neighbors are not eligible for forwarding. When they met a node that is
eligible based on the routing algorithm, they forward the data they carry.

3.5. OPPORTUNISTIC NETWORKS IN EMERGENCIES
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Although opportunistic networks seem a good choice in emergency scenarios, there
exist many forwarding algorithms that can be used. One of the most populars routing
methods is Epidemic. When two nodes met in an encounter transmit a copy of the
messages in their buffer to the other node if it does not have a copy yet. Despite
this simplicity, it produces a low delivery latency in scenarios with low number of
messages or nodes. But when those numbers increase, its greediness produces poor
results as a consequence of the high resource allocation, ooding the network. With
buffers filled up with messages, they cannot be forwarded to other nodes and delivery
opportunities are lost. The same can happen when more than one node are met at
the same time and the contact time is short.
Forwarding protocols with better performance exist in opportunistic looking to
reduce the overhead produced by epidemical protocols. Some of them use social relations between nodes, trough social networks, as a forwarding decision (PeopleRank[45],
BUBBLE Rap[25] or SimBet[16]). Others calculate the delivery probability, based on
the contact history, to decide to relay messages or not (PRoPHET[32] or MaxProp[7]).
There are also more simpler forwarding protocols as Spray-and-wait [55] that relay
copies of messages to some randomly selected nodes (not all nodes that encounter)
reducing the epidemic overhead but without the probabilistic advantage of other protocols.
All these existing forwarding protocols (and many more in literature) make very
di cult to decide which one to use in emergency situations. For this reason we carried out a set of tests based on emergency scenarios simulations. The objective of
this study is to test the performance of the most populars forwarding protocols for
opportunistic networks in disaster areas. These results provides information about
which characteristics of an emergency scenario (number of people involved, number
of victims, etc) impact the most in the performance of the algorithms in terms of
delivery ratio, delay or energy consumption. Furthermore we give details of how the
tests were performed to provide other researchers to test their own protocols with the
same testbed and therefore compare them.
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See Appendix E Electronic Triage Tag and Opportunistic Networks in Disasters [39],
and Appendix F Evaluating Opportunistic Networks in Disaster Scenarios for all the
details about the fourth contribution.

MAETT and HaggleETT require an opportunistic forwarding to work. In MAETT,
the mobile agent contains the forwarding algorithm and decides whether if the mobile
agent electronic triage tag has to jump to another neighbor platform or remain in the
node where it is. In HaggleETT the forwarding algorithm is in the Haggle platform
and decides whether if relay the DataObject (or a copy) to a neighbor or not.

3.5.1

TTR

As a first solution for MAETT forwarding, the Time To Return (TTR) was proposed.
TTR aims to use a time to return to the coordination point, or base, for all the nodes in
the emergency. This is something that sometimes is already used in some emergency
scenarios. Each first responder in the emergency scenario is given a time to return
to the base for security purposes. Emergency scenarios are usually dangerous places,
hence a method to control the personnel has to be set. This metric is set the device
when the node leaves the coordination point, setting the time it will return. Figure
3.3 show how the TTR protocol works.
Although TTR is a delegation forwarding protocol because it uses the TTR metric
to decide whether to forward or not an electronic triage tag, it is also based on data
mules. The destiny of the messages is a point where nodes goes which collect messages
from the disaster area.

3.5.2

Opportunistic networks in emergencies

From the results obtained from the tests and analysis, we can say that MaxProp is
the forwarding protocol tested with best results in terms of delivery ratio and delay
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If TTRA
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< TTRA
If TTRB

ETTsB

If TTRB

ETTsA

TTRB >
If TTRA

delete forwarded
ETTs()

Figure 3.3: TTR protocol

performance. In almost every test MaxProp is the routing protocol that delivers more
message and the one that delivers messages fastest. All other forwarding protocols
tested have significantly poorer results in terms of delivery ratio and delay with few
exceptions.
Making electronic triage tags and information created in the disaster area arrive
fast to the coordination point is essential. Therefore, the use of MaxProp is a good
solution for the opportunistic forwarding in emergency scenarios. However, if we
consider energy consumption, in some scenarios MaxProp could exhaust the battery
of some devices. In scenarios with lots of messages or nodes MaxProp increases
its energy consumption due to the replication of messages. In this cases the use of
forwarding methods that use less replication (like TTR that only keeps one copy of
each message generated throughout the network) is the solution for not exhausting
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the battery. As a drawback, TTR has less delivery ratio, not achieving more than 50%
of messages delivered in any case. Furthermore, TTR is twice slower than MaxProp
in terms of delivery delay.
Taking into account these results, emergency scenarios with a high density of nodes
or a lot of victims (a lot of message created) will cause a high energy consumption for
MaxProp and therefore will drain the battery fast. If one of these cases is foreseen, a
solution could be provide a better (or extra) battery to the nodes if a fast and high
delivery ratio is wanted. Otherwise TTR can be used that will produce the battery
last longer (in some cases up to 10 times more) but a lower delivery ratio and slower
delay.

3.6

Improving forwarding in disaster areas

As we have seen in the previous chapter, energy consumption is one of the key points
in emergency scenarios with large number of messages or nodes. Routing methods,
like MaxProp, with high delivery ratio and fast delivery are the most desired in
disasters, but they produce an elevated message replication to achieve this, leading
to a high energy consumption.
According to recent works Wi-Fi is one of the most consuming power elements
of a mobile phone device [6][50], consuming up to 725 mW transferring data at full
capacity [9]. Furthermore, when a mobile device is using its Wi-Fi network in opportunistic mode, it cannot enter in PSM (Power Safe Mode) because it looks constantly
for nodes and so it spends a lot of energy scanning the network. Not only the scanning
but also the association between nodes spends a lot of energy [6]. We cannot reduce
the amount of energy consumed by the scan and association processes in opportunistic networks at application level but we can save energy by using forwarding methods
that transfer less data. To achieve this we propose an hybrid routing protocol between
MaxProp and TTR. This is the fifth contribution of the thesis.
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See Appendix G Energy-e cient forwarding mechanism for wireless opportunistic
networks in emergency scenarios [41] for all the details about this contribution.

MaxProp approximates delivery probability as the likelihood of an existing delivery path and replicates messages to the nodes with higher probability. This achieves
a good delivery ratio and a low delay but with a high energy consumption due to a
lot of relays of message copies. TTR only maintains one copy of each message in the
network and is forwarded to the node with lesser TTR value. This provides a good
delivery per energy consumption ratio but a poor delivery ratio due to a lot of lost
better-forwarding opportunities. For example, if we have a message M in node A and
it contacts with a node B with lesser TTR value than theirs, node A will forward the
message M to node B. It is likely that node A will contact later on with another node
with lesser TTR than node B. Therefore, node A would have lost a better-forwarding
opportunity as it does not keep a copy of the message M.
Using the hybrid forwarding proposed, called PropTTR, we wanted to have a
forwarding method that achieves a compromise between delivery ratio and energy
consumption. PropTTR solves these lost opportunities caused by keeping only one
copy of the message. PropTTR uses MaxProp protocol for the first hop of the message
and TTR for the rest. Thus, the message is distributed using MaxProp algorithm
based on delivery probability in the first hop and TTR for the rest. In PropTTR
messages have a hop count property because it is used to decide whether to use
MaxProp or TTR. This property is updated in each messages at each forward.
This property of the message will be read when the node is going to start the
forwarding decision in order to know which forwarding protocol to use. The property
will be written when the message is forwarded to another node, the receiver will add
one to its value. For all the message in a node with a hop count of 0, the forwarding
decisions is made using the MaxProp algorithm, if not, using the TTR protocol. The
owchart of the PropTTR algorithm can be seen in figure 3.4.
A node using PropTTR that creates a message m will distribute n+1 copies of
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Figure 3.4: PropTTR algorithm in owchart format

that message in the network, where n is the number of different nodes contacted.
These n+1 copies will increase the energy consumption if compared with TTR but
this better distribution of the message produces lesser better-forwarding lost opportunities, thus improving the delivery ratio although latency is penalized in return.
A distribution of n more copies of each message improves the delivery ratio up to
10% in the tested disaster scenarios. We also wanted to see how an step by step wider
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distribution will affect on the performance results. We did an analysis incrementing
the distribution of the message using PropNTTR.
PropNTTR works in the same way that PropTTR does but uses a variable N
as threashold. For example, if we use N=2 this means that MaxProp will be the
forwarding protocol used for messages with a hop count smaller than 2 and TTR for
the rest.
We tested N in PropNTTR for 2, 3 and 4. For N=3 and N=4 we see that the
performance results are very similar to MaxProp in terms of delivery ratio or energy
consumption for the scenarios tested. We extracted information about hop count in
a set of simulations to analyze the value of N in PropNTTR. In figure 3.5 we see
that the value of N determines the average hopcount. The change from MaxProp
(replication forwarding) to TTR (non-replication forwarding) stops messages from
being replicated which have effect on the average hopcount. Although we can see
that for 85 nodes MaxProp has an average hopcount of 6 and Prop4TTR an average hopcount of 4, the difference in energy consumption is insignificant. Hence, we
cannot say that there is a direct correlation between the average hopcount and the
energy consumption. As a conclusion, we can say that in Prop4TTR the use of TTR
instead of MaxProp greatly impacts in the average hopcount of the messages but not
significantly in the energy consumption.
Prop3TTR produced a very similar results in terms of delivery ratio regarding
Prop4TTR but it reduced the average hopcount from more than 4 to 3,5 for 85
nodes. In this case, Prop3TTR also reduced the energy consumption an 18% while
having the same delivery ratio as Prop4TTR. But the most relevant results were those
of Prop2TTR.
For the same simulations compared in the last paragraphs, Prop2TTR delivers
75% of the messages created: a 10% less than MaxProp and a 30% more than TTR.
In terms of energy consumption, Prop2TTR consumes 1200 Joules while MaxProp
6500 and TTR 500. This huge gap in energy consumption between MaxProp and
Prop2TTR while delivering only 10% less messages demonstrates that Prop2TTR is
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Figure 3.5: Average hop count of all messages vs. number of nodes

much more energy e cient that MaxProp.
For the rest of simulations of scenarios with different characteristics, we can say as
a general conclusion that in almost all situations Prop2TTR is more energy e cient
than MaxProp, defining as energy e ciency, the energy consumed by the delivery
ratio. The reduction of delivery ratio from using MaxProp to Prop2TTR is much
smaller than the reduction in energy consumption. As a drawback, latency is slightly
increased.
As a sum up, we can extract two main conclusions. The former, PropTTR provides
a better delivery ratio than TTR slightly increasing the energy consumption but
producing a higher delivery delay. The latter, Prop2TTR proves between 5% and
15% lower delivery ratio than MaxProp and a much lower energy consumption (up
to 6 times less), in the tests performed, without a high increase in delivery delay.
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This proposal can be generalized to other types of scenarios and forwarding protocols. The main idea is to reduce unnecessary message duplications of too greedy
forwarding protocol (reducing the energy consumption), thus producing a lesser energy consumption. This is achieved mixing the greedy forwarding protocol with a
single copy forwarding protocol in scenarios with presence of data mules. The latter
routing method have a good energy consumption but low delivery ratio due to the
loss of better-forwarding opportunities.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
This thesis began with the aim of improving how the triage was done in disasters.
At that time, triage were only though as a paper attached to the victim without any
electronic information associated with it. This traditional system has some evident
problems, the first one is that a paper triage tag can be lost once attached to the
victim losing the time that the paramedic spend triaging the victim. This can be
solved by using a triage wrist but some of the information gathered by the paramedic
will also be lost as the wrist only indicates the color of the triage. Another problem
is that the first responder has to approach the victim to see her triage tag, losing
a very valuable time. The first proposal of this thesis was the Mobile Agent based
Electronic Triage Tag system (MAETT). MAETT provides an Electronic Triage Tag
(ETT) that not only can be used as a backup in case the paper triage tag is lost but
also for improving the rescue process thanks to the added ETT fields (GPS position
of the victim).
MAETT creates an Electronic Triage Tag with the information gathered in the
form of a Mobile Agent. This Mobile Agent can jump from one device to another
until it reaches the Coordination Center where the information will be unload and
processed. All the information gathered by all the Mobile Agent Triage Tags allow to
draw in a map showing where the victims are, together with their condition, giving
51
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the possibility of tracing ambulance routes to pick up victims or sending paramedics
to those more needed.
We also proposed a Virtual Electronic Patient Medical Record (VEPMR), a link
between the MAETT system and a Mobile Agent system to get an Electronic Patient
Medical Record [61] if the victim has been previously identified. If the medical record
of the victim is available, the hospital system can foresee the equipment needed to
take care of the patient. For instance, book units of blood of the blood type of the
victim before the patient arrives to the medical center.
But forwarding information in an emergency scenario to a coordination center is
not an easy task. Mobility of paramedics in the disaster zone in emergency scenarios is
almost unpredictable. The Electronic Triage Tags are carried in mobile devices which
are transported by first responders who look for victims. These victims are located in
different uknown places making the movement of the first responders different for each
emergency. But there is something that can be predicted, the first responders have a
time to return to the coordination center, hence they can act as data mules. The trace
of the data mule can not be foreseen but the time at which the first responder will
come back to the coordination center can be. With this information a new routing
protocol was proposed, the TTR.
Mobile Agents support opportunistic networks. They can discover new platforms
and jump to them, but the process may require some time. Mobile Agents have to
freeze their processes, have to be serialized and have to move to the new platform.
Furthermore, they carry all the code and data. All of these can penalize performance
in some emergency scenarios with short contact time between nodes or with long
distance contacts with a low bandwidth. We proposed an Electronic Triage Tag
based on the Haggle architecture, a complete framework prepared for opportunistic
networks, to solve these problems.
Emergency scenarios can vary a lot from one to another: location and number of
victims, number of first responders, size of the disaster area, etc. For this reason we
performed a deep analysis about emergency scenarios and opportunistic networks in
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order to uncover which characteristics of the emergency scenarios have more impact
in the performance of a set of routing protocols. MaxProp showed a very good
performance in terms of delivery ratio in almost any scenario but also at a high
energy cost that could exhaust the battery of a mobile device. On the other hand,
TTR showed a very good energy performance but its delivery ratio was much lower
than MaxProp. In order to have an intermediate solution we proposed PropNTTR, a
solution based on data mules together with probabilistic routing. Tests showed very
good results in terms of delivery ratio (although below MaxProp) with a low energy
consumption. This routing method could improve the duration of the battery while
having a good delivery ratio.

4.1

Future research lines

At this end stage of the thesis, future research lines arise. In the following we describe
some of them.
• Dynamic Routing in Opportunistic Networks in Disasters We propose
the use of PropNTTR dynamically. This means that the value of N can change
dynamically under some conditions. For example, if a node is using Prop2TTR
and its battery is getting exhausted, the N can be dynamically changed to 1
to save even more energy. Hence, the node will start to use PropTTR instead
of Prop2TTR which will lower its energy consumption. One of the advantages
of PropNTTR is that each node is independent from the other: one can use
Prop3TTR and other can use PropTTR and both will be able to communicate
with each other and exchange they messages between them. With PropNTTR
with N dynamically a node could start with a high value of N and decrease its
value as the battery runs out. This can be implemented using bundle protocol (which is at application level and can read application level data) or using
Haggle which provides a resource manager that informs about the remaining
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battery, RAM, CPU, etc. Thus, allowing the forwarding manager to take decisions after consulting the resource manager.

• Social Networks for Triage Collaboration and Victim Discovery The
power of internet in disaster information dissemination has become very important in the lasts emergency situations. Google Crisis Response [1] is one example
of how people use internet to be informed and to inform about elements of an
emergency (points of interest, people missing, etc). Social Networks also are
growing every day. People use them to discuss about daily news and events almost instantly while they are happening. We can remember how that egyptian
revolution started in great part by the in uence of the social networks or how
a Pakistani citizen related the CIA capture of Osama Bin Laden while it was
happening. This heavy use of social networks could be used in disaster scenarios
to organize information related to the emergency posted by users and use them
by the first responders.

• Electronic Triage Tag using Sensors Using the application architecture described in MAETT, sensors can be added to it to retriage victims in real time
and send any change in their condition (from yellow triage to red triage for
instance) using mobile agents. Thanks to this, during the entire emergency
the triage is eventually updated, providing a more effective resource allocation.
Some of this work is under development [44].

• MaxProp with Spray and Wait Spray and Wait [55] is a forwarding protocol that consist in two parts. The first part, Spray, is in charge of message
dissemination based on probabilities. This probability can be calculated by using different algorithms. Hence, the message is copied and distributed from the
node where it has been generated to encountered nodes. Once the Spray part
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is finish, the Wait part comes along. It only consist in waiting until one of the
nodes that have a copy of the message encounters the destination node of it,
taking into account that nodes have mobility. MaxProp face a similar problem.
It has a very good spray algorithm based in probabilities but it doesn't have a
wait part, thus consuming a lot of energy. PropNTTR has shown that possibly
a wait part in MaxProp will slightly reduce the delivery ratio but significantly
reduce the energy consumption. A further research about creating a Spray with
MaxProp and Wait could produce good results.
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Quick response is critical during an emergency situation. This paper describes a system based on mobile
electronic triage tags that makes victim information available at the base of operations as soon as
possible, thus allowing an early medical resource allocation and immediate action. The cornerstone of
the system is mobile agent technology, which allows information to be transported asynchronously and
reliably from terminal to terminal and not requiring any network infrastructure at all. This novel
approach is ready to be used in the worst case scenario, where only small handheld devices carried by
the emergency personnel are available, but also integrates well when synchronous connections are
possible, for instance when a mesh network can be created. The system has been successfully
implemented, showing the feasibility of the proposal. By using this low-budget system, the number of
casualties during the triage stage of an emergency is expected to drop off.
& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
When there is an emergency situation, for instance after a
terrorist event or a meteorological disaster, immediate action is
required. Communication networks are normally disrupted in
these cases, and this obviously is an obstacle for quick and
coordinated assistance.
One of the most important tasks after an emergency has
occurred is sorting the victims on the basis of need for, or likely
beneﬁt from, medical treatment (Super, 1984; Mackway-Jones,
2006). After this, aid is allocated based upon the severity of each
victim. Traditional schemes to achieve this urgent triage use a
standard physical tag which is placed on the person, normally
around their neck. This tag usually has a color code concerning the
severity of the case, and it is used afterwards to allocate medical
resources more efﬁciently. Although this approach is widely
accepted and used, it shows some shortcomings that hinder the
ﬁnal goal of optimizing the medical aid provision. There are two
main issues for this. Firstly, the tag is a physical element placed on
the body of the victim; this can make location a difﬁcult chore, for
it depends on visual skills and direct eye contact (what if the wind
has moved the tag and it is hidden behind the body!). Secondly,
the task of sorting the victims and locating them for further
assistance and transportation are decoupled; tagged victims
cannot be traced to verify if they have all been collected, and it
is not possible to ﬁnd out where in the geographic landscape there
is a higher concentration of critical victims.

 Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 93 581 4835; fax: +34 93 581 4477.

E-mail address: ramon.marti.escale@uab.es (R. Martı́).
1084-8045/$ - see front matter & 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Electronic systems have often been proposed to solve these
problems. Ranging from quick infrastructure deployments (Dilmaghani and Rao, 2007) to barcode or Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID) based solutions (Inoue et al., 2006), all these
approaches have tried to solve the main issues of emergency
management, including victim triage. Most existing approaches,
unfortunately, fail to provide a feasible low-cost answer to actual
problems, and especially to early resource provision.
As in many other scenarios where distribution and coordination is of utmost importance, agent technology (Wooldridge
and Jennings, 1995) has also been applied to emergency management (Fry and Lenert, 2005). In this case, though, no advantage
has been taken of agents for the particular purpose of triage.
Still, the introduction of agents has meant an important betterment in emergency systems, and the number of applications in
related areas such as eHealth is growing by the minute (Hendler,
2006). Far from being a silver bullet, agent technology allows us,
hitherto, to face the design of complex systems in a sensible
manner.
This paper aims for providing a novel approach to solve the
problem of triage in emergency situations—the Mobile Agent
based Electronic Triage Tag System (MAETTS)—that overcomes
the issues of the traditional schemes described above. The basis of
our proposal is mobile agent technology. Mobile agents (White,
1996) are reactive and communicative pieces of software that,
unlike traditional static agents, can move between execution
platforms in a proactive fashion, roaming the whole system to
accomplish their goal. Platforms run a middleware used by agents
to interact with other agents and with the system.
There are two main physical components in this proposal.
Firstly, a triage tag with medical status, embedding a contact-free,
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low-range RFID device emitting a unique identiﬁcation. This
identiﬁer will be associated with a victim, and will represent them
through all the system. Secondly, a handheld device with an
integrated Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, a touch
screen, a RFID reader, and wireless communications. This device is
attached to the high visibility vest worn by the triage personnel.
When a victim is found, a triage tag is placed on them, and the
basic information in the tag about their status is ﬁlled in using
the device. The very handheld device reads the tag identiﬁcation
and a mobile agent is created, carrying the medical status
information, the tag identiﬁcation, and the geographical position.
This agent will hop from member to member of the emergency
staff since all handheld devices form a large wireless mobile ad
hoc network. Asynchronous agent migration makes it unnecessary any extra communication infrastructure. An ingenious
routing protocol allows agents to reach the base of operations.
Once there, and with all the information about the condition and
whereabouts of the victims, resources such as vehicles or food can
be optimally managed and used to aid the higher prioritized
persons ﬁrst.
Our agents in handheld devices show as simple, intuitive visual
interfaces, in which triage personnel can easily indicate the
victim’s condition and vital signs by touch. In our proposal, the
agent providing the user interface is different from the agent
which keeps and transports the triage tag information. The ﬁrst
one is always residing in the handheld device, while the second
one is mobile and moves through several devices. In this way,
mobile agents become smaller and faster to move, as well as the
information able to be easily displayed in agents providing user
interfaces adapted to each type of device.
This system avoids some of the issues of current schemes lag
far behind, and the number of casualties during the triage and
medical evacuation is expected to drop signiﬁcantly. Moreover,
the Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag System can be easily
integrated into existing Electronic Patient Record Systems, such as
the one presented by Vieira-Marques et al. (2006). This will make
critical information such as allergies and chronic or infectious
diseases available to be imported to the very emergency scene, in
an analogy to a virtual medical tag pendant.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next
section is devoted to related work and background. Sections 3
and 4 describe the RFID electronic tag based on mobile agents,
and an implementation of the scheme, including a routing
mechanism used to reach the coordination point, respectively.
A discussion on the advantages of this proposal with respect
to other existing systems, and the conclusions drawn, conclude
the paper.

2. Related work and background
Our proposal is focused on the medical triage stage in
emergency situations. This section analyzes the existing work on
medical triage and emergency systems, and provides a basic
background on the technologies supporting the proposal, namely
mobile agents, wireless networks and Bluetooth.
2.1. Medical triage related work
There are three topics closely related to a triage system: victim
identiﬁcation (assigning a temporary identiﬁer for further
reference), a medical classiﬁcation system (common criteria for
objectively deciding the status of victims), and a physical support
to make all this information available (generally, triage tags). This
section will go into these aspects.

2.1.1. Victim identiﬁcation
The ﬁrst requirement for any emergency triage system is
having a mechanism for the unique identiﬁcation of victims.
Barcodes have replaced plain numbers in this task, especially in
medical environments, thus facilitating mechanical reading
(Neuenschwander et al., 2003). Barcodes are easy to create (they
can just be printed on paper using a standard printer), but the
optical reader needs to be very close to get the information.
Furthermore, only one barcode can be read by a reader at a time,
and no additional data apart from the identiﬁer can be stored in it.
Recently, two-dimensional barcodes are being introduced in
different ﬁelds (Gao et al., 2007). This technology is based on dots
instead of bars, allowing more bits of information to be included
in the code. It can also be used for victim identiﬁcation, and even
additional information, such as patient data, can be stored on it.
Unfortunately, this mechanism also requires readers to be placed
in front of the barcode, only one code can be read at a time, and a
new code must be printed again if the information in it has to be
updated.
Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation (Inoue et al., 2006) is another
technology that can be used for victim identiﬁcation. A unique
identiﬁcation number is stored in a RFID tag, and a wireless,
contact-free, low-to-medium-range reader communicates with it
using radio waves to get this information. Two types of tags exists,
passive tags, that use the energy received from the reader to send
the identiﬁer, and active tags, that include a battery to increase its
distance range.
In spite of requiring special hardware tags, this technology is
very interesting for emergency systems because it supports the
simultaneous identiﬁcation of several elements from a medium
range distance.
2.1.2. Triage systems
The ﬁrst medical step in the aftermath of a crisis is the triage of
the victims, which is required for an initial evaluation of their
health status. This process, called triage, must observe a strict,
nonsubjective procedure following standard criteria.
Several triage systems exist, such as the world-wide used
Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment (START) (Super, 1984), the
more complex and complete Manchester Triage System (MTS)
(Mackway-Jones, 2006) widely used in UK, Europe and Australia,
the points-based Glasgow Coma Scale (GSC) (Teasdale and
Jennett, 1974), only centered in the conscious state of the victim,
or the two-step Triage Sieve and Sort (Wallis, 2002).
Most of these systems are based on the rapid analysis of the
breath status and rate, pulse rate, patient ability to follow simple
commands, or eye, verbal or motor response. After the triage,
victims are usually classiﬁed into four injury level categories, each
one associated with a color: Minor (green), Delayed (yellow),
Immediate (red), and Deceased (black). Furthermore it has
recently being introduced a new category, violet, for victims in a
very critical status, which are very likely to be casualties in a short
time. In this paper we will use the four color system, which is the
most widely used currently.
2.1.3. Triage tags
Once a victim has been triaged, one of the four colors
associated with the injury level is assigned to them together with
an identiﬁcation number. The medical data obtained from the
triage, as well as non-medical information that may be obtained
from the victim, may also be vital for later treatment.
For the visualization of the color associated with the injury
level, easy methods are used such as the Flagging tape, a simple
color non-adhesive PVC or vinyl tape. More complex paper tags,
known as triage tags, are also widely used. These triage tags
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middleware layer focused on security and scalability, developed
by the Department of Computer Science of the Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam; Aglets (Lange and Mitsuru, 1998), a Java-based
platform and library for mobile agents support, originally
developed by IBM Tokyo Research Laboratory, and currently
hosted as a SourceForge open source project; Ajanta (Tripathi
et al., 1999), a Java-based mobile agents platform developed at the
University of Minnesota; FIPA-OS (Poslad et al., 2000) supporting
the majority of the FIPA initial speciﬁcations; JADE (Bellifemine
et al., 2006) an IEEE-FIPA-compliant Java-based middleware, with
mobility support. Most of them are based on the multi-platform
Java language, but only JADE is lately updated, is based on Java,
supports agents mobility, and is IEEE-FIPA compliant.
Regarding agent mobility, it can be provided through different
approaches. For this reason, some efforts have been done to
standardize it, for example through FIPA-compliant (Cucurull
et al. 2007a, b) or XML-based (Chen et al., 2008) protocols.

Fig. 1. METTAG triage tag.

include the color associated with the injury level, the victim
identiﬁcation number, and additional medical and non-medical
information that may be useful for the medical personnel to assist
the patient later (see Fig. 1). Examples of them are the original
(METTag), the foldable Smart Tag (TSG Associates), the big-size
cross-shaped foldable Cruciform tag (CWC-services), or the
military Smart Incident Command System (SICS) (TSG Associates).
Using these traditional paper triage tags the information
written on them remains near the patient. Nonetheless, additional
steps are required for the medical personnel if this information
must be received in advance to attend the patient later on, or if
this information must be introduced and managed in a computer
system.
2.2. Technical background
Our approach focuses on the improvement of existing triage
systems through the innovative usage of technologies such as
mobile agents, wireless networks, and Bluetooth. A very brief
background of these technologies is described below.
2.2.1. Mobile agents
The system we propose is based on the use of mobile agents for
emergency situations. Agents (White, 1996) are autonomous
software entities with a set of tasks, reactive (i.e., react to their
environment changes), proactive (i.e., change their environment),
and social (i.e., interact with other agents). Mobile agents have the
additional ability to move to different network locations. Agents
dwell in agent platforms, which are frameworks where they are
executed.
In order to allow agents to collaborate among themselves,
when they are originated in platforms using different technologies, a standardized way to interoperate is required. Nowadays,
the standards speciﬁed by the IEEE Foundation of Intelligent
Physical Agents (FIPA), both for agents and for agent platforms, are
the most widely used.
Several mobile agent platforms exist. We highlight the most
representative ones: AgentScape (Overeinder and Brazier, 2006), a

2.2.2. Wireless networks
In most emergency situations no communication infrastructures exist. It is in this case where wireless ad hoc networks have
an important role. These networks are formed connecting the
different systems without using any intermediate access point. A
speciﬁc case of wireless ad hoc networks are mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs), where nodes move and dynamically change
the structure of the network.
In MANETs, research has mainly been done on the optimization
of routing algorithms, which are focused on different objectives:
load balancing, energy efﬁciency, distance vectors, or the link
state.
Another approach are Wireless Mesh Networks. These networks create routes, only as desired by the nodes, that are
maintained as long as they are needed or the link is available. The
standard, IEEE 802.11s draft, extends IEEE 802.11 with an
architecture supporting broadcast, multicast, and unicast delivery
in mesh networks at data link layer. An example of its usage is in
the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) project (OLPC).
Regarding wireless ad hoc network routing standards at
network layer, the two main ones are the Ad-hoc On-demand
Distance Vector (AODV) (Perkins et al., 2003), a reactive protocol
which only establishes routes on demand based on distance
vectors; and the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol
(Clausen and Jacquet, 2003), a proactive protocol based on link
state.
2.2.3. Bluetooth
Bluetooth (Haartsen, 2000) is a radio frequency wireless
technology for connecting devices in a short distance set to
replace cables. It is designed to use very low power, making it
suitable for portable devices, but limiting the data transfer speed.
One of its features is the possibility to deal with several devices
connected over a single link without being in line of sight of each
other.

3. The Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag System
The main objective of this proposal is the speciﬁcation of the
Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag System, an innovative triage
system for using in emergency situations. The system is an
improvement of current electronic medical triage systems, which
takes advantage of mobile agent technology to provide information mobility, autonomy, proactivity, and reactive component
behavior to face up emergency situations. Moreover, the system is
able to operate without communication infrastructures, permanent connections, or full network coverage through MANET
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Fig. 2. Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag System (MAETTS).

technology. Besides, the system enables early resource allocation
and integration with existing eHealth solutions, which are
groundbreaker features not present in any other approaches up
to date.
In the next paragraphs, there is an introduction of the scenario
where the system operates. Then, there is a description of the
system and the agents involved. And, ﬁnally, there is a detailed
description of the the overall operation.

3.1. Scenario
Our proposal is based on a scenario with two different areas,
the Emergency Area (EA) and the Emergency Coordination Center
(ECC), interacting through the Electronic Triage Tags Mobile
Agents (ETTMAs). See Fig. 2.
The EA is the zone where there are the victims of a Mass
Casualty Incident (MCI). It is the focus of the medical attention,
and there may be more than one in an emergency. Triage of the
victims is done in this area by trained triage personnel, such as
doctors, nurses and paramedicals. After the triage, doctors provide
initial medical stabilization to victims and rescue teams (in
ambulances, helicopters, and so on) take care of the transportation and evacuation.
Regarding communications, in the EA neither ﬁxed nor
permanent communication networks may be available. In some
cases, although there might be a network available, such as GSM,
it may be saturated, non-functional, or even disconnected for
security reasons. Therefore, the solution is to use MANETs to
communicate all handheld devices and computers supplied to the
triage personnel, doctors, rescue teams, and the ECC. Anyway,
MANET connectivity in this area is usually intermittent, and
therefore permanent connection between devices, including the
ECC, cannot be assured. Mobile agents travel across this network
with triage information when ad hoc network coverage exists,
trying to reach the ECC.
ECC is the second area in the scenario. All the information
regarding the MCI (victims, doctors, specialists, volunteers, rescue
teams, medical supplies, and so forth) is managed from there.
Access to the non-permanent ad hoc network is available, and in
some cases the access to an infrastructure network is also possible

through cable or satellite communications. Usually, the ECC may
also be linked to one ﬁeld hospital.
Emergency personnel move from the EA to the ECC (and to
ﬁeld hospitals) to provide the required services, while rescue
teams are in charge of victim transportation. Through the devices
used by all the emergency personnel and rescue teams connected
by MANET communications.
All the emergency information moves from the EA to the ECC
by using the devices carried by all the emergency personnel and
rescue teams connected by MANET communications, while
management information moves in the opposite direction.
3.2. System description
From the initial requirements and the scenario described
above, we propose the use of a hardware platform composed of
several components. For the triage personnel and doctors in the
EA, we propose the use of handheld devices with RFID reader, IEEE
802.11, and GPS support. For the rescue teams, in vehicles, we
propose computers with IEEE 802.11 network support, GPS, and
RFID reader. And for the ECC, computers with RFID reader, and
network connectivity through wireless IEEE 802.11, wired ethernet, or satellite communications. Furthermore, simple paper
triage tags with attached RFID tags for victim unique identiﬁcation are used. In order to read tags, RFID readers with wired or
wireless connection to the handheld device or computer must be
available. Finally, the use of discovery and routing protocols on top
of IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networking is proposed in order to link all
unknown handheld devices and computers in the system.
Regarding the hardware infrastructure, MAETTS is based on
three main devices: the Triage Device (TD), the Emergency
Coordination Center Device (ECCD) and the Rescue Team Device
(RTD). All of them run mobile agents, so they require a mobile
agent platform.
3.2.1. Triage Device
The TD is the part of MAETTS used by triage personnel during
the triage phase, and by doctors during the victim initial medical
stabilization. It is composed of a handheld device which runs an
agent platform, and a Manager Agent (MA) acting as the user
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interface and as a factory of ETTMAs. It also stores ETTMAs,
either those created in the same device or the received from
other devices.
3.2.2. Emergency Coordination Center Device
The ECCD is the part of MAETTS in charge of the emergency
management. At least one ECCD is required in a MCI, usually in
the ECC. Otherwise, an ECCD in the hospital can be used.
Apart from the computer, the ECCD has an agent platform
installed on it, a MA to manage the agents and acting as a user
interface, and a Coordination Agent (CA) providing the speciﬁc
facilities for the coordination of the emergency. Moreover, the
ECCD also stores all the ETTMAs arrived from the TDs in the EA,
and calculates, creates and assign rescue routes to the RTDs.
3.2.3. Rescue Team Device
The RTD is the device used by every rescue team. From the
architecture point of view, it is very similar to the TD, and it is
composed of a computer running an agent platform, a MA, and all
the ETTMAs received from the ECCD.
3.3. Agents
As seen in the previous system description, there are three
different agents present in all three devices of MAETTS: the
Manager Agent, the Electronic Triage Tag Mobile Agent and the
Coordination Agent.
3.3.1. Manager Agent
The MA is an agent that must be present in all the platforms of
the system. It is in charge of the management of MAETTS and
provides the basic and common features required in all devices
described above: a user interface, the creation of agents, the
management of the device, and the management of the TTR.
User interface: This is the graphical user interface for all the
devices in the system. It supports the introduction of all
the medical information related to the victim, such as the status,
the vital signs, or the medication received. It keeps a list of the
ETTMAs in the device, and provides the services to visualize,
modify, and add information to these ETTMAs. The touch interface
is optimized for a good usability in the small-screen handheld
devices used in the EA. Moreover, it is also adapted for its use in
the rescue teams’ computers as well as in the ECC, ﬁeld hospital,
or regular hospital. Other user interfaces customized for different
types of specialists can also be supported by MAs.
ETTMA factory: MAs are in charge of creating new ETTMAs, and
supply them with the triage information provided by the triage
personnel.
ETTMA management: The MA is also the manager of ETTMAs
running in the same agent platform, both the ones created in the
same device as well as the ones coming from other devices.
Management of the remaining Time To Return: The routing
decision algorithm for ETTMAs at the application level is based on
the concept of Time To Return (TTR) to the ECC. A more detailed
description of the ETTMA routing based on the TTR concept can be
found in Section 3.4.2. The MA is in charge of managing its own
TTR information, interchanging and storing the information of the
TTR of all the devices currently accessible in the ad hoc network,
and making this information available to all the ETTMAs in their
own mobile agent platform.
3.3.2. Electronic Triage Tag Mobile Agent
The ETTMA is the basis of the system. The features provided by
this agent are described below.
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The ETTMA is able to store and visualize the victim triage color
associated with the injury level, together with all relevant data
obtained in the triage phase.
Apart from that, the ETTMA provides the storage of all the vital
signs measured to the victim during the triage, the initial medical
stabilization, and all the subsequent treatment, together with the
non-medical data. The identiﬁcation of the member of the
medical personnel that has introduced each data, with timestamp
information, is also stored.
Additionally, it stores the identiﬁcation of the victims gotten
through the RFID readers. Each victim is provided with a RFID tag.
For backup purposes, as well as for support of systems without
readers, paper triage tags with the identiﬁcation number printed
on it are tight to the RFID tag.
The ETTMA also supports the automatic and dynamic introduction of information regarding victim localization. This information is vital for the best management of medical
transportation. For this reason, ETTMA is linked with a GPS
receiver either built inside the hardware, usually in handheld
devices, or an external one connected through Bluetooth, USB, or
serial communication. A record with consecutive localization
information is also periodically stored together with a timestamp.
In case no GPS is available, localization information introduced by
hand is also supported. A more detailed description of the victim
localization process can be found in Section 3.5.4.
Finally, the ETTMA, as its name states, is a mobile agent, so it is
able to migrate in an autonomous, proactive, and reactive way to
other platforms when required. In a ﬁrst step, the mobility is
centered in moving from the TD of the triage personnel to other
TDs until reaching the ECCD. Once there, and after a rescue team is
assigned, it migrates to the corresponding RTD.
3.3.3. Coordination Agent
The CA, as previously mentioned, is in charge of the general
coordination of the emergency. For this purpose, it provides the
features below.
It is in charge of the management of the ETTMAs coming from
the EA and stored in the ECCD.
It also provides the management of the rescue team routes,
including their creation and assignment according to the rescue
teams and ETTMAs present at each moment in the ECC.
Finally, the CA is also in charge of the management of the
transportation and distribution of all the medical supplies from
and to EA, ECC, ﬁeld hospital and regular hospitals.
3.4. Electronic Triage Tag Mobile Agent features
The ETTMA is the central part of the system. Regarding data, it
contains all the information related to the triage, while as for the
software, it includes all the algorithms for the routing decisions to
allow the mobile agent reach the ECCD as soon as possible.
3.4.1. ETTMA information
Each ETTMA contains all the victim information, most of them
medical but also non-medical, required for the management of
the emergency. The information must be equivalent to the one
supported by the traditional paper triage tags, plus all the
additional information related to the facilities provided by the
hardware and software of the selected platform.
One of the advantages of using ETTMAs in front of traditional
paper triage tags is that electronic triage tags may contain more
information than on the reduced size of traditional paper triage
tags. In this way, more information ﬁelds can be deﬁned, and even
new agents with new ﬁelds can be easily created, downloaded and
used when required.
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Some of this information, mainly the non-medical, is unique
and it is only stored once, such as the victim identiﬁcation, or the
personal data. Other information, such as the medical one, may
change during time, so it can be stored (overwritten or appended)
as many times as required. In this later case, additional
information that can be automatically obtained, such as a
timestamp or the identiﬁcation of the medical personnel that
have introduced the information, may be added to track the
changes in the ETTMA. The following list describes the information ﬁelds in the ETTMA, which can be extended as required.
Victim identiﬁcation: The victim is identiﬁed using a unique
identiﬁer. Usually, this information is automatically obtained from
the RFID tag stuck to the paper triage tag.
Personal data: The ETTMA includes data such as victim name,
address, city, gender, and public health identiﬁer.
Triage information: Storage of all traditional medical triage
information must be supported by the ETTMA. It includes vital
data such as blood pressure, pulse (full or weak; regular or
irregular), or respiration. It also includes non-vital data medical
status such as walking ability (yes or no), alert level (responsive or
unconscious), capillary reﬁll, or mental status (alert, verbal, pain,
or unconscious). Among all the information regarding the triage,
the color associated with the injury level must be remarked,
which is the basis of all triage tags.
Body injuries: A front and back body diagram for the
introduction of information regarding location of body injuries
must also be present in the ETTMA.
Additional information: For extra medical information and/or
observations, an additional text ﬁeld is included.
Transportation information: Information about the transportation is also included in the ETTMA. It contains a transportation
identiﬁer, and origin and destination locations.
Medication: All the information about the medications administered to the victim is stored in this ﬁeld. It includes the
medication solution and dose, and whether it is intravenous or
intramuscular.

3.4.2. ETTMA routing
Each ETTMA is in charge of the decision of moving from one
platform to another by itself. For this purpose, a decision
algorithm at application level must be included in the agent code.
In this system, the decision is taken from the information carried
by the ETTMA, together with information obtained from the MA in
the platform where it is running.
As a ﬁrst approach, we propose a simple routing decision
algorithm for ETTMA based on the Time To Return to the ECC
concept. With this approach, agents always move to the platform
in the same MANET that expects to return to the ECC earlier.
Each time a user with a TD or a RTD (doctors, nurses, rescue
teams, among others) leaves the ECC, he initializes, using a very
simple GUI in the MA, a timer indicating when he expects to
return to the ECC. This timer automatically decreases its value as
time goes by. In case one of the users returns earlier or later than
expected, the value may be modiﬁed in the same fashion as it is
introduced. This is a realistic situation, since deployed personnel
in the EA are important assets that normally are very controlled.
Each MA has a list with all the neighbor platforms and the TTR
associated to the personnel carrying them. When a new accessible
device is detected, both interchange their TTR, and introduce the
obtained information in its own list of platforms. At that moment,
all ETTMAs in the platform receive a notiﬁcation of changes, and
they may access the list and act in consequence. When the
communication link is lost, the entry in the list is removed and the
subscribed ETTMAs are notiﬁed.

The objective of the ETTMA is to reach the ECC as soon as
possible. Hence, it selects the neighbor platform (P) with the
lowest TTR as long as it is lower than the TTR from the current
platform (TTRc ), they move to it.
next P ¼ fPi jTTRi ¼ minðTTR1 ; . . . ; TTRn Þ ^ TTRi oTTRc g
Since the decision is taken by the MAETT itself, other approaches
could be supported simultaneously by other kind of agents with
other priorities, such as agents selecting the higher TTR in order to
stay in the EA as long as possible.
It should be noticed that when any member of the triage
personnel, doctor, or rescue team returns to the ECC, the MA in the
corresponding TD or RTD will have a low TTR value. In a normal
operation in a wireless MANET, they may ﬁnd other devices with
higher TTRs. Thus, so during this return trip a number of ETTMAs
will be received to be transported to the ECCD. When TDs or RTDs
arrive to the ECC, they detect the ECCD and notify ETTMAs in their
platforms in order to allow them to move.
3.5. Operation
In the mass casualties scenarios previously described a
predeﬁned set of actions are followed, by the different participating actors. Using the MAETTS does not implies to substantially
modify these actions, but improve and speed them.
Below there is a description of the traditional actions and
actors involved in an emergency scenario. Moreover, we provide a
comparison between their behavior in a traditional scenario and
with our innovative system, comprising from the victim identiﬁcation to the rescue transportation of the victims.
The ﬁrst event is the incident itself. The result of which is a
number of victims, scattered around the EA. At this stage, no
medical action is taken, and it is therefore out of the scope of our
proposal.
3.5.1. Victim identiﬁcation
In traditional emergencies, the barcode and identiﬁer printed
on the paper triage tag is used to uniquely identify victims and to
facilitate presencial tracking.
For the victim identiﬁcation, we propose instead the use of
RFID technology through a RFID tag attached to a paper triage tag
with the same identiﬁer number printed on it, for fault-tolerance
purposes.
The identiﬁer is read approaching the handheld device and the
RFID reader in the vest to the paper triage tag (including the RFID
tag) assigned to the victim. In the triage phase, the read
identiﬁcation is automatically assigned to a new ETTMA. In all
the other cases, such as when the victim is collected by the rescue
teams, the RFID tag is also read. The display in the computer
system in the ambulance may automatically show the information
in the associated ETTMA. Afterwards, when the victim reaches the
ﬁeld hospital or the hospital, the RFID is also read by a RFID reader
at the entrance, and the ETTMA, that is inside the medical
transportation device, moves to the hospital system platform,
where the victim information can be eventually integrated in an
existing virtual patient record system.
3.5.2. Triage
The ﬁrst medical action taken during emergency situations is
the triage. Triage personnel look for victims and approach them.
Immediately, they triage these victims, evaluating a few vital signs
in a simple, fast, and predetermined way. Once evaluated, an
injury level is assigned to the victim, together with the associated
color in the paper triage tag. At the same time, the victim’s
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medical values obtained during the evaluation can also be written
on this triage tag.
For the management of the information in the initial triage of
the victims, we propose the use of a CA running on a handheld TD,
able to create ETTMAs to store victim’s information. Triage and
medical personnel are provided with reﬂectance vests that
integrate a handheld device which is equipped with a touch
screen, a GPS receiver, and a RFID reader.
When triage personnel reach a victim, they create a new
ETTMA in their TD, and label the victim with a physical paper
triage tag with a RFID tag that is placed in the neck or wrist. The
triage personnel measure the victim’s vital signs, evaluate the
state, and introduce the triage information in the newly created
ETTMA by means of the TD touch screen. Then, ETTMA suggests
an injury level to the triage personnel. The color associated with
the injury level is also selected in the paper triage tag. If the victim
can pronounce his name or some identiﬁcation documentation is
found, this information is also incorporated into the ETTMA (if the
triage personnel have enough time).

3.5.3. Initial medical stabilization treatment
After the triage, doctors provide each victim with the required
emergency care in order to stabilize them before he can be
rescued. All the medication and treatment administered during
this phase can be written in the paper triage tag.
In our proposal, this information is entered and stored by the
ETTMA, which represents this victim, by means of the user
interface in the MA.

3.5.4. Victim localization
In order to facilitate rescue teams to ﬁnd the victims,
localization information may be used in traditional solutions.
They require additional GPS hardware and communication
mechanisms to get and transmit the information.
We also propose the use of GPS technology for the victim
localization, but directly integrated into the MAETTS devices.
When the ETTMA is created, it automatically retrieves its
geographic position through the GPS and stores it together with
a timestamp. Later, at periodical intervals, the location information with the corresponding timestamp is added to the ETTMA.
Nonetheless, there are special situations in which no GPS
signal is available. In these situations, localization information can
be introduced in three different ways. The ﬁrst option is
introducing text location information by hand. This is a very
useful feature to locate inaccessible ravines for the triage
personnel. The second one is done pointing the position where
the victim is at a map interface in the handheld device. The third
one is done automatically; when an ETTMA is submitted and there
is no GPS coverage, the time since the coverage was lost and the
last GPS position known is stored inside the agent. Thus, it is
possible to estimate a location of the victim using the time of the
last known GPS position.

3.5.5. Medical information routing
Traditionally, once the victim has been triaged, the triage and
medical information is written on the simple paper triage tag and
sent together with the victim. In some cases, and only if an
infrastructure for voice or data communication is available (e.g.
telephone, the TETRA system Dunlop et al., 1999), some medical
information can be sent in advance, but in most of these cases
information is not automatically sent or tracked, and it requires
some human active participation.
In our proposal, the information is routed by the automatic and
asynchronous mobility features provided by ETTMAs. The triage
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information of the victim is stored in an ETTMA, which moves
from device to device deciding its route by itself.
The main advantage of using mobile agents for this purpose is
that the communication with the ﬁnal destination may be
asynchronous, i.e., no direct connection is required. ETTMAs
always jump to the neighbor device most likely to reach the
MANET where the ECCD is. Once the ETTMA is in that network, it
may jump to the ﬁnal destination device.
3.5.6. Emergency coordination
The coordination and management of the different actors in an
emergency is traditionally done from an ECC. In each emergency
there is usually at least one ECC, and it is usually in, or near to, the
ﬁeld hospital. This center is in charge of the distribution of rescue
teams, the hospital allocation when needed, the medical supplies
distribution, and the actors communication.
The ECCD is the device in charge of the emergency coordination in our proposal. It is the initial destination of the ETTMAs and
includes a MA and a CA. The MA provides the general management of the agents and the user interface, while the CA is in
charge of the speciﬁc coordination of the emergency, including
the creation and assignment of routes for the rescue teams,
according to the medical status of the victims associated to the
ETTMAs present in the ECCD.
When an ETTMA reaches the ECCD, it announces its presence
and remains there making the victim information available to the
CA and MA. When a rescue team arrives to the ECC, it also
announces its presence to the CA in the ECCD. The CA creates a
new rescue route, according to the ETTMAs existing at that
moment in the system, and sends it to the RTD. At the same time,
the ETTMAs of the victims to be transported are also requested to
move to the same device. Once the ETTMAs have moved to the
designated RTD, the team leaves to the EA to pick up the victims.
3.5.7. Transportation
After the initial triage and medical stabilization, victims must
be transported out of the Emergency Area. In traditional solutions,
medical personnel may request for a rescue team to perform the
transportation. This request can be optional, for rescue teams may
be proactive and they may look for triaged victims by they own
initiative. In any case, these teams arrive to the emergency zone
and look for the victims. They reach, rescue, and transport them to
a normal or a ﬁeld hospital.
In our proposal, the transportation of victims is provided by
traditional rescue teams with the help of the route created by the
ECCD, using GPS information from the ETTMA, together with the
medical information also provided by the ETTMA.
Rescue teams arrive to the EA using the location information in
the route. They easily ﬁnd the victim and, through the ETTMA,
they obtain their medical status. When the victim is collected by
the rescue team the RFID tag, stucked in the paper triage tag, is
read. Since the associated MAETT is already in the RTD,
information of the victim triage tag may be instantly displayed
and new information may be introduced. Additionally, agents
representing the victims, or clones of them, arrive at the ECC, ﬁeld
hospital, or hospital in advance to the victims themselves and may
make an early reservation of resources.

4. Implementation
MAETTS has been implemented as a proof of concept, showing
that it is a valid innovative mechanism for mass casualties
situations. The implementation follows the generic system
proposed in the previous section, with the addition of speciﬁc
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details regarding the platform hardware and software described
ini the next paragraphs.
4.1. System platform
The election of the hardware to implement the system was a
tricky issue. After a thorough research, we decided to use
handheld devices for the TD, and personal computers for the
ECCD and the RTD. The main requirement for all devices in the
system was the possibility to run a Java Standard Edition Virtual
Machine (JAVA SE VM) able to support a mobile agent platform.
For the handheld TD, an integrated touch screen, wireless
Ethernet, Bluetooth and GPS were also required.
The handheld TD selected for the proof of concept is the Nokia
N810, which was selected for its Linux-based Maemo/OS2008
operating system (Maemo Community) that supports all the
requirements previously mentioned. The ECCD and the RTD are
standard and portable personal computers, respectively. Bluetooth (Haartsen, 2000) and IEEE 802.11 is supported by all the
devices of the system, while the ECCD also supports Ethernet
wired network. The bluetooth ‘‘ID Blue’’ (Baracoda) pen RFID
reader has been selected for all the devices. Finally, the Smart
Rapid Aid & Treatment (R.A.T.) Pack (TSG Associates) pocket-based
bandolier is used to carry all the hardware needed by the triage
personnel and doctors.
A more detailed description of the components implemented
in MAETTS (see Fig. 3) can be found in the next sections.
4.2. MAETTS software
Regarding software used in our implementation, MAETTS
requires a mobile agent execution platform. We have selected
the Java-based JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) (Caire,
2004), mainly due to its wide spread usage, its compliance with
the IEEE-FIPA standards, and its extended mobility services
(Cucurull). This platform has been installed in all the handheld
devices and computers of the system. For the TD, since there are
few Java Virtual Machines running on top of Maemo/OS2008
(Maemo Community), the operating system of the Nokia N810.
We selected the Jalimo JVM (Jalimo project) for our purposes. For
the ECCD and TD, Sun Java Runtime Environment (available for
Windows and Linux operating systems) has been used. Regarding
the user interface, it takes advantage of the Java open source
widget toolkit SWT (Standard Widget Toolkit) (Northover and
Wilson, 2004.) For the discovery of accessible devices in the
MANET, and for the routing of mobile agents, the Optimized Link

State Routing protocol Daemon (Tønnesen) has been used (see
more details in Section 4.4).
Regarding the agents (CA, ETTMA, and MA), they have been
implemented providing the functionality described in Section 3.3.
Concerning the presence of these agents in the different hardware
devices, the TD and RTD have been provided with a MA and the
ETTMAs corresponding to the victims. The ECCD device has also
been provided with a CA, a MA, and the ETTMAs.
4.3. User interface
The design of the user interface of the CA has been done
according to two main objectives. The ﬁrst one is usability, in the
handheld device, with a small touch screen used as input
mechanism, as well as in the personal computers. The second
one is similarity with the existing paper triage tags, aiming to
minimize the learning curve of its users, and taking advantage of
its maturity. The implementation of its user interface has been
done using SWT because it is one of the few graphical toolkits
supported by Jalimo project Java.
The MAETTS interface eases the user access to the user
functionality, which is described below (Fig. 4).

 ETTMA creation and hand-made or wizard-based ﬁlling: The user






interface allows to create an ETTMA and ﬁll it in through an
automatic wizard (see Fig. 5), or manually through a user
interface (see Fig. 6). Using the medical data introduced by the
triage personnel, it also provides an automatic proposal for the
color associated with the injury level of the victim.
ETTMA listing: The interface is also able to display a list with all
the agents in the platform together with basic information about
them. To act as the interface for the RTD route list, it includes an
option to sort it based on the localization information.
TTR manager: The setup and real-time visualization of the
remaining TTR is also provided by the MA user interface.
User information management: The user interface allows the
introduction and management of personal information of
the members of the personnel using the handheld device or
the computer.

4.4. Ad hoc network routing
Routing protocols are used to allow devices in the same
MANET to discover other devices at more than one link of
distance, to act as routers, and to provide the best route to send
information to any device in the network.
Among the existing implementations of the two main wireless
ad hoc network routing protocols (AODV, Perkins et al., 2003;
OLSR, Clausen and Jacquet, 2003), we selected the Optimized Link
State Routing protocol Daemon (Tønnesen) because it can run on
any wireless Ethernet card supporting the ad hoc mode as well as
on any device with wired Ethernet, and supports for all the
devices in the system is provided. Moreover, its efﬁcient
implementation and low CPU requirements make it very suitable
for portable devices.
It must be noted that although at this moment we are using
OLSR and the OLSR Daemon, the proposal is open to any existing
or future routing protocol, like the draft IEEE 802.11 s ESS
Extended Service Set Mesh Networking, and implementation.
5. Discussion

Fig. 3. Nokia N810 handheld device and ID Blue RFID reader components used in
the implementation of MAETTS.

The emergency system based on ETTMAs presents a set of
advantages with respect to the traditionally used technologies and
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Fig. 4. Screenshots of the user interface of the MA in the TD for the different features supported.

Fig. 5. Screenshots of the user interface of the triage wizard of the MA in the TD.

the existing emergency systems. The following sections discuss
the feasibility of our system and its security features.

5.1. Feasibility
The feasibility of the proposed solution and its implementation
regarding wireless communications range, power limitations,
ETTMA routing decision algorithms, and GPS coverage aspects
are discussed in the lines below.

5.1.1. Wireless communications range
A drawback of wireless communication technologies is that the
signal level in the communications link is greatly affected by the
presence of obstacles between the connecting devices, so the
effective range decreases. Moreover, according to the noisychannel coding theorem, also known as Shannon (1949) theorem,
for a given channel (in our case, a data link) the signal-to-noise
ratio limits the maximum transfer speed.

IEEE 802.11, the wireless communication protocol used in our
implementation, supports different link speeds up to 11 Mb/s in
IEEE 802.11 b and 54 Mb/s in IEEE 802.11 g. Moreover, since this
wireless technology is also affected by the presence of obstacles,
for a given link speed indoors range is smaller than outdoors.
From the different links speeds supported by the standard,
devices always use the fastest one that provides reliable
communication at the given range. Fig. 7, with data extracted
from (www.kioskea.net), shows the estimated range for the
different link speeds supported by IEEE 802.11 b and IEEE
802.11 g standards, both for indoors and outdoors.
Due to the Medium Access Control (MAC) mechanism used in
IEEE 802.11, and because the link is shared between different
devices, effective data transfer can never reach the full link speed.
A usual practical estimate of the maximum effective data transfer
speed value, also known as throughput, is around 55% of the link
speed.
We have done a set of tests using the implemented platform,
which only supports IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks at a maximum
speed of 11 Mb/s. We have observed an approximate 100 m
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Fig. 6. Screenshots of the electronic triage tag user interface of the MA in the TD.
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Fig. 7. IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g range and link speeds.

outdoors range with direct visibility and 50 m indoors range. It
must be noticed that apart from the migration time of each
ETTMA, an initial time must be considered to connect with
neighbor devices in the MANET, detect if a MAETTS CA is running
on them and, ﬁnally, interchange their TTR values and provide
them to the ETTMA in the platform.
In these tests, the time required for an ETTMA to migrate from
one platform to another has been measured. Note that ETTMAs
only include the victim’s data, since the user interface is provided
by the MA. Moreover, when moving to the same platform, the
second and following migrations will require a smaller migration
time since they will seize on code cache and, depending on the
implementation, also from Java optimization mechanisms. Bearing this in mind and considering a 2 m separation between
devices, so with the maximum link speed of 11 Mb/s, and an
effective throughput around 6 Mb/s, the migration of an ETTMA

requires about 7 s for the ﬁrst migrating agent, and 3 s for the
following ones.
With the previous range ﬁgures, two handheld devices
separated by 100 m approaching each other and then going away
at an average running speed of 6 km/h, have 2 min of visibility at
data link level that must be used to detect each other, connect,
interchange data, and migrate the ETTMA. This time can be higher
if the speed is reduced, e.g., a typical walking speed of 4 km/h, or if
the real range provided by the speciﬁc IEEE 802.11 network cards
is higher than 100 m. However, the time may also be reduced if
the devices never physically meet, or if the actual range is smaller,
as it can be seen in Table 1.
5.1.2. Power limitations
Handheld devices have a limited battery capacity, especially
when wireless communications are used, due to its additional
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Table 1
Data link visibility time (min:s) for a given device separation, approaching and
going away, at 4 and 6 km/h walking speed.
Separation (m)

4 km/h

6 km/h

50 (both moving)
100 (both moving)
50 (one moving)
100 (one moving)

0:45
1:30
1:30
3:00

0:30
1:00
1:00
2:00

power requirements. As a consequence, the selection of a
good strategy to optimize data interchanges is a really important
issue.
5.1.3. ETTMA routing decision algorithms
In our proposal, the routing decision is made at the application
level. The algorithm used in our proposal is based on the
estimated time of arrival to an ECC (TTR). The ETTMA uses this
heuristic value to intelligently reach the ECCD.
It must be noticed that the proposal is not bound to a
particular routing decision algorithm, and any algorithm could be
used at the application level. Notice that the algorithm itself is
implemented inside the agent, and that the CA in each platform
may provide the required information for making the decision.
Alternative application routing decision algorithms can be
proposed to improve the arrival time of the agent to the ECCD
or to minimize the power consumption. With our proposal, the
use of different strategies, like keeping the agent as much as
possible in the EA, is also possible.
5.1.4. GPS coverage
Another issue to be considered in the discussion of the
proposal is the fact that GPS technology is only usable in outdoor
environments, where GPS receivers have direct, or almost direct,
view of emitting satellites. GPS devices with better sensibility, and
even with motion detection, allow a better management of
situations where coverage is weak or almost inexistent. Once
again, the system has been speciﬁed in an open way so new
localization technologies can be easily integrated into ETTMAs
when available.
5.2. Security
Mobile agents, and in general all kind of agents, are exposed to
security threats from the platform they reside, from other agents
in the platform, and from external entities. ETTMAs carry sensitive
data, which integrity and anonymity should be preserved. Security
mechanisms are therefore to be taken into account.
In our proof of concept system no security was provided for the
kind of results we were looking for, but mobile agent security
mechanism such as Self Protected Mobile Agents (Ametller et al.,
2004) can be easily integrated in real applications.
Another issue to be discussed is the tolerance to errors and
failures. At this moment, the implemented proof of concept
system assumes agents always reach the CA in the ECCD, and they
never die before arriving there. In a real situation, battery or
communication problems may arise so the agent could ‘‘die’’
inside a device before reaching the CA.
Mechanisms for mobile agent fault tolerance (Silva et al., 2000)
also exist. However, most of them are based on infrastructure
networks with permanent connection. In ETTMA, fault-tolerance
mechanisms can be added only if their protocols are compliant
with MANET networks.
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5.3. Performance evaluation
In this section we aim to evaluate the proposal in terms of
performance. Due to the large number of variables involved in this
calculation, we have reckoned an estimation of the performance
by means of simulations.
The model used in the simulation was designed to obtain
performance results that were independent of the size of the area,
so they would apply to any emergency scenario regardless of its
2
perimeter. The simulation model consists of a 1 km area EA with
one ECCD, partitioned into 50 m-sided hexagonal cells (100 m
wide), each one surrounded by other six. At the beginning, the
devices are randomly distributed among the cells, and they are
assigned a TTR in the range ½0 . . . TTRmax following an equiprobable random distribution (a zero TTR meaning that they are
currently in the ECC). Every time step (time unit) the devices can
either move to an adjacent cell or do not move at all, decreasing
their current TTR. A MAETT is randomly placed in one of the
devices, representing the triage of a victim. This MAETT will move
to other accessible devices depending on whether they have a
lower TTR.
Four simulations have been computed for different TTRmax:
30, 60, 90, and 120 time units. The simulations’ results can be seen
in Fig. 8. It shows how much time in average is required by the
MAETT to arrive to the ECCD, depending on the density of devices.
There are some interesting conclusions drawn from the
simulation’s results. The number of time units required to reach
the ECCD fall considerably when the density of devices in the EA
increases. The reason for this is that as the number of devices rises
there is more probability of ﬁnding a device with a better TTR.
It must be noticed that when there is only one device the
average value is TTRmax/2 for a given TTRmax, which is exactly
the same result we have in the traditional non-electronic
approaches. The higher TTRmax, the better improvement of time
to reach the ECCD. It can also be seen that the time needed to
reach the ECCD signiﬁcantly drops and then tends to ﬂatten out to
a theoretical zero. The explanation of this is that when there are
devices in all the cells it is an equivalent situation of having a fully
connected network. All in all, it would be as having an
infrastructure enabling an end-to-end communication from the
device hosting the MAETT to the ECCD, with the advantage of not
needing the deployment of an infrastructure.
To put the whole matter in a nutshell, it can be said that the
use of routing decisions based on TTR provides a clear improvement in the time of arrival of the triage information to the ECCD
with respect to the traditional non-electronic approaches.

6. Existing emergency systems
From the Information Technology point of view, there are
several systems dealing with different aspects of emergency
situations, ranging from medical information management,
electronic triage, victims data record and other approaches. The
next sections provide a brief description of the most relevant
systems, together with a ﬁnal comparison with our proposal.
Furthermore, Table 2 provides a summary of the main features
of these systems for emergency situations, allowing a fast
comparison.
6.1. Medical information management systems
Some existing systems are focused on the management of
medical information. A brief description of some of them is
presented.
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Fig. 8. Time to reach the ECCD using routing decision based on TTR.

Table 2
Emergency systems features comparison, separated following distribution in Section 6.

Electronic medical
information
management
support
Electronic medical
information
transmission support
Electronic triage
support
Wireless
communications
support, including
MANET
Agents usage
Mobile agents usage
Communications
deployment support
Personal Data
Assistants usage
Bar Code
identiﬁcation usage
Radio Frequency
Identiﬁcation usage
Global Positioning
System usage

Medical information management

Electronic triage

AMBULANCE

EMERGENCY112

DITIS

WIISARD

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

ARTEMIS

Victims Data Record
TacMedCS

The
Decent.
ETS

CodeBlue

o

EMTrack

o

o

o

6.1.1. AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE (EU-98) (Pavlopoulos et al., 1998) is a research
project funded by the European Commission. Its objective was the
creation of a mobile unit device for the transmission of critical
vital biosignals and still images of the victims to an emergency
call center from the emergency site to the consultation site using
GSM, satellite, or ﬁxed networks.

6.1.2. EMERGENCY-112
The EMERGENCY-112 (National Technical University of Athens)
project is based on AMBULANCE. It is focused on the creation of an

MAETTS

IMPROVISA

MASCAL

MAETTS

o

o

o

o

o

o

Trac.
Syst.

o
o

o

o
o

o

Other approaches

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o
o

o

o
o

o

o
o

industrial prototype of an integrated emergency telemedicine
system. Mobile units or ambulance stations were improved and
integrated as clients of hospital server base stations.

6.1.3. DITIS, Networked Collaboration supporting Home Healthcare
Teams
DITIS, Networked Collaboration supporting Home Healthcare
Teams (CY-06) (Pitsillides et al., 1999), is a Cyprus research project
that provides an Internet web-based group collaboration system
supporting virtual collaborative medical teams for the continuous
treatment of patients with chronic diseases at home and at
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specialist healthcare centers. From the technical point of view, it is
an approach based on mobile agents that takes advantage of
GPRS/GSM/WAP connectivity, and web databases with Java
connectivity for storage and processing of information, including
Electronic Medical Record (EMR) and coding of diagnosis and
health care protocols.
6.1.4. WIISARD
WIISARD, Wireless Internet Information System for Medical
Response in Disasters (Lenert et al., 2006), is a US federally funded
research project at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD).
From the medical information management point of view, its
objective is being an integrated application that brings wireless
Internet technologies from the hospital to the ﬁeld treatment
station. It is based on the use of wireless technology for the
coordination of emergencies, providing support for real-time
tracking and monitoring of the victim’s condition. Moreover, it
also supports technologies for the communication of the emergency teams.
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(PDA) with non-volatile memory and IEEE 802.11 wireless
transmission capabilities. Two components form this device:

 An Intelligent 802.11 Triage Tag For Medical Response to Disasters



(Lenert et al., 2005). It is the ‘‘Intelligent Triage Tag’’
functionality in the PDA-based system. As a triage tag, it
includes victim triage status and recording of medical data for
later use, but it also provides signal alerts and support for
marking patients for transport or immediate attention. All of
these features are complemented with the Electronic Medical
Records functionalities of the WIISARD First Responder (WFR)
described below.
WIISARD First Responder (Killeen et al., 2006). Its functionality
is the support for EMR, together with the real-time recording
of medical information in a PDA-based hardware with IEEE
802.11 wireless communications. It is complemented, in the
same PDA, by the Intelligent IEEE 802.11 Triage Tag.

6.3. Victims Data Record Systems
6.2. Electronic triage systems
Other projects are centered in developing different types of
electronic triage tag systems for emergencies. A brief description
of some of them is presented following.
6.2.1. ARTEMIS
ARTEMIS (McGrath et al., 2003) is a research project sponsored
in part by the US Army’s Communications and Electronics
Command Division. Its aim is the development of an automated
remote triage and emergency management information integrated system, able to monitor victims information through
sensors in a PDA, and to transmit this information to the medical
services using agents that move through a reliable messaging
layer in wireless ad hoc networks.
6.2.2. TacMedCS
TacMedCS, Tactical Medical Coordination System (US Navy), is
a military U.S. Navy System to capture and display real-time
casualty data in the ﬁeld. It is based on the use of radio frequency
hardware tags to identify victims and store casualty data.
A handheld unit also stores this casualty data, as well as the
positioning information from the built-in GPS, and sends all the
information to the central server database through its satellite
(Iridium) communication facilities. Triage and Medical Information is transported with the victim in the hardware intelligent ID
tag. In the central server, visual graphical user interface provide
enhanced real-time situational awareness. Moreover IEEE 802.11
mesh communications can be established between the different
handheld units for their collaboration.
6.2.3. The Decentralized Electronic Triage System
The Decentralized Electronic Triage System (Massey et al.,
2006) is part of The Advanced Health and Disaster Aid Network
(AID-N) project. It is an ultra-low power embedded hardware
electronic triage tag, based on the visualization of the victim’s
status through colored LEDs. It also supports the gathering of vital
signals through sensors, based on an extension of the CodeBlue
project.
6.2.4. WIISARD Intelligent Triage Tag (ITT)
The WIISARD architecture, also includes Electronic Triage
facilities through the Wireless First Responder Handheld Device for
Rapid Triage, Patient Assessment and Documentation during Mass
Casualty Incidents (Killeen et al., 2006), a Personal Digital Assistant

Other systems are focused on recording victim data and
sending and retrieving this data through remote communications.
Some of them are described below.
6.3.1. CodeBlue
The CodeBlue system (Shnayder et al., 2005) is centered
around the use of wireless sensors in emergencies. It is a project
supported by the National Science Foundation, National Institutes
of Health and U.S. Army among other participants. This is a
combined hardware and software platform for medical wireless
sensor networks that provides protocols for device discovery,
publish/subscribe multihop routing, and a simple query interface.
In addition to monitoring patient vital signs, it also integrates an
RF-based localization system to track the location of patients and
caregivers.
6.3.2. EMTrack
The EMTrack emergency system (EMSystems) is a product
from EMSystem, which aims the electronic patient tracking for
all-scale emergencies. It is an internet-based patient tracking
application, with PDA mobile data collection units (using RFID or
barcode) on a wireless, cellular (IEEE 802.11), or satellite
networking system. It supports the tracking of victims during
triage, treatment, and transport. A central server with a Web
Services interface is provided to access stored data.
6.3.3. Traceability System for Sick and Injured in Event of Major
Disasters
The Traceability System for Sick and Injured in Event of Major
Disasters (Dai Nippon Printing Co. Ltd.,) is a project jointly
developed by DNP, Fuji Tokoha U., and Catena Corp. This system
uses triage tags that are designed to be compatible with digital
pens with a mini-camera mounted on them that record the hand
written patient data. A two-dimensional barcode is pre-printed on
the triage tag. Additionally the system provides access, via a
dedicated web site, to all patient data accumulated in the server.
6.3.4. Victims Data Record Systems Comparison
In these systems based on hardware for victims record, no ad
hoc networking support exists for emergency cases with no
communication infrastructure, and, as in the previous cases, the
asynchronous communication and code mobility, autonomy,
proactivity, or reactivity mechanisms provided by mobile agents
are not supported.
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6.4. Other approaches to emergencies
Other approaches to emergencies include systems focused on
communication deployment or resource tracking. The description
of some of them is done following.
6.4.1. IMPROVISA
IMPROVISA, Minimalist Infrastructure for service PROVISioning
in Ad-hoc networks (Velasco et al., 2006) focuses on the
communication aspects in emergency situations. It is a Spanish
founded research project. Its research is mainly centered in
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) for emergency situations,
where heterogeneous, autonomous, and self-organizing mobile
nodes are interconnected through wireless technologies. In this
ﬁeld, it provides practical ad hoc networking, secure frameworks,
improved multimedia delivery, service-oriented computing, and
agent platforms that enable the deployment of context-aware
networked information systems and decision support tools in the
target scenario. In this project, intelligent agents technology is
used to manage the ad hoc network.
6.4.2. MASCAL
MASCAL (Fry and Lenert, 2005) is a system focused on tracking
resources. It is a system partially supported by the Department of
the Navy, Automated Identiﬁcation Technologies Ofﬁce and the
National Library of Medicine. It is an integrated hardware–
software system designed to enhance the management of
resources in hospitals during a mass casualty situation, tracking
patients, staff, and equipment using the IEEE 802.11 wireless
communications technology inside hospitals. It integrates the
TACMEDCS triage application, which also takes advantage of IEEE
802.11 communications, providing a visual management environment, supporting different views for hospital command center,
local area managers (emergency room, operating suites, radiology,
and so on) or registration personnel.
6.5. Comparison of Existing Systems with MAETTS
In this section, we brieﬂy compare the different existing
emergency systems with the proposed MAETTS.
6.5.1. Comparison with Medical Information Management Systems
These projects provide electronic management and transmission of the victim’s medical information, but do not provide all
together, like MAETTS does, electronic triage facility (except from
WIISARD); the asynchronous communication and code mobility,
autonomy, proactivity and reactivity supported by mobile agents
(except from DITIS); or the identiﬁcation facilities of RFID
technology.
6.5.2. Comparison with Electronic Triage Systems
These projects are focused on the use of electronic devices as
triage tags in the EA, using RFID technology for victim identiﬁcation. However, compared to our proposal based on mobile agents,
they do not provide asynchronous communication and code
mobility, autonomy, proactivity, or reactivity mechanisms.
6.5.3. Comparison with other approaches to emergencies
Compared to MAETTS, projects centered on providing communications in emergency situations, they do no care about the
information sent through them. In the case of IMPROVISA, the use
of intelligent agents without mobility is limited to the management of the ad hoc network.

Regarding systems focused on tracking resources are not
meant to be used in the Emergency Area, since it lacks the
features required in these situations.
6.5.4. Comparison conclusion
In conclusion, it can be said that none of the existing systems
combine altogether the facilities provided by MAETTS in a single
system. These features are victims data storage and asynchronous
communication, code mobility, autonomy, proactivity, reactivity
supported by mobile agents, remote identiﬁcation technology
through RFID, and location facilities offered by GPS.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a triage system based on
mobile agents which is intended to be used in emergency
situations. The rationale behind the proposal is a MANET of
handheld devices, which are carried by the triage personnel and
doctors, and a set of mobile agents, the cornerstone of the system.
When a victim is classiﬁed, their information is borne by a mobile
agent which hops from one handheld device to the other within
the MANET until it eventually reaches a base of operations. RFID
tags are used to uniquely identify the victims, and their
geographical position is retrieved using GPS.
One of the main advantages of this scheme is that it does not
require any network infrastructure whatsoever, in opposition to
many similar proposals in the literature. The reliable transportation of the information is totally asynchronous, and therefore a
permanent connection with all devices of the system is not
required. In the worst case scenario, a temporal link between two
devices is enough to safely transmit mobile agents. Once the agent
has moved to the next device, the application is freed. In a MANET,
even when the network layer information units are transported
asynchronously, reliable connections require both ends of the
communication to be simultaneously active. This is a strong
requirement for most emergencies aftermaths.
The triage information, obtained in the EA, is quickly made
available to the base of operations, even when it is not possible to
establish a direct connection from this location, and before the
triage personnel physically arrives there. With all of this
information, an early resource allocation can be made in the base
of operation, contributing to drop off the number of casualties.
The system is fully compatible with more traditional methods
of victim triage, since traditional colored tags are still used. This
allows coexistence with other systems and, therefore, a progressive deployment that facilitates its adoption. This is also useful for
certain situations in which electronics are forbidden, such as if
remotely activated bombs are suspected.
The routing protocol and the strategy used by mobile agents in
the paper, as well as other details such as the graphical interfaces,
are just proposals. They can be replaced at any time, or even
coexist with different protocols, strategies, or interfaces. This is a
direct advantage of using mobile agent technology, where the
code of the system is not static in the devices, but is carried by the
very agents. Introducing changes is as easy as sending a different
version of the agent. The lightweight execution environment in
the devices, namely platform, is very simple and is not expected to
be changed except for bug ﬁxing. Thus, mobile agents provide to
the triage system with a dynamic way for the deployment of
software updates and the introduction of new protocols, strategies, or interfaces which might have been devised even during the
emergency.
One of the most salient points of the proposed system is the
improvement on triage information transportation with respect to
other proposals, which is due to the autonomy, reactivity, and
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proactivity of the mobile agents involved. But on the other hand,
this paper also makes an important contribution to the design of
ﬂexible, modular, low-budget emergency systems, which can be
easily adapted to different scenarios and integrated with other
systems.
7.1. Future work
The proposal presented in this paper is focused on the
emergency scene, but the triage information and other personal
data could be used by other applications outside the hot
spot. Future work includes the interchange of information with
other systems, such as virtual electronic patient records, or
hospital resource managers, in order to take advantage of the
synergies with them. Information on allergies or infectious
diseases obtained from the patient record, for instance, could be
of interest in case of urgent surgery required in the emergency
scene.
Finally, another step in future work to be considered is the
study of application level routing protocols even more suited to
emergency scenarios and its implementation and performance
evaluation.

8. Acronyms
CA
EA
ECC
ECCD
EMR
ETTMA
MA
MAETTS
MCI
RTD
TD
TTR

Coordination Agent
Emergency Area
Emergency Coordination Center
Emergency Coordination Center Device
Electronic Medical Record
Electronic Triage Tag Mobile Agents
Manager Agent
Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag System
Mass Casualty Incident
Rescue Team Device
Triage Device
Time To Return
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Forwarding data in scenarios without connectivity, Pocket
Switched or Opportunistic networking can be difficult without a mobility model, or a history of node contacts. One
of these scenarios is a disaster, where forwarding victim’s
medical information to a coordination point is critical for
the good and fast intervention. “Time To Return” (TTR)
forwarding was used in combination with mobile agents in
MAETTS to provide early resource allocation during such
emergencies. In this paper, we propose to apply TTR forwarding in Haggle to create an Electronic Triage Tag. This
approach allows us to take advantage of short connectivity
opportunities between nodes.

When a mass casualty incident occurs, many rescue personnel are involved in caring for victims. The coordination
of these personnel is vital to speed up the rescue process and
to minimise the loss of lives. Having information about the
number of victims, their location, and their injury level is
essential to prioritise individual treatment.
Medical aid for victims must be prioritised based on their
condition. For this reason, the medical personnel arriving
early to the emergency scene perform triage, to determine
injury levels. As a result, victims are sorted into groups
based on their need for immediate or urgent medical treatment. Consequently, medical personnel arriving later know
those victims who need more attention. The victims are stabilised and prepared, in injury level order, to be evacuated
to hospital, where they can be treated more thoroughly.
In the great majority of mass casualty incidents, infrastructure becomes unstable, inaccessible, overused or is even
destroyed. Hence, communications in the emergency area
cannot rely on existing wireless network infrastructures. In
consequence, emergency personnel may deploy and use their
own infrastructure, for example using a wireless mobile adhoc networks (MANETs), to transmit triage information.
However, if the area is too large, it may not be feasible to
have a fully connected MANET.
The aim of this paper is to present a system based on Haggle to triage victims in a mass casualty incident, transmitting this information to the emergency Coordination Point
(CP) from the emergency area, without relying on unstable
communication infrastructure, nor on the deployment of a
new infrastructure or the a fully connected MANET.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design—Wireless Communication; C.2.2
[Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Protocols—Routing protocols

General Terms
Design

Keywords
Delay Tolerant Networks, Pocket Switched Networks
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2. BACKGROUND
The proposed system is based on various existing technologies, including: triage protocols; Haggle; and DTN forwarding schemes. We present background information on
these next.
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bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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permission and/or a fee.
MobiOpp ’10, February 22-23, 2010, Pisa, Italy.
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-60558-925-1/10/02 ...$10.00.

2.1

Triage

There exist several triage protocols for emergency situations. The START protocol [9] is the most widely used.
This classifies victims into one of four groups depending on
their condition. In order of from worst to best condition, the
first group is black. Victims triaged in the black group are
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2.3.3 Time To Return (TTR) forwarding

deceased, or in such bad condition that it is impossible for
the medical team to do anything to save them. The second
group, red, contains victims who need immediate attention.
The victims in the third one, yellow, do not need immediate
medical attention, and can wait for a short period of time.
Finally, the green group is for victims with minor injuries,
who need help less urgently.
Handheld devices are frequently used in emergency scenes
by rescue personnel to triage victims [5][3].

2.2

In Martı́, R. et al [4], a new routing protocol, Time To
Return (TTR), is proposed. Medical personnel in an emergency scenario are coordinated by a leader. The leader, or a
group of leaders, tells personnel where to go to, or in which
area to work [4]. When they leave the coordination point,
a maximum time to return to the base is assigned to them.
They are required to return to base for security reasons,
before this time has passed.

Haggle

2.3.4 Delegation forwarding
TTR forwarding is an example of Delegation forwarding
[1]. Vijay Erramilli et al., a proposed generalisation of forwarding methods such as BUBBLE Rap [2] or TTR. This
generalisation applies to mobile opportunistic networks with
unpredictable mobility, heterogeneity of contact rates and
lack of global information. Achieving delivery of messages
without flooding in such network is challenging. In Delegation forwarding, each node has an associated value which is
created using a metric that represents the quality of the node
as relay. The metric used depends of the scenario where it
will be used.

Haggle [7] is an autonomic networking architecture designed to exploit opportunistic communications (i.e., in the
absence of end-to-end communication). When an application wants to send some data, a direct connection to the
receiver or receivers is not required, and even the identities of the receivers can be unknown. Haggle implements
improvements over classic communications architecture by
using a data-centric communication model with a publishsubscribe API. The representation of data in Haggle is as
DataObjects, which are made up of attributes with corresponding values. An application can subscribe its interest
to DataObjects with a specified attributes, or to only these
DataObjects with a specified value of an attribute. When
an application subscribes to one or more interests, it will
receive all DataObjects matching these interests. This is
known as interest based forwarding.
Furthermore, Haggle provides underlying functionality for
neighbour discovery, resource management and resolution,
thus removing the need to implement such features in applications. The architecture of a Haggle platform is composed
by a kernel and a group of managers. Each manager performs dedicated tasks in parallel sharing data with the other
managers as the neighbours list, the opening sockets and the
data send by the applications. Managers can be added or
deleted from the kernel any without negative impact on, or
complex interaction with other managers.

2.3

3. HAGGLE ELECTRONIC TRIAGE TAG
In this paper we present Haggle Electronic Triage Tag
(Haggle-ETT), an application dedicated to the triage of victims in emergency scenarios where there is no infrastructural
network, and a fully-connected MANET is not feasible due
to the large geographical extent of the scene. Our application uses Haggle as middleware. Haggle allows the application to run in Pocket Switched Networks (PSN) or Delay
and Tolerant Networks (DTN) without relying on the state
of the network. Haggle is in charge of managing the network, connectivity, contacts, neighbours and more. Because
of these features, Haggle was chosen as the base architecture
for our system.
The default forwarding method in Haggle is simply sending DataObjects that match the interest of the target whenever a node contact occurs. This forwarding method is effectively epidemic in our emergency scenario, since all nodes
have interest in delivering this information to the coordination point. However, sending data in an epidemic way in
emergency scenarios may not be efficient. Battery has to
be preserved as much as possible and, furthermore, sending
data in an epidemic fashion may waste opportunities for forwarding data to better choices of nodes who could deliver
the data sooner to the coordination point. For instance, if
two node contacts occur at the same time, and both contacts
are short in duration, it is possible that the sender node only
has time to forward the data via one of these nodes. Data
sent in this manner will go via the first node contacted in an
epidemic manner, and not the second; but in our scheme for
TTR forwarding, data is sent to the node that will deliver
the data soonest to the coordination point.
TTR forwarding is a novel method for forwarding[4], using
Haggle. It can provide faster delivery of triage information
to the coordination point, and therefore accelerate the treatment of victims. We have developed a Haggle manager to
implement TTR forwarding support, together with an application that is in charge of creating the Electronic Triage
Tags (ETTs).
The aim of this whole system, the application plus the
Haggle middleware with TTR forwarding, is to route triage

Pattern based forwarding

In PSNs or DTNs scenarios, data about social networks,
node contacts and the history of movements between places,
are commonly used to support decisions for forward packets.
Some examples of different forwarding approaches are given
next.

2.3.1

Social attraction

Musolesi et al [6] proposed a forwarding method based on
a mobility model founded on social network theory. The authors propose to use the social relations between individuals
to create a matrix. Each relation is associated with a weight
depending of the strength of the social relation. This weight
will be later used to take forwarding decisions.

2.3.2

Levy walks

Levy walks [8] consist of routes that a creature follows during over some period. During a week, an individual usually
does the same movements each day: commuting from home
to work, from work to restaurant, from restaurant back to
work, and then, back to home. These walks or flights can
be modelled, and later on used as routing information, predicting individuals’ contacts.
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3.1.1 Haggle and the TTR manager
The TTR forwarding method [4] is implemented in Haggle. As stated before, the development of a Haggle manager
(TTR manager) was needed to forward the messages using
the TTR strategy. The combination of Haggle and the TTR
manager provides Haggle with the functionality to look constantly for neighbours, and compare TTR values. If this
node finds another node with a lower TTR, it forwards the
Triage DataObjects via that node, with the aim of reaching
the CP as soon as possible.
The TTR manager is in charge of forwarding messages
between nodes using the TTR forwarding method. The first
step is to set up a TTR on the platform. This value will be
used later on for forwarding decision. A TTR set up message
has to be sent by the Haggle-ETT application to Haggle in
order to initialise this value. The TTR manager processes
this message, and sets up the TTR value in the message as
the TTR value of the platform. Once the platform has a
valid TTR value, each time two nodes make contact, they
exchange TTR values. Each TTR Manager (of each Haggle node) sends a message informing of the TTR value of
the node and processes the TTR information message received from the other node. The TTR values are compared,
and if the TTR value of the other node is lower, the Triage
DataObjects in this node are forwarded to the other node
with lower TTR. Each time a Triage DataObject is received
from a Haggle-ETT application, it is stored in the TTR
Manager. If one of the nodes in a node contact has no valid
TTR value yet, there is no exchange, because there will not
be any Triage DataObject stored yet.
The TTR values of other nodes that discovered in all contacts are saved. When recording this information, the TTR
value is associated with the Haggle identifier of that node,
identifying it uniquely in future contacts. Haggle maintains
a list of messages sent. As a consequence, if two nodes are
in contact again in the future they will not exchange TTR
values again, unless the TTR values have changed since the
last contact (because typically, the TTR value of a node
will not change). Therefore subsequent node contacts will
be faster, since Triage DataObjects will have be forwarded
before via the node with least TTR.
It is possible that the user does not make any contact
with another user during their trip. If this happens, the
time that the Triage DataObjects would require to arrive the
Coordination Point will be the TTR left when the victim is
found and triaged.

Figure 1: Haggle-ETT scenario

information of victims in the form of Triage DataObjects to
a Coordination Point where this information will be used
to treat the victims in a prioritised way according to their
injury level. This system is designed to work in the worst
emergency scenarios without any network connection, relying solely on node contacts, even over wide geographic areas.
However, Haggle-ETT and the TTR forwarding method not
only works in these type scenarios, but will also work even
better where there is network connectivity.

3.1

Triage Process

Medical personnel are equipped with handheld devices,
and use them to triage victims. The handheld, running the
Haggle-ETT application and the Haggle middleware, displays a wizard that follows the START protocol. When the
user has finished the wizard, an injury level is proposed by
the application based on the data provided by the user using
the wizard. The user can then accept this injury level proposal or propose another one if they think that the victim
deserves it. Once the victim has been triaged and an injury
level is assigned, a Triage Tag (paper Triage Tag) is attached
to her, allowing a quick visual identification of the victim’s
injury level. This paper Triage Tag contains an RFID in
order to identify uniquely the victim within the emergency
scene. This RFID is read by the handheld device, which
contains an RFID reader. An RFID tag is a good and fast
solution to combine both Electronic and Paper Triage Tag,
and identify the victim in uniquely. Next, the handheld device creates a Triage DataObject containing the injury level
information and the GPS position of the victim provided by
the handheld and the RFID of the Triage Tag. The Triage
DataObject is a message created and formatted for the Haggle API. Once the message is created, it is handed to the
Haggle middleware. Inside the Haggle system, the message
is forwarded from one device to another following TTR forwarding. The destination of the Triage DataObject is the
Coordination Point (CP) for the emergency. The CP maintains a prioritised list of victims that is updated each time
a Triage DataObject is received. Furthermore, a map with
the position and injury level of each victim can be created.
As a result, routes can be traced using the map information.
These routes try to take the medical personnel first to where
victims with worst injury level are.

3.1.2 Haggle-ETT application
The application is in charge of creating the Electronic
Triage Tag, and send it using Haggle. When the application is opened, the user is prompted to set up the TTR
value. Once the TTR value has been set up, a TTR set
up message is sent to the platform, and then the user is
able to start a triage process. This process begins with the
START protocol. The wizard guides the user using the same
steps that the START protocol and asks for victim’s sanitary conditions. After completing the wizard assistant, a
suggested triage level is shown. If agreed, the user accepts
and a Triage DataObject is created. While the user attaches
the paper Triage Tag to the victim, the handheld reads the
GPS position and adds it to the Triage DataObject. Furthermore, before the paper Triage Tag has been placed its
RFID is read by the handheld and the ID is also attached
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to the Triage DataObject. Finally, the message is passed to
Haggle and the wizard’s start again. An emergency scenario
operational example is illustrated in figure 1.

4.

a Haggle node can communicate directly with the Coordination Point’s Haggle node. If the network infrastructure
becomes unavailable, or if there are delays and disruptions
in the fully connected MANET, the system will go on working. This makes the system useful in any situation.

IMPLEMENTATION

5.1

Our implementation is a proof of concept. All the functionalities of the TTR manager have been built, and are
working within Haggle. The Haggle-ETT application has
been implemented to show the performance of the TTR
manager and Haggle. A series of tests have been done using
this implementation to confirm the smooth running of the
system. In this section we describe some of the implementation details.

As future work it has been planned to carry out comparisons with MAETT: speed and minimum contact time are
key features to test. Simulations of Haggle-TTR in different
types of emergency scenarios are also been planned. The
TTR model of communication can be viewed somehow, as
like a very slow WiFi access point network, so a comparative evaluation based on 802.11 models can also be done.
Furthermore, research about extend the TTR forwarding to
other scenarios is anticipated.

• TTR Manager: The TTR Manager added to Haggle
provides TTR forwarding method and is in charge of
the TTR Interchange, forwarding Triage DataObjects,
and the set up of TTR value on the platform.
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• Triage DataObjects: Triage DataObjects in Haggle have
three main attributes that can be added to the HaggleETT application. The injury level of the victim: black
(deceased), red (immediate), yellow (urgent) or green
(delayed); the GPS position of the victim (the same
position as the user of the handheld when is triaging
the victim) provided by the GPS module of the handheld; and the ID of the RFID attached to the paper
Triage Tag assigned to the victim

5.

Future work

CONCLUSIONS

Making information about the victims available within the
emergency scene is essential for the prioritisation of the rescue process. However, due to the nature of the emergency
scenarios, communications cannot rely in existing infrastructure, which may be unusable for various reasons. Moreover,
the deployment of a fully connected MANET network may
not be feasible because nodes are sparsely distributed over
the emergency scene. In this paper, we have presented a
system to forward triage information about victims in the
emergency using Haggle. The triage is done using a GUI,
following the START protocol. This process creates a Triage
DataObject which is delivered, using Haggle with the TTR
forwarding method, to the Coordination Point without relying in the communications infrastructure or the deployment
of a MANET.
Mobile devices, held by the medical personnel, are in charge
of keeping and forwarding the victims’ triage information
with the aim of reaching the coordination point as soon as
possible. Triage DataObjects are forwarded using node contacts when the other node has a lower TTR value, which
means that the other device will arrive earlier at the coordination point. Thus, routing decisions are made at the
application layer. The proposed system is not limited to scenarios without infrastructure. It can also be used in scenarios where end to end connectivity is available. In this case,
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ABSTRACT

Keywords

The use of electronic devices such as sensors or smartphones
in emergency scenarios has been increasing over the years
with new systems taking advantage of their features: mobility, processing speed, network connection, etc. These devices and systems not only improve victim assistance (faster
and more accurate) but also coordination. One of the problems is that most of these systems rely in the existence of a
network infrastructures, but usually in big disasters, or mass
casualties incidents, these infrastructures become saturated
or destroyed by the very nature of the emergency. In this paper we present MAETT and Haggle-ETT, two applications
that provide electronic triage tags (ETTs), a digital version
of the classics triage tags, based on mobile agents and opportunistic networks, respectively. These systems are able
to work even without network infrastructures using ad-hoc
networks to forward the ETTs to a coordination point where
they will be processed.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the increase in the usage of the Internet and
smartphones in recent years, their role in the recovery
of emergencies has become essential [22]. One of the
most important elements in emergencies is the information generated during the emergency, e.g. triage data or
location of a victim. Having this information helps the
coordination of the emergency recovery and provides
a fast response. But these data suffer from two problems. Firstly, some data are usually not transmitted,
or transmitted by traditional mechanisms like voice radio or even written annotations, as is the case of paper
triage tags for triage information. Secondly, some systems used in emergency scenarios rely on a network infrastructure that may have been destroyed by the very
nature of the emergency or may be unstable or inaccessible due to its over usage [2]. Because of this, the
use in these scenarios of ad-hoc opportunistic networks,
focused on scenarios with intermittent network connectivity in the absence of end-to-end communication infrastructures, is very appropriate.
In this paper, we present MAETT (Mobile Agent
Electronic Triage Tag) [13][9][21] and Haggle-ETT [14],
that allow the triage data to be collected and represented in an electronic format and to be transmitted,
to a coordination point where they will be processed
and made available for the managers of the disaster recovery, even if no network infrastructures are present.
Thus, these applications provide a collection of additional information for a better coordination and a faster
response.
MAETT and HaggleETT provide the same features
but are based on different paradigms. MAETT uses
Mobile Agents [5] for storing the Electronic Triage Tag

information. Moreover, Mobile Agents are used as the
mechanism for forwarding the information. They can
carry data and jump from platform to platform using
different strategies in their code. Each Mobile Agent
can have its own code, different from others Mobile
Agents (with other algorithms, forwarding mechanisms,
etc), and can carry data generated in different visited
nodes. On the other hand, HaggleETT is based on
Haggle [1] networking architecture for content-centric
opportunistic communication. Haggle allows mobile devices to exchange content directly between themselves
whenever they happen to come in close range without
requiring a network infrastructure.

2.

DISASTERS RECOVERY PROCESS

The two systems presented in this paper are specially
useful on mass casualty incidents (MCIs), whose main
characteristic is the large number of victims. In these
cases, the triage of these injured victims is needed to
sort them into groups based on their need for immediate medical treatment. This triage is done by the first
response personnel arriving at the emergency scene, so
the medical personnel arriving later know those victims
who need more urgent attention. The victims are stabilised in triage colour order (black, red, yellow and red)
before they are evacuated to the hospital or to the advanced medical post where they will be treated widely.
There are a number of triage protocols for emergency
situations, however, the START protocol [7] and the
Triage Sieve and Sort [23] are the most widely used.
Both create four groups of victims based on their condition. The first group, from worst to best condition,
is the black one, that is assigned to those victims that
are dead or in a very bad status, impossible for the
medical team to do something to save their lives. The
second group, red, are victims who need immediate attention. The victims in the third one, yellow, do not
need immediate but urgent medical attention, that can
be delayed for a short period of time. And finally, the
green group, is for victims with minor injuries who do
not need urgent help.
Once the triage is complete, rescue teams extract
those victims who are trapped or cannot move from the
hot spot to a safe place. The incident location is also
known as zone 0. In this area the medical personnel cannot work because of a risk of danger such as explosion or
contamination. Because of this, it is important for everybody to evacuate this area and for the rescue teams
to extract the victims that cannot move. While rescue
teams are doing their job, the medical personnel treat
those victims in the red group that have already been
evacuated and are in the patients’ waiting for treatment
area, also known as zone 1.
If Advanced Medical Posts (AMPs) or casualties clearing stations are installed, the victims are evacuated to

this place (see Figure 1). An AMP is a mobile hospital
to treat the victims before they can be transferred to
an hospital. In mass casualties, where it is necessary to
treat lots of victims in a serious condition, AMPs are
essential and have to be installed near but in reasonable
distance from the zone 0 to be a safe place.
The main objective of the medical personnel in the
area regarding the victims in the red group is to stabilise them. Once the stabilisation is done, the rescue
vehicle is called to pick up the victims to transfer them
to the hospital. After the red victims, the yellow ones
are treated in the same way. Regarding the green ones,
they are arranged together and then transferred with
low priority to other hospitals or medical institutions
using any available transportation.
The Advanced Command Post (ACP) is where the
coordination team is, and where all the decisions about
actions to be carried out by rescue and medical teams
are taken.
It is necessary to consider that in a big emergency
more than one hot spot or local emergency can exist.
During these local emergencies, for instance in a hurricane, each house devastated or vehicle crashed, can
share the meeting point, AMP and/or ACP or have its
own for each one if they are big enough. Usually, if the
emergency has multiple hot spots or local emergencies,
a crisis committee is created to manage and coordinate
all the emergency in collaboration with different ACPs
installed.

Figure 1: Emergency Scenario

2.1 Communications in the emergency scenario
Previously emergency communications were only a
matter of walkie-talkie communications, but nowadays
they are becoming more and more advanced. This is due
to the greater use of Internet enabled devices or mobile
phones by the emergency personnel, that require mobile
networks such as mobile phone network (3G) or WiFi.
In the great majority of emergency cases, hurricanes,

terrorist attacks, flooding, etc, these networks become
unstable, inaccessible, overused or even destroyed. As
a consequence, emergency personnel cannot rely on the
use of existing network infrastructure and may deploy
and use their own [12][11], or simply use wireless mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) [16][20][15][11]. These
networks create routes by request of the nodes that are
maintained as long as they are needed or the link is
available.
Anyway, all these solutions have the same lack: because of the mobility of the devices (or if the area of
emergency is big enough) a continuous end-to-end connection cannot be guaranteed. As a result, an attempt
to communicate from one point of the network, for instance, a first responder, to another point, for example
the AMP, could be unsuccessful as this kind of networks
needs an end to end communication. In these cases, opportunistic networks can be used; even if a message is
required to arrive as soon as possible once it has been
generated, the time to arrive to any part of the disaster area will require less time than deploying all the
nodes necessary to create an infrastructure network or
a fully-connected MANET
Regarding the AMP and ACP, it can be supposed
that they have always Internet connection even if the
network infrastructures are destroyed or unusable. They
use their own deployed network infrastructure, for instance, satellite connections. For the AMP and the
ACP, it is very important to have Internet connection
for coordination or information communications (f.e.
with another coordination point or with hospitals assigned to victims). From this point of the paper we will
talk about AMPs and ACPs as coordination points, the
only points of the emergency scenario where there are
network connection.

3.

ELECTRONIC TRIAGE TAG SYSTEM

Previously in this paper two applications have already
been introduced: MAETT and Haggle-ETT. Both applications make use of the same core, our Electronic
Triage Tag System, that is in charge of the creation
of the Electronic Triage Tags (ETTs). MAETT and
Haggle-ETT will have different methods for carrying,
storing and forwarding the ETTs to a coordination point
using opportunistic networks but both share the core
system in charge of the creation of the ETTs.
Triage personnel is equipped with handheld devices
with GPS, and a RFID reader units (Figure 2). When
a victim is found, she is labeled with a paper triage tag
containing an RFID tag attached that provides the ability to uniquely identify the victim within the emergency.
The paper triage tag allows a quick visual identification
of the victim’s injury level. An RFID tag is a good
and fast solution to combine both Electronic and Paper
Triage Tag and identify the victim in both of them in a

Figure 2:
reader

Nokia MAEMO n810 and RFID

Figure 3: RFID reader software, TTR and software settings

uniquely way. Before labelling the victim, the staff shall
approach the electronic triage tag to the RFID reader
that will read their unique ID (Figure 3). After that,
a software assistant is activated to help staff to assess
the state of the victim (Figure 4). This software provides all the steps required to follow the START protocol (breathing, pulse, answers to simple questions, etc.)
to perform the triage.
The software interface of the wizard (Figure 4) is simple, with intuitive icons, short and understandable text,
and large buttons that facilitate the use of the touch
screen. Furthermore, its use is optimal for triage because it does not increase the time devoted to follow the
START protocol (which must be as short as possible)
and benefits from the available data already digitalised.
Once the process has been completed, an injury level
is proposed by the application based on the data provided by the user using the wizard: green for MINOR,
yellow for DELAYED, red for IMMEDIATE, and black
for DECEASED. This status can be accepted or may
be changed to another one that the user considers more
appropriate. The wizard can be turned off if the situa-

to other emergency personnel’s smartphone in order to
allow the ETTs to get to the emergency coordination
point as fast as possible. Mobile Agents and Haggle accept any existing opportunistic routing protocol but this
is an important part of the application as it has a high
impact on the message delivery performance. Hence,
choosing the appropriate forwarding algorithm is critical. This algorithm will be in charge of making the
decisions of relaying or not an specific ETT to another
emergency personnel’s smartphone in order to make it
arrive sooner to a coordination point.
Figure 4: START protocol assistant for the
triage of victims

Figure 5: Electronic Triage Tag

tion requires it to show the selection screen color (state)
just to read the RFID associated with the paper triage
tag.
After estimating the state (colour) of the victim, the
software will read the GPS device position where the
staff, and therefore the victim, is at that time, and an
Electronic Triage Tag with all this information (Figure
5) will be created. Additionally, the staff will assign the
same injury level colour to the paper triage tag of the
victim.

3.1

Electronic Triage Tag

The electronic triage tag (ETT) created after the
triage (Figure 5) will include the status (color of the
triage tag) of the victim, the GPS position, the unique
identifier of the triage tag, and the patient’s vital data
(pulse, respiration, etc). Other possibilities could include an additional photo of the situation of the victim
or the victim itself.
The ETTs will be stored in the personnel smartphone
for later being transferred to the coordination point.
While the personnel is working in the Zone 0, the system will forward the ETTs stored in their smartphone

3.2 Coordination point
The coordination point system is where all ETTs are
delivered. This system may be distributed, i.e., it may
comprise more than one server that will be able to exchange data, since they are connected to each other.
The coordination point has a wireless network access
point to allow communication with the smartphones arriving from the emergency, as well as a wired or wireless
internet connection for coordination outside the emergency area.
Furthermore, the coordination point system keeps all
the information gathered by all the staff. It may know
the position of the victims, their status, and whether
there are special needs for each one. This eases the
task of planning routes for the collection of the victims
by placing higher priority on those that have been selected for such, and helps the emergency organisation
and management staff to have a clearer idea of the distribution of victims.

4.

FORWARDING

Smartphones usually have three network interfaces:
HSPA/GSM, wifi, and Bluetooth. The first one can
not be used for opportunistic networks. Bluetooth has
only a range of 10 m and the transfer speed is very low.
In big scenarios with a low density of nodes, nodes will
not approach each other at these small distances. In
mass casualty incidents there are a lot of victims and
the first responders are fewer in number, hence they are
far from each other. Moreover when two first responders approach each other, the contact time will be small
because they usually run in those scenarios, so the faster
the transfer speed, the more data will be interchanged.
Hence, even though wifi has a high energy consumption, it will be the best option for opportunistic communications in emergency scenarios. Furthermore, the
wifi will be working in opportunistic mode, therefore it
will not be able to enter into low energy mode. That
said, in order to reduce this high energy consumption
(very important in mobile devices running on battery)
and also have a good delivery ratio we should use an
appropriate routing algorithm.
Regarding data, one can think that using an epidemic

method is the best option, but the use of broadcastbased forwarding approaches (where multiple copies of
the same data is spread throughout all the network)
has two problems. The first one is the energy efficiency.
Since data transfer using wifi is the most energy consuming process in a handheld device [18], each data
transfer consumes a lot of energy. For this reason it
is important to select a forwarding algorithm that does
not waste a lot of energy relaying unnecessary data.
The second problem occurs in cases with a high number of messages because due to the short contact times
it is not possible to forward all the data in a node, so it
may also require some kind of data forwarding priority
management.
But choosing the right forwarding method for the application depends also on a number of factors: the number of first responders working in the zone 0, the number of victims, the size of the ETT, the buffer of the
device, and the energy consumption of the device using
the network.
For these reason we created the Time To Return (TTR)
routing method, a simple mechanism to forward data
only once per node (energy efficient) with good delivery
performance thanks to taking advantage of the use of a
time that it is usually used in disasters but never used
in applications.

4.1

Time To Return

Time To Return (TTR) routing protocol is based in
the fact that for coordination issues, each actor in the
emergency knows when she will return to the coordination point. When coordinating an emergency, the staff
dedicated to the rescue must be controlled because there
is a risk of danger. Therefore, protocols to follow and
a time indicating when each staff must return to the
coordination point are defined. This TTR is allocated
by the coordinator of the emergency and set up into the
smartphone rather manually or automatically from the
software in the coordination point.
When a node finds several neighbours around, they
will interchange their TTR. If there is one or more
neighbour with lower TTR, the ETTs in the node will
be forwarded to the device with the lowest TTR, indicating that this is the staff that will return to the
coordination point earlier and therefore will deliver the
ETTs sooner, a priority in emergency scenarios.
It is important to say that the TTR value of a node
can be changed at any time if the schedule of the personnel is changed: if she has to return before than initially planned or if she has authorisation to be in the
emergency scene a longer time. Furthermore, other factors can force decisions to change the TTR value, as
the battery life of the mobile device. The maximum
time of the TTR always has to be the maximum time
of battery left. Otherwise all the data in the device will

Figure 6: TTR protocol

not be forwarded and they will not be communicated
to the coordination point until the battery is recharged,
ending up in a critical medical information delay.

4.1.1

Protocol

The TTR has to be set up at the beginning of the
emergency in each node. Once the node has a valid
TTR value, each time two nodes come into contact they
interchange their TTR. The TTR values are compared
and the ETTs are forwarded, if required, to the node
with the lower TTR.
The TTR of the contacted nodes is stored, so if two
nodes come into contact again in the future they will
not interchange their TTR again except in the cases
when the TTR has been modified.
It is possible that a node does not come into contact
with another node during their way. If this happens,
the time that ETTs would require to arrive to a coordination point would be the TTR left in the node when
the victim was found and triaged. A scheme of this
protocol can be found in figure 6.

4.2

Evaluation

We have tested the performance of the TTR along
with other opportunistic forwarding methods in a simulated emergency scenario. We have to take into account
that the delivery ratio performance will be always 100%

as eventually all the nodes will come back to the coordination point. Hence, for measurements we will use
the CDF delivery delay and the delivery cost (number
of messages relayed per messages created), two important metrics used to evaluate opportunistic network and
routing protocols performance. The CDF delivery delay represents the difference between the time when a
message is delivered and its creation time.
The traces used for the simulation have been generated by the Bonnmotion tool. BonnMotion [17] is an
application that generates traces of different types of
scenario. One of these scenarios is disasters. They create mobility traces based on the analysis of the disaster
scenario created for the preparation of the FIFA world
cup in Germany [3]. This mobility model for disasters is
useful for defining zones of an emergency. The incident
location where the victims are found (Zone 0); patients’
waiting for treatment area (Zone 1, where coordination point is); casualties clearing stations; the ambulance parking point and the coordination, or meeting,
point. The parameters for the generations of traces can
be found in table 1.
Once the traces are generated with the BonnMotion,
we use them as an input of the ONE simulator. The
ONE simulator [10] is a simulation environment specially designed for opportunistic networks simulation.
It supports different routing algorithms in the nodes
and sender and receiver types (with different characteristics in interfaces for example). A link speed of 54
Mbps and a radio range of 60m are the values defined
for all the nodes. The link speed is chosen using the
802.11g standard, the simulator is in charge of changing the speed rate depending of the distance between the
two nodes. As for the maximum radio range, we carried
tests using iPhones 3GS that gave us an average result
of 60 meters. We tested the radio range outdoor with
obstacles (typically for disaster scenarios). The radio
range is a parameter that can change depending of the
device the user is using. We also tested the maximum
data transfer rate for the wifi network (802.11g) of the
iPhone 3GS with a result of 6,4 Mbps. The duration of
the simulation is 6000 seconds.
We have chosen a message size of 225kB. We have
calculate this size for a message containing text and
a small size photo. We have supposed a mass casualty incident hence a total number of 2000 messages are
created during the simulation (100 minutes). The messages can be Electronic Triage Tags or messages with
information about the emergency scenario. A size of 10
MB has been chosen for the buffer size of each node,
so each node will be able to store up to 45 messages
each node before it starts rejecting messages because
the buffer is full. Each node will create an average of 33
messages throughout the simulation, so each node has
buffer space to store more messages, even if it is not

able of deliver any of his created messages.
Using bluetooth v2.1 + EDR included in most of
today’s smartphones (with a maximum practical data
transfer rate of approximately 2Mbps) would require 1
second to transmit a message under optimal conditions
(sender and receiver very close one each other). Using
802.11g would require 274 ms based on the maximum
data transfer rate measured. But the best advantage of
using wifi is that the radio range is 8 times larger than
the bluetooth, so more contacts will occur. We also
have to take into account that as larger the distance is
between the sender and the receiver, the lower the data
transfer rate is. Therefore, the average data transfer
speed will usually be much lower than 6,4Mbps.
Table 1 sums up the simulation parameters.
Parameter
Number of nodes
Zone 0
Zone 1
Simulation time
Radio range
Buffer size
Number of messages
Message size

Value
60
1300x250 m
100x40 m
6000 s
60 m
10 MB
2000 messages
225 kB

Table 1: Default parameters

The following routing methods have been tested in
the simulations: Epidemic, First contact, PRoPHET,
MaxProp and TTR. Epidemic method has been chosen
because of its fast message spread but also because it
floods the network due to the replication of each message to the rest of the nodes. It’s a reference for other
routing methods. First contact is different from others
methods as it only keeps one copy of the message in all
the network. So, when a node sends the message to another node, it deletes its copy of the message. This in
an interesting routing method for its very low delivery
cost. It is very simple and follows no intelligent algorithm so we cannot expect good results. PRoPHET is a
probabilistic routing method that aims to improve Epidemic routing with lower overhead and higher delivery
ratio due to the use of probabilities. It is interesting to
see how it works in disaster areas. MaxProp does an
estimate delivery likelihood and adds some rules to the
decision as to give forwarding preference to low-hopcount messages, to free up storage of delivery messages
or to not forward the same packet twice to the same
next hope destination. This add-ons are important as
they give a congestion control to MaxProp interesting
to test. This method has very good results applied to
vehicular networks and we’d see if they achieve similar results in disaster areas. TTR is a routing method

specific for disaster areas, so it is interesting to see its
performance. It only keeps one copy of the message in
all the network as First contact, hence it is important
to compare its performance in delivery versus cost.

4.2.1

Results

,
	
  
0

tasks. Mobile agents technology [24] has its origin on
two different disciplines: artificial intelligence (intelligent agent) [25] and distributed systems (code mobility)
[6]. The main characteristics are: Autonomy, reactivity,
proactivity, sociability and mobility. Mobile agents can
give the application the following advantages: task delegation, asynchronous processing, dynamic environment
adaptation, flexible interfaces, fault tolerance, parallelism and local data processing.
The ETTs are created in the form of a mobile agent.
The mobile agent includes all the information of the
ETT: the status (color of the triage tag) of the victim,
the GPS position, the unique identifier of the triage tag,
and the patient’s vital data (pulse, respiration, and so
on).
This mobile agent will be stored in the personnel
smartphone. If a mobile agent finds a neighbour with a
lower TTR, it will jump to this platform. This decision
is taken by the application level routing protocol used
by the mobile agent, the TTR, as explained before on
section 4.1.

Figure 7: Delivery Delay CDF

Routing
MaxProp
PRoPHET
Epidemic
FirstContact
TTR

Delivery cost
382
121
100
9
2

Table 2: Delivery cost

The results from the tests that can be seen in the
figure 7 and the table 2 show that MaxProp is clearly
the forwarding method with better delivery delay but
also with a very high delivery cost. The TTR have
a good delivery delay and the best delivery cost from
the forwarding methods compared. Hence, it will be the
method with less energy consumption as it interchanges
less data than others.

5.

MOBILE AGENT ELECTRONIC TRIAGE
TAG

Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag is the version
of the Electronic Triage Tag System based on mobile
agents. Mobile agents are software entities that can
suspend their execution on a host, move to a different
location and resume their execution. The agents use
platforms as an run-time environment. These platforms
can be distributed in different hosts or in the same.
The agents will move, or jump, from platform to platform, if needed, until they have accomplished all their

Figure 8: Electronic Triage Tag based on Mobile
Agents
Routing, from the viewpoint of the mobile agent, is a
decision algorithm, at application level, to decide which
platform to jump from a set of platforms or devices, or
whether it is better to stay on the current platform.
In the same way that the routing algorithms at network level, the initial step is to exchange information
between nodes, in the case of mobile agents exchange is
done through ACL messages. The platform is the agent
that is responsible for providing a service for reporting
information and the mobile agent to carry out a request
to obtain this service.
It is worth mentioning that mobile agents can move
through more than one device without having to jump
one by one to all platforms agent devices from location
to destination. Using the coverage of the smartphones
of the staff a network can be created able to reach the

Figure 10: Android Version
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coordination point.

5.1

Implementation

There are two implementations of the MAETT. Both
implementations use JADE [8] platforms for the agents
creation and management and JIPMS [4] for the mobility of the agents. JADE and JIMPS are written in
JAVA.
The first implementation is for MAEMO devices (such
as Nokia n810 in figure 2). The figures 3, 4 and 5 are
screen captures from the MAEMO version of MAETT.
The software is distributed under a GPL license and
can be downloaded from its webpage[9].
The second implementation is for Android devices.
The figures 9 and 10 show screen captures of the Android version of MAETT. It is also distributed under a
GPL license and can also be downloaded from its webpage [21].

6.

HAGGLE-ETT

Haggle Electronic Triage Tag (Haggle-ETT) [14] is
the version of the Electronic Triage Tag System based
on Haggle. Haggle [19] is an autonomic networking architecture designed to enable opportunistic communications. Haggle provides underlying functionality for
neighbour discovery, resource management and resolu-

tion, thus removing the need to implement such features
in applications. When some data wants to be sent by
an application, it is not required a direct connection to
the receiver or receivers and even it is possible that the
identities of the receivers be unknown.
The representation of data in Haggle are the DataObjects. Hence, the Electronic Triage Tags are created in
form of Triage DataObjects using the Haggle API. A
Triage DataObject contains all the information of an
ETT: injury level information, GPS position, etc. Once
the ETT is created, it is sent to Haggle. Inside Haggle,
the message is forwarded from one device to another following the TTR forwarding method. The destination of
the Triage DataObject is the Coordination Point (CP)
of the emergency.
The TTR forwarding method (section 4.1) is used
in Haggle. Haggle is structured in managers that are
in charge of carrying different tasks. The forwarding
manager in charge of applying the TTR routing method
is called TTR Manager.
This scheme can be seen in figure 11, where communications between the application and Haggle are presented as (1) and communication between Haggle platforms of different devices are represented as (2).

6.1

Implementation

The implementation of the proposal has been done as
a proof of concept. All the functionalities of the TTR
manager have been implemented and they are working
within Haggle. Also the Haggle-ETT application has
been implemented to proof the performance of the TTR
manager and Haggle.
The Haggle platform is written in C++ and it is available for Windows, Mac OS X, Android, Windows Mobile and iPhone OS.
The Haggle-ETT application is written in C++ and
uses the libhaggle library. It has been successfully tested
on laptops running Mac OS X. This computers can communicate either using Bluetooth or WiFi. The implementation have also been tested on iPhones running iOS
3.0. All the devices were set up to work on Wifi network, even thought they can work on Bluetooth network
in the same way. The tests confirmed the interoperation between the laptops and the smartphones and the
proper use of the TTR forwarding method.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

Having all the information about the victims in a digital format is essential for the prioritisation in the rescue
process. However, due to the nature of the emergency
scenarios, communications cannot rely in existing infrastructures because they can become unusable for different reasons. Hence, the forwarding of this data may
become difficult and the data may arrive to a coordination point with an excessive delay.
In this paper, we have presented MAETT and HaggleETT, two applications that create Electronic Triage
Tags with triage information of the victims in the emergency scene, and forward them to a coordination point
using ad-hoc networking. The triage is done using an
application with a GUI that follows the START protocol. This process creates an ETT which is forwarded,
using the Time To Return (TTR) forwarding method,
to a coordination point using opportunistic networks
without relying in any communications infrastructure.
The time to return to a coordination point, that is commonly used in emergencies, is assigned to each person
working in the disaster in order to have a periodic security check. The TTR forwarding method uses this time
as a forwarding decision: the ETTs will be forwarded to
the node with the lower TTR, meaning that they will
arrive earlier to a coordination point.
These applications are not only limited to scenarios
without available network infrastructure, they can also
be used in scenarios where end to end connections are
available. In these cases, a node could communicate
directly with a coordination point. If the network infrastructure becomes unavailable, or if there are delays
and disruptions the applications will continue working.
This fact makes the applications useful in any situation.

7.1 Future work
As future work, an extensive research about performance of opportunistic forwarding methods in emergencies scenarios is planned. Having a good method of
forwarding data in disasters scenarios is critical. The
characteristics of an emergency scenario cannot be predicted (density of nodes, number of messages, etc) and
those elements have a big impact in the performance of
the forwarding methods. Furthermore, other applications for disasters, different from ETTs, can be developed based on our research in Mobile Agents or Haggle
in order to be able to use them even in worst cases scenarios where infraestructured networks are unusable.
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Abstract
Forwarding data in scenarios where devices have sporadic connectivity is a challenge. An example of such an scenario
are disasters, where forwarding information generated in the emergency area, like the victims’ medical data, to a
coordination point is critical for quick, accurate and coordinated intervention. New applications are being developed
based on mobile devices and wireless opportunistic networks as a solution to destroyed or overused communication
networks. But the performance of opportunistic routing methods applied to emergency scenarios is unknown today.
In this paper, we compare and contrast the efficiency of the most significant opportunistic routing protocols through
simulations in realistic disaster scenarios. This paper will allow researchers and developers to know how the different
characteristics of an emergency scenario (density of nodes, number of messages created, etc) impact in the behaviour
of each one of them. Furthermore, these results will give valuable information to researchers proposing new routing
opportunistic protocols or applications for emergency scenarios.
Key words: opportunistic networks, opportunistic forwarding, performance evaluation, emergency scenarios
1. Introduction
Recovery from an emergency situation is always a complex task, particularly in mass casualty disasters. In these
types of emergencies a quick and coordinated response
must be taken to improve the efficiency of rescue teams
and save as many lives as possible. Furthermore, the emergency situation may be ongoing for some time, hence systems may have to stay usable for extended periods.
The need for these systems is real and the last mass
casualty incidents in the recent years have made appear
new applications [1][2][3][4][5][6] designed to satisfy these
needs. These applications ease the work of first responders
providing a faster victim’s triage (medical status acquisition), a better coordination and communication in situations without network infrastructure.
From the communication point of view, in many cases
existing network infrastructure is destroyed by the very
nature of the disaster, or it is overloaded or saturated
by heavy use. This produces the lack of a network for
transmitting and sharing information generated within the
emergency. An usual way to work around the problem
is the use of Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET). Others [7] propose to solve this difficulty by distributing antennas in the disaster area. Although possible, this may
not be feasible in large scale emergencies. Other authors
[4] suggest the use of a wireless opportunistic network [8]
based on mobile devices carried by emergency personnel
Email address: abraham.martin@uab.cat (Abraham
Mart n-Campillo)
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to forward the data created and collected in the disaster
area until the coordination point. The use of opportunistic networks is very appropriate for emergency scenarios
as they are infrastructure-less, nodes can store, carry and
forward messages, and the routes from the sender and the
destination are build dinamically. This makes opportunistic networks tolerant to delays and disruptions and nodes
can communicate each other even if there is not a route
connecting them.
In these situations the most important objective is to
ensure that the messages and data generated in the disaster area reach their destination as soon as possible without
any loss as they contain valuable information for the global
coordination of the emergency response, as well as information about victims. Because of these requirements, a
fast and accurate forwarding strategy is required in all the
applications used in a disaster area employing opportunistic communications.
However, forwarding data in opportunistic scenarios is
challenging [9][10]. The length of the disaster area, the
number and distribution of the victims, and the number
of nodes are characteristics that could notably impact on
the performance of routing protocols. Because of this, deciding which forwarding method to use in these scenarios
is difficult [11].
The purpose of this research is to characterise the performance of a set of routing algorithms in disaster scenarios with different characteristics (different number of
nodes, number of victims, etc) in order to uncover the
performance and therefore their suitability to different situations. We have done this performance analysis carrying
April 16, 2012

out several simulations using realistic scenarios and traces
generated by BonnMotion [12]. We have also used the One
simulator [13], a simulation tool specific for opportunistic networks, to generate the scenario and to simulate the
forwarding process based on the traces generated by the
BonnMotion tool.
This paper is structured as follows: first, the existing related work on mobile devices in emergencies and
forwarding mechanisms is presented. Subsequently, the
emergency scenario is depicted, followed by a description
of the tests performed. Next, the results of the simulations
are shown, analysed, and discussed. We close the paper
with our conclusions.

2.1.3. TacMedCS
TacMedCS, Tactical Medical Coordination System [16],
is a military U.S. Navy System to capture and display realtime casualty data in the field. It is based on the use of
radio frequency hardware tags to identify victims and store
casualty data. A handheld unit stores this casualty data,
as well as the positioning information from the built-in
GPS, and sends all the information to the central server
database through its satellite (Iridium) communication facilities. Triage and Medical Information is transported
with the victim in the hardware intelligent ID tag. IEEE
802.11 mesh communications can also be established between the different handheld units for their collaboration.

2. Related Work

2.1.4. HaggleETT
Haggle Electronic Triage Tag (Haggle-ETT) [4], is a
system that uses Haggle [17] and mobile phones to create
electronic triage tags (ETTs) and transmit them. Haggle is an autonomic networking architecture designed to
enable opportunistic communications. Hence when an application wants to sent some data, it is not required a
direct connection to the receiver, or receivers, and even it
is possible that the identities of the receivers are unknown.
Therefore, this system is able to work even without network infrastructures using opportunistic networks to forward the ETTs to a coordination point where they will be
processed.

In order to convey the nature of the problem of communications in disaster scenarios, in this section we present
related work. We include: applications in emergency scenarios using its own developed network, forwarding mechanisms in mobile opportunistic networking, and test and
simulation tools available.
2.1. Applications in emergency scenarios using its own developed network
Mobile devices (PDAs, smartphones, customised, etc.)
are frequently used in disaster areas by rescue personnel for
different purposes, including victims triage and tracking.
The usual problem in emergency situations is the lack of an
infrastructured network in which rely the communications
on. Solutions proposed include the use of ad-hoc networks,
MANETs, DTNs or Opportunistic Networks. Some examples of applications, systems, and architectures for these
purposes are described below.

2.2. Forwarding in Mobile Opportunistic Networking
Traditional network paradigms assume an existing end
to end path between the sender and the receiver. These
networks don’t accept excessive delays or disruptions, hence
when this happens the delivery fails. But for some scenarios such as deep space communications, where nodes are
not always in communication range, a type of network that
supports intermittent communications is needed. These
networks are called Delay and disruption Tolerant Networks (DTN)[18] and are designed to support the disruption of connectivity and/or long delivery delays. These
type of networks are becoming very popular in some environments such as disasters areas or developing countries.
DTNs can have nodes acting as data mules, that is
nodes going back and forth to a collection point. Data
mules store, carry and forward messages until their destination. They carry the message stored in their memory
while moving around and forward the messages when they
find an opportunity. Plenty of routing methods have been
proposed for DTNs that follow this paradigm. But DTNs
can also be Opportunistic Networks.
In opportunistic networks, mobile nodes can communicate each other even if there is not a route connecting
them. Like in Delay and Tolerant Networks, nodes can
store, carry and forward messages. Furthermore, nodes are
not supposed to possess or acquire any knowledge about
the network topology (there is a lack of global information) and contacts are heterogeneous and unpredictable.

2.1.1. ARTEMIS
ARTEMIS [14] is a research project sponsored in part
by the US Army’s Communications and Electronics Command Division. Its aim is the development of an automated remote triage and emergency management information integrated system, able to monitor victims information through sensors in a PDA, and to transmit this information to the medical services using agents that move
through a reliable messaging layer in wireless ad hoc networks.
2.1.2. MAETTS
The Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag System [15], is
a system that uses mobile devices to triage victims. Mobile
agents are created to store and transport that information
in an asynchronous way from node to node in a MANET.
In this system, the Time To Return (TTR) to the Emergency Coordination Point is used as the decision basis for
the mobile agents forwarding between nodes.
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Routes from the sender and the destination of a message
are built dynamically and any possible node can opportunistically be used as next hop of a message if it is more
likely to bring the message closer, or faster, to the final
destination. For all these reasons forwarding data in Opportunistic Networks is a challenging issue. The most significant opportunistic forwarding strategies are explained
below.

2.2.4. Delegation forwarding
In Delegation forwarding [22], each node has an associated value which is created using a metric that represents
the quality of the node as relay. The metric used depends
on the scenario where it will be used. Vijay Erramilli et al.
[22] propose a generalisation of forwarding methods such
as BUBBLE Rap [23]. This generalisation applies to mobile opportunistic networks with unpredictable mobility,
heterogeneity of contact rates and lack of global information. Achieving delivery of messages without ooding in
such a network is challenging.
Time To Return (TTR) forwarding: In Mart , R.
et al [15], a routing protocol designed for disaster scenarios
is proposed: Time To Return (TTR). Medical personnel
in an emergency scenario are coordinated by a leader. The
leader, or a group of leaders, tells personnel where to go,
or in which area to work [15]. When they leave the coordination point, a maximum time to return to the base
is assigned to them. They are required to return to base
for security reasons, before this time has passed. Each
node has its own time to return (TTR) and therefore the
forwarding protocol takes advantage of the existence of
this value to use it to make forwarding decisions. If a
node contacts another node with a lower TTR, it relays
all its messages to this node. Afterwards if the messages
have been successfully received, the sender deletes all messages relayed in order to have only one copy of the message
throughout the network. Hence, TTR is a single message
copy forwarding.
Traditional routing algorithms usually only maintain
one copy of the message in the network. When a router
forwards a message to another router, it doesn’t keep a
copy of the message. In opportunistic networks it is the
opposite, forwarding methods usually keep a copy of the
message to increase the chances of delivering the message
or deliver it faster. Nevertheless, there are some exceptions in opportunistic routing like Time To Return (TTR)
forwarding.

2.2.1. Epidemic forwarding
Epidemic [19] is a well known forwarding strategy. It
is based on the very simple idea of sending a copy of all
the messages stored in a node to all the nodes that become in contact with it during its journey. This usually
results in network congestion in scenarios with high number of contacts and/or nodes as there are many copies of
the same message in the network. This congestion can
produce that in the cases where the contact time is small
not all messages can be forwarded. Nonetheless, it also increases significantly the chances of delivery the message in
scenarios with low number of contacts or nodes. One of the
variations for Epidemic forwarding is Epidemic with ACK.
This modification eliminates all the copies of a message in
the network when the ACK for this message (generated
when the message is delivered to their destination) is received. Nevertheless, the ACKs generated also produce
more saturation.
2.2.2. PRoPHET forwarding
PRoPHET forwarding [20] is based on the probability of future contacts between nodes to make forwarding
decisions.
The probabilities stored in one node are exchanged
when there are contacts with other nodes. Then, each
node updates its table by increasing the probability for the
nodes that have been found and by decreasing the probability for the rest. Based on these tables of probability, it
is calculated which node has higher probability of delivery
of the message. When one node contacts another node, if
the other node has a higher probability of delivering the
message, the message is sent to it, in the other case the
message remains in the current node.

2.3. Test and simulation tools
Regarding test and simulation tools for mobile opportunistic networking, in this clause we include a brief description of BonnMotion [12], and The One simulator [13].

2.2.3. MaxProp forwarding
MaxProp forwarding [21] is based, like PRoPHET, on
the use of information about probability of future contacts
with nodes when deciding if a message has to be forwarded,
but unlike PRoPHET, MaxProp has a priority queue. This
priority queue is used to discard messages that have little
chance of being delivered to its destination and to keep
those which are more likely. With this method the number of copies of messages in the network is reduced and
therefore there is also less saturation. Even though, the
message is not deleted when relayed to another node but
kept until its timeout.

2.3.1. BonnMotion
BonnMotion [12] is an application that generates traces
of different types of scenario. One of these scenarios is
disasters. It creates mobility traces based on the analysis
of the disaster scenario created for the preparation of the
FIFA world cup in Germany [6]. This mobility model for
disasters is useful for defining zones of an emergency: The
incident location where the victims are found (Zone 0);
patients’ waiting for treatment area (Zone 1); casualties
clearing stations; the ambulance parking point and the
coordination, or meeting, point.
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2.3.2. The ONE simulator
The ONE simulator [13] is a simulation environment
that is capable of defining different sender and receiver
types, generating node movement using different supported
movement models, and routing messages between nodes
with various available DTN routing algorithms. The ONE
can generate its own traces based on mobility models and
can import mobility data from real-world traces or other
mobility generators. It can also produce a variety of detailed reports from node movement to message passing and
general statistics.

triaged as black group are dead or in a very bad condition,
impossible for the medical team to do something to save
their lives. The second group, red, are victims who need
immediate attention. The victims in the third one, yellow,
do not need immediate but urgent medical attention, so
they can wait for a short period of time. And finally, the
green group, is for victims with minor injuries who need
help less urgently.
The first and foremost step is the triage because it focuses the medical attention on those victims in the worst
conditions. Once the triage is complete, rescue teams extract those victims who are trapped or cannot move from
the hot spot to a safe place. The incident location is also
known as zone 0. In this area the medical personnel cannot
work because of a risk of danger such as explosion or contamination. Because of this, it is important for everybody
to evacuate this area and for the rescue teams to extract
the victims that cannot move. While rescue teams are doing their job, the medical personnel treat those victims in
the red group that have already been evacuated and are
in the patients’ waiting for treatment area, also known as
zone 1.
If Advanced Medical Posts (AMPs) or casualties clearing stations are installed, the victims are evacuated there
(see Fig. 1). An AMP is a mobile hospital to treat the
victims before they can be transferred to an hospital. In
mass casualties, where it is necessary to treat lots of victims in a serious condition, AMPs are essential and have
to be installed near but in reasonable distance from the
zone 0 to be a safe place.
Zone 0 can have two types of nodes, transportation
nodes and non-transportation nodes. The first ones are
in charge of picking victims in the zone 0 and take them
to the zone 1, the patients’ waiting for treatment area.
The second ones are in charge of triaging the victims in
zone 0, the incident location. So, a transportation node
goes periodically from zone 0 to zone 1 and vice versa
during the disaster (acting like data mules) and the nontransportation nodes go looking for victims and triaging
them without coming back to the zone 1 until the emergency has finished.
The main objective of the medical personnel in the
area regarding the victims in the red group is to stabilise
them. Once the stabilisation is done, the ambulance, helicopter or other rescue vehicle is called to pick up each
victim to transfer them to the hospital. After the red victims, the yellow ones are treated in the same way. Regarding the green ones, they are arranged together and then
transferred with low priority to other hospitals or medical
institutions using any available transportation.
The Advanced Command Post (ACP) is where the coordination team is, and where all the decisions about actions to be carried out by rescue and medical teams are
taken.

3. Disasters recovery process
This work focuses on finding the behaviour of the most
popular forwarding methods in opportunistic networks in
disaster areas. With the results of the analysis, developers
who want to create disaster area applications can know
which forwarding method to use depending on the characteristics of disaster area on which their applications are
focused. Furthermore, authors looking for creating new
opportunistic forwarding protocols for emergency scenarios will find useful information.
For doing this analysis and extracting the results we
must pass through a set of phases: understanding how the
processes involved in the recovery process in the disaster
areas are; knowing how the application environment is in
these disaster areas; detecting the useful information in
the process that can be used in the forwarding processes;
finding tools to simulate those scenarios; simulating all the
possible scenario cases taking into account the different
values that can have all the parameters in the simulation;
and extracting all these results and analyse them.
In this section, the disaster scenario will be described,
including its important parts, the actors involved, and the
recovery process. This is important in order to understand
how the routing protocols will behave in the simulations
and to interpret the results.
3.1. Disasters recovery process
This paper is centred on the worst emergency scenarios which usually are mass casualty incidents (MCIs). The
main characteristic of MCIs are the large number of victims. In these cases, the triage of these victims is needed
to sort injured people into groups based on their need for
immediate medical treatment. This triage is done by the
first response personnel arriving at the emergency scene.
Consequently, the medical personnel arriving later know
those victims who need more urgent attention. The victims are stabilised and prepared, in triage colour order
(black, red, yellow and green), to be evacuated to the hospital or to the advanced medical post where they will be
treated widely.
The triage process usually creates four groups of victims based on their condition. The first group, from worst
to best condition order, is the black one. Those victims
4

circumstances such as big disasters where no network infrastructures are available, other types of networks have
to be used.
Deploying nodes to supply an infrastructure is not the
best solution, since a long time may be required and even
in big disaster areas it may not be feasible. Also, a fullyconnected MANET is not possible due to the large geographical extension of the scenario. In these cases, the use
of opportunistic networks is the appropriate solution; even
if a message is required to arrive as soon as possible once
it has been generated, the time to arrive to any part of the
disaster area will require less time than deploying all the
nodes necessary to create an infrastructure network or a
fully-connected MANET.
Even though opportunistic networks seem a clear choice
Figure 1: Emergency Scenario
in these situations, different routing mechanisms can be
used on top of them. The obvious, but naive choice would
be to use epidemic forwarding. The information has to
3.2. Communications in the emergency scenario
arrive as soon as possible to the coordination point where
Traditionally emergency communications have only been it will be evaluated and used, so it seems that if data is
routed to all the nodes epidemically and more nodes have
a matter of walkie-talkie communications, but nowadays
a message, then there are more probabilities hat one of
more and more advanced communications mechanisms can
these nodes returns early to the coordination point and
be used. This is due to the increase of use by the emergency personnel of Internet enabled devices or mobile phones, delivers the message. However, this way may not be the
best mechanism; Epidemic routing can lose opportunities
that make use of infrastructure networks such as mobile
to forward data when more than one node are in contact
phone network (3G) or WiFi. In most of the emergency
at the same time and the intra-contact time is short, and
cases, like hurricanes, terrorist attacks, earthquakes, etc.,
there are a lot of messages to be interchanged. In this
these networks become unstable, inaccessible, overused or
case, only those with a higher probability of being delivare even destroyed. As a consequence, emergency personered will be interchanged. Furthermore, Epidemic routing
nel cannot rely on the use of existing network infrastrucgenerates a lot of copies of the same message in the netture and may deploy and use their own, or simply use wirework, producing congestion and having negative in uence
less mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) or wireless mesh
on the rest of the messages.
networks. These networks create routes by request of the
In the next sections of this paper we analyse the benodes, that are maintained as long as they are needed or
haviour of some routing solutions for its use in emergency
the link is available.
scenarios. We will test the forwarding protocols in emerAnyway, all these solutions have the same shortcomgency scenarios with different characteristics (density of
ing. If the area of emergency is big enough, it is possible
nodes, number of victims...)
that the ad-hoc network created by the medical personnel’s devices would not be fully connected. As a result, an
attempt to communicate from one point of the network,
4. Evaluation
for instance, a first responder, to another point of the network, for example, an AMP, could be unsuccessful as this
Disaster scenarios are unpredictable, its area or the
kind of networks needs an end to end communication.
number of victims are data that can not be precisely preRegarding AMP and the ACP, having Internet connecdicted. Furthermore, emergencies are heterogeneous betion is very important for coordination or information purcause each disaster produced have different number of vicposes (e.g. with another coordination point or with hostims (that is closely related to the number of messages
pitals assigned to victims). For this reason, it is assumed
created), different scenario area, different number of peothat they have persistent Internet connectivity even if the
ple working on the emergency, etc. As the characteristics
network infrastructures are destroyed or unusable because
of a disaster scenario considerably change from one to anthey can use their own deployed network infrastructure,
other, it is very important to carry out simulations that
for instance, satellite connections.
test the performance impact in each routing protocol of
these greatly changing characteristics of disaster scenar3.3. Discussion
ios.
We have selected four of the most relevant opportunisThe data generated within an emergency scenario retic
routing protocols for emergency scenarios: Epidemic,
garding victims (e.g. triage) or coordination issues are
MaxProp,
PRoPHET, and TTR. This evaluation, test the
always considered critical and cannot be lost. In some
5

selected protocols through simulations in a set of emergency scenarios with different characteristics: different values of number of nodes, percentage of transportation nodes,
number of messages and message size, in order to evaluate
their impact on the performance.
Results are expressed as delivery delay CDF (cumulative distribution function), delivery ratio, overhead (number of messages relayed / messages delivered), and energy
consumption metrics. Using this metrics we will be able
to see which is the most efficient protocol in terms of delivery ratio in each situation or which is the lowest energy
consuming. On one hand, users may wish to minimise
the energy consumed by the network in anticipation of a
long emergency situation but on the other hand they may
prefer a better delivery ratio.

TTR: This is a routing method specific for disaster
areas, it uses the “Time to Return” as a forwarding
decision. In contrast to the others protocols, TTR
only keeps one copy of the message throughout the
network: when a message is relayed, it is deleted
from the sender. This makes this protocol very energy saver but also penalises its delivery ratio. For all
of these, it will be interesting to see its performance
compared to other methods.
In the last few years a lot of forwarding protocols based
on social networks have arise for opportunistic networks
(SimBet [24], PeopleRank [25] or BUBBLE Rap [26]). However these routing methods can not be used in emergency
scenarios because they use information that is not available under disaster situations.

4.1. Routing methods
There are plenty of forwarding methods in literature
but we can not test all of them, hence we have chosen those
that we consider more relevant for opportunistic networks
and, in this special case, for emergency scenarios. Furthermore, in this paper we provide all the data that we have
used for carrying the simulations, hence, authors proposing new forwarding protocols will be able to reproduce this
simulations with their own protocols and compare them.
We have chosen three popular routing methods in literature for doing the simulations: Epidemic, PRoPHET and
MaxProp. Furthermore, we have chosen another forwarding method, TTR, that is special for disaster situations. In
the following lines is a brief explanation of the motivation
why they have been selected:

4.2. Simulation set up
We use the BonnMotion tool to generate the traces
used for the simulation. BonnMotion provides generation
of disaster scenarios mobility traces. The trajectories created in Bonnmotion are calculated based on an analysis of
disaster mobility traces extracted from an emergency simulation in May 2005 in Cologne, Germany, in preparation
of the World Youth Day 2005 and the FIFA Soccer Worldcup 2006 [27]. Bonnmotion has predefined 5 zones or areas
in the emergency scenario: the incident location, the patients waiting for treatment area, the casualties clearing
stations, the ambulance parking point, and the technical
operational command (ACP). It supports nodes moving in
the same zone or moving between two zones.
We have defined for all the simulations an area of 1300m
x 250m for the incident location (zone 0) and an area of
100m x 40m for the patients waiting for treatment area,
the AMPs, the ACP, and the coordination or meeting
point (zone 1). The situation and size of the zones is important because the nodes in zone 0 go periodically to zone
1 in order to carry victims, get more equipment or because
the TTR is exhausted. The usual situation of the zone 1 is
as close as possible to the zone 0 but always in a safe area.
For this reason we have set up the zone 1 sharing its left
edge with the upper right edge of the zone 0 (figure 2). We
have not taken into account the ambulance parking lot and
the ACPs in the simulations because the nodes from zone
0 (those who generate the messages) only moves between
zone 0 and 1. Messages will be delivered when the nodes
enter in the zone 1, that can have a wireless access point, a
satellite connection or another type of network connection
because is where the coordination point is.
For creating the traces we only take into account the
number of nodes in zone 0 and the size and situation of
the zone 0 and zone 1. Nodes in other zones won’t be
relevant for the simulations as they don’t move to zone 0
and because messages are delivered when a node coming
from the zone 0 enters in zone 1. The nodes moves at a
speed from 0 m/s (stopped, when they find a victim) to
2,5 m/s (the average human running speed). The duration

Epidemic: This method has been chosen because of
its fast message spread. It is a reference for other
routing methods. It is also very well known for ooding the network because of the replication of each
message to the rest of the nodes.
PRoPHET: It is a probabilistic routing method that
aims to improve Epidemic routing with lower overhead and higher delivery ratio due to the use of probabilities. This protocol is well known in opportunistic networks and it is usually used, as Epidemic, in
comparisons. It will be interesting to see how it performs in disaster areas.
MaxProp: It does an estimate delivery likelihood
and adds some rules to the decision as to give forwarding preference to low-hop-count messages, to
free up storage of delivered messages or to not forward the same message twice to the same next hope
destination. These features are important as they
give a congestion control to MaxProp interesting to
test. This method has very good results applied to
vehicular networks and we want to see if they achieve
similar results in disaster areas.
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of the simulation is of 6000 seconds. This gives time to the
simulation to be stabilised as the CDF results will show.
This is important because we need to analyse the results
when the simulation is stabilised, and not while its starting
when no messages are circulating throughout the network
and the buffers of the nodes are empty.
Four main characteristics of an emergency scenario are
tested in the simulations to see how they impact in the
performance of the forwarding protocols: number of nodes
(density of nodes of the scenario), percentage of transportation nodes, number of messages created (that can
also be interpreted as number of casualties because of its
correlation) and message size.
Once the traces are generated with the BonnMotion
tool, they are converted to the ONE traces format and
imported into this simulator. The One simulator allows
to separate nodes into groups. All the nodes belonging to
the same group share the same properties.
In the scenario there exist two groups of nodes, nontransportation and transportation, both with the same attributes (link speed, radio range, etc.). Hence, it only
needed the definition of one group in the One simulator
because the only difference between both groups is the
movement model, information that is already included in
the traces provided by the BonnMotion tool. A link speed
of 54 Mbps and a radio range of 60m are the values defined for all the nodes. The link speed is chosen using
the 802.11g standard, the simulator is in charge of changing the speed rate depending on the distance between two
nodes. The maximum radio range is a parameter that can
be different depending of the device the user is using, so
we carried tests outdoor with obstacles (typical for disaster scenarios) using iPhones 3GS, that gave us an average
result of 60 meters. Regarding this value, in section 5.1
we have tested a disaster scenario with different density
of nodes. Since having shorter radio range is similar to
having less density of nodes or a larger scenario, these
results can be extrapolated to know which results would
be obtained for radio ranges longer, or shorter than 60
meters. The messages are originated in randomly chosen
nodes (either transportation or not transportation group)
and all have as destination, the zone 1. Messages are created throughout the simulation time. Regarding the size
of the messages it has been done a whole set of simulations to see the performance impact of this parameter in
each one of the forwarding protocols. In the other sets of
simulations, testing other parameters, it has been set up a
message size of 225 kB, an average size for a message with
text and an image.
Table 1 sums up the main simulation parameters. The
number of messages generated, number of nodes in the
disaster area and the message size in each simulation will
be explained in the corresponding sections.
Each routing method is evaluated in terms of delivery ratio, delay (latency), overhead and energy consumption for each parameter of the simulation tested: number
of nodes, percentage of transportation nodes, number of

messages and message size. We have expressed the results
using four charts: delivery delay CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function), delivery ratio, overhead and energy
consumption.

PRoPHET

Parameter
Simulation time
PHY data rate
Radio range
Buffer size
TTL
Zone 0
Zone 1
Number of groups
Mobility Model
Speed
Pinit

MaxProp

Max Meeting Prob

Network

Scenario size
Mobility

Value
6000 s
54 Mbps
60 m
5 MB
1
1300x250 m
100x40 m
2
Disaster [27]
0-2,5 m/s
0,75
0,25
0,99
50
1

Table 1: Values for the simulation parameters

1300 m

100 m

250 m

40 m

Zone 1

Zone 0

Figure 2: Simulation Scenario

4.3. Energy-e ciency
The energy-efficiency of forwarding methods in emergency scenarios is very important. This importance is
mainly due to two reasons: The first one is that in these
scenarios mobile devices are heavily used, and its battery
is limited, so if it is drained fast the node will be off and
the messages will not arrive. The second is that the duration of an emergency is unknown, hence the battery life
has to be preserved against the overuse.
According to recent works wifi is one of the most consuming power elements of a mobile phone device [28][29],
consuming up to 725 mW transferring data at full capacity
[30]. Furthermore, when a mobile device is using its wifi
network in opportunistic mode, it cannot enter in PSM
(Power Safe Mode) because it looks constantly for nodes
and so it spends a lot of energy scanning the network. Not
only the scanning but also the association between nodes
spends a lot of energy [28]. Because scanning and associating spend a lot of energy it is very important to use a
7

low energy consuming forwarding algorithm that achieves
a high delivery ratio while having a low overhead.
For the calculation of the Energy (Joules) required for
the transmission of n bytes in a single connection, we have
based our calculations in the equation proposed by N. Balasubramanian [31] for the use of mobile phones in WiFi
networks.
Transfer Energy:

generated during the 6000 seconds of the simulation with
a message size of 225 kB. The messages are originated in
randomly chosen nodes in the transportation group. All
nodes in the simulation have the role of transportation
nodes.
Parameter
Number of messages
Transportation nodes
Message size

R(x) = 5.9 + 0.007(x)J
Maintenance:

Value
2000 messages
100%
225 kB

Table 2: Values for parameters for “number of nodes” based simulations

M = 0.05J/sec
Total energy needed to transfer (x) kB:

Delivery ratio and delay
In terms of delivery ratio, in figure 3 we see that MaxProp performs much better than any other method, achieving up to 85% of messages delivered with 80 nodes. As the
number of nodes grows, so does the performance gap between MaxProp and the second best method, TTR. TTR
only gets up to 45% of message delivery. Increasing the
number of nodes improves the delivery ratio of MaxProp
and TTR but decreases the performance of PRoPHET and
Epidemic.
Using Epidemic the buffers can become full and, in
some contacts, not all messages can be relayed in the intracontact time. Furthermore, nodes always deliver and relay messages in the same order, as they are stored in the
buffer, because Epidemic does not use message prioritization. This explains the low delivery ratio of Epidemic.
PRoPHET has the same problem as Epidemic. For this
reason the messages relayed are always the same: those
who are first in the buffer of the node. However, PRoPHET
includes probabilistic information when deciding whether
a message should be relayed or not, which improves the
delivery ratio of Epidemic. Nevertheless, adding probabilities to the decision making works better for few nodes.
If we look more deeply in MaxProp results, we will find
that its good results are due to two main characteristics
of this routing method. MaxProp deletes those message in
the buffer with low probability of being delivered, freeing
up space for new messages. In addition, it sends messages to other nodes in specific order that takes into account message hop counts and message delivery probabilities based on previous encounters. This two characteristics
provide congestion control and make the most of short contacts. Therefore, for MaxProp, having more nodes in the
emergency scenario means better results.
For TTR, its results improve those of Epidemic and
PRoPHET thanks to using a data mules approach in emergency scenarios. Transportation nodes go back and forth
to the coordination point where they deliver the messages.
TTR takes advantage of that by using this information
into the forwarding decision and thus forwarding the messages only to those nodes that have better chances of delivering the message sooner. However, its single-message

R(x) + M
Where the 5.9 J of the transfer energy is the energy
required for the initial connection, and the 0.007(x) J is
the energy required to transmit (x) kilobytes. The maintenance energy is the energy required while the connection
between two nodes is up.
We have adapted the previous equations, to make a
calculation of the average energy consumed by each node.
This calculations use the values we get from the simulation
tools and takes into account all the transfers and connections a node does during the simulation. Then the equations for the calculation of the average energy consumed
by each node become:
T (x; nc; ct) = 5.9(nc) + 0.007(x) + 0.05(ct)
Where nc is the average number of contacts per node,
x is the average number of bytes relayed per node, and ct
is the average total contact time per node.
5. Simulation Results
In this section we present and discuss the results obtained after performing the simulations. We want to analyze how the chosen routing methods behave in emergency scenarios with different characteristics in number of
nodes, percentage of transport nodes, number of messages
and messages size. We will examine the performance impact of each characteristic in each routing method using
four metrics: delay, delivery ratio, overhead and energy
consumption.
5.1. Number of nodes
The number of people involved in an emergency can be
variable depending on many factors: personnel available,
location of the emergency, etc. For this reason we have
evaluated the performance of the selected routing methods
with different number of nodes. Table 2 shows the values
of the parameters for these simulations. 2000 messages are
8

policy makes this routing method lose opportunities to relay messages to better nodes, producing a delivery ratio
far below MaxProp.
Figure 4 shows the delivery delay CDF for 80 nodes.
Since all the delay charts show the same shape of the
curves, the delivery delay CDF for different number of
nodes can be obtained combining this chart with the delivery ratio chart in figure 3. It must only be taken into
account that for a given number of nodes, the asymptotic
value of a curve is the same as the value in the delivery
ratio chart for this routing protocol.
In the case presented in figure 4 we can say that for
80 nodes, MaxProp is the fastest method, 65% of the
messages created are delivered in less than 1000 seconds
whereas for TTR only 33% of messages created, or 15%
for PRoPHET, have a delivery delay of less than 1000 seconds. Asymptotically, we see that for 6000 seconds around
82% of MaxProp messages and 45% of TTR messages are
delivered, that corresponds to the delivery ratio in figure
3.
If we want to calculate the delivery delay CDF values
of MaxProp for 20 nodes, we see in the delivery ratio chart
that the asymptotic value will be 45% (while for 80 nodes
it is 82%). Calculating the equivalence, the value for 1000
seconds will be around 35% (0.65 ∗ 0.45/0.82). The same
applies for the rest of the delivery delay CDF charts in all
this section.

Figure 4: Delivery delay CDF vs. time for 80 nodes

MaxProp also transmits plenty of messages but the
high delivery ratio gives as a result a good overhead. This
is explained because MaxProp only keeps the messages
most likely to be delivered and removes all the others.
Hence, when two nodes exchange messages using MaxProp, they receive messages that had been received earlier
and later deleted because they were unlikely to be delivered.
TTR only manages one copy of the message instead
of duplicating it in each node. A node using TTR only
relays the message (not a copy) to another node contacted
if the second one is more likely to deliver the message to
the recipient earlier than the node that has the message.
Analysing the results we can also say that as the number of nodes grows, so does the number of messages relayed
in all routing methods. Hence, the number of nodes in the
scenario has a big impact in the overhead performance of
MaxProp, PRoPHET and Epidemic but little impact in
TTR, a single copy routing method.

Figure 3: Delivery ratio vs. Number of nodes

Overhead
Regarding overhead, figure 5 shows that Epidemic is
the routing method that produces more transmissions per
message per each one delivered while TTR is the one that
produces less.
PRoPHET also has a high overhead. In Epidemic,
nodes exchange all the messages they have stored when
they contact another node but PRoPHET only exchanges
them if the delivery probability is big enough.

Figure 5: Overhead vs. Number of nodes

Energy consumption
Figure 6 clearly shows that when the number of nodes
in the emergency scenario grows, the energy consump9

tion of the devices is bigger as more message are relayed
and more contacts are produced. The increase in energy consumption is similar to MaxProp, Epidemic and
PRoPHET. TTR maintains a lower energy consumption
due to its single-copy forwarding policy. In this figure,
TTR shows its potential as a low consumption routing
method. It consumes up to 10 times less than MaxProp
for 85 nodes. The rest of methods grow linearly with a
higher slope.

Delivery ratio and latency
In terms of delay and delivery ratio versus percentage of transportation nodes we see in figures 8 and 7 that
MaxProp performs much better than any other method,
achieving up to than 80% of messages delivered with 100%
of the nodes being transportation nodes and with a density
of 60 nodes. As the percentage of transportation nodes
grows, so does the performance of the routing methods.
For all methods, except Epidemic, increasing the percentage of transportation nodes improves the delivery ratio
but for MaxProp and TTR the increase in performance
is clearly remarkable. These results demonstrate that it is
positive to have the highest percentage of nodes possible in
the scenario behaving as transport nodes. It is notable the
low performance of TTR in low percentage of transportation nodes. The delay chart also shows the dominance of
MaxProp not only in terms of delivery ratio but also in
delivery delay.

Figure 6: Average energy consumed by each node vs. Number of
nodes

5.2. Percentage of transportation nodes
The organisation of an emergency makes some people
working in it to have to return periodically to the zone
1, which is the destination of all the messages. We call
this group of nodes “transportation group”. The remaining group working in an emergency stays in the emergency scenario and only comes back to the zone 1 when
the emergency has ended. This second set of simulations
analyses the performance impact when the percentage of
transportation nodes changes. Table 3 shows the specific
parameters for these simulations. There are 60 nodes in
the simulation and 2000 messages are generated during the
6000 seconds of the simulation with a message size of 225
kB.
Parameter
Number of messages
Nodes
Message size

Figure 7: Delivery ratio vs. Percentage of transportation nodes

Value
2000 messages
60
225 kB

Figure 8: Delivery delay CDF vs. time for 66% of transportation
nodes

Table 3: Values for parameters for “percentage of transportation
nodes” based simulations

Overhead
Regarding the overhead versus percentage of transportation nodes, in figure 9 we can see that the percentage of
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significantly impact in the results of TTR but it is noteworthy in MaxProp where the cost increases due to the big
growth of the number of messages relayed. ProPHET and
Epidemic are less affected than MaxProp but they also increase their energy consumption when the percentage is
more than 60%. We can say that increasing the percentage of transportation nodes in the emergency scenario has
a significantly impact in the energy consumption in MaxProp (as it had in delivery ratio) but a negligible impact in
the overhead in TTR. This data shows how important is
a good forwarding policy. While Epidemic, or PRoPHET,
spends a lot of energy even in cases where only a 15% of the
nodes are transportation nodes (those who go to the zone
1 and deliver the messages), MaxProp adapts its consumption to the number of this type of nodes in the scenarios.
Thanks to this, it maintains a good balance between energy consumption and performance. MaxProp relays more
messages to transportation nodes because they have more
probability of delivery messages, producing a low energy
consumption as less messages relays are wasted. This can
also bee seen in figure 9. We can state similar conclusions for TTR. It loses good relay opportunities because
its single-message policy, producing a lower delivery ratio
than MaxProp but also a very low energy consumption.

transportation nodes does not impact in the results of
TTR but it is noteworthy in Epidemic and PRoPHET
where the overhead decreases in case of PRoPHET because more messages are delivered in contrast with those
relayed. Epidemic is also significantly affected decreasing
the overhead when the delivery ratio increases, but also
increasing the overhead for more than 60% of nodes as the
delivery ratio becomes constant but the number of messages relayed increments. With these results, we can say
that increasing the percentage of transportation nodes in
the emergency scenario has a significantly impact in the
overhead in Epidemic and PRoPHET but a negligible impact in the overhead in TTR.

5.3. Number of messages
Generally in emergency scenarios there is a correlation
between the number of victims (or the magnitude of the
event) and the number of messages generated. Usually a
message is generated for each victim found, for an update
of her health status, or for some critical information about
the scenario. In this third set of simulations the focus is
on the analysis of how the number of message impacts the
routing methods performance. Table 4 shows the specific
parameters for these simulations. There are 60 nodes in
the scenario, the message size is 225 kB and the messages
are originated in randomly chosen nodes in the transportation group. All nodes in the simulation have the role of
transportation nodes.

Figure 9: Overhead vs. Percentage of transportation nodes

Energy consumption

Parameter
Nodes
Transportation nodes
Message size

Value
60
100%
225 kB

Table 4: Values for parameters for “number of messages” based simulations

Delivery ratio and delay
For the delivery ratio and delay, see figures 11 and 12,
the results show that MaxProp performs much better than
any other method, achieving almost 100% of messages delivered for low number of messages. PRoPHET behaves

Figure 10: Average energy consumed by each node vs. Percentage
of transportation nodes

In terms of energy consumption, in figure 10 we can
see that the percentage of transportation nodes does not
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ratio: the buffers of the nodes become full and hence they
start to discard messages.
PRoPHET and Epidemic decrease the overhead faster
because these protocols are Epidemic (with few message
they do a lot of relays) and because they do not have congestion control and buffers become full faster than other
methods.
Moreover, it can also be seen that TTR also suffers
from the problem of short contacts when they have a lot
of messages in the buffers.

well for low number of messages and its delivery ratio decreases as the number of messages increases. This last behavior is the same for all the methods, their performance
decrease when the number of message increases, the buffers
of some nodes become full, hence some messages cannot
be relayed. There is also a second reason for this behavior
that is explained because there are a lot of messages in
each buffer and in short contacts there is no time to relay
all the messages from one node to another. The methods without congestion control are more affected than the
others, this can be seen with MaxProp vs Epidemic.
TTR is less affected by the change of number of messages created because the nodes have fewer messages to
relay or deliver in contacts. Although the delivery ratio
performance is less affected by the increase of the number
of message, its delivery ratio is also low.

Figure 13: Overhead vs. Number of messages

Energy consumption
Figure 14 shows that MaxProp, PRoPHET and Epidemic highly increases due to the increment of relayed messages. In a difference with overhead, energy consumption
takes into account those messages that fail to relay. TTR
also increases but to its nature of single-message routing
it only increases a bit.

Figure 11: Delivery ratio vs. Number of messages

5.4. Message size
In this set of simulations we test how message size impacts in the delivery ratio, delay, overhead and energy consumption performance for each routing method. Table 5
shows the specific parameters for these simulations. 2000
messages are generated during the 6000 seconds of the simulation. The messages are originated in a randomly chosen
node in the transportation group. All the 60 nodes in the
simulation have the role of transportation nodes.
Figure 12: Delivery delay CDF vs. time for 2000 messages

Parameter
Number of messages
Nodes
Transportation nodes

Overhead
Regarding overhead, figure 13 shows that with MaxProp, PRoPHET, and Epidemic initially increase the overhead but then it start to decrease. The explanation of
these results is the same as in the results of the delivery

Value
2000 messages
60
100%

Table 5: Values for parameters for “message size” based simulations
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Figure 14: Average energy consumed by each node vs. Number of
messages

Figure 15: Delivery ratio vs. Message size

Delivery ratio and latency
In figures 15 and 16 we observe that the delivery ratio
for each routing method decreases when the message size
increases. The performance drop is more severe for the
Epidemic and ProPHET methods. These two methods
are very efficient for small messages, but they are more
affected by the increment of message size than the others
because of their lack of congestion control. In case of small
message size there is no need of congestion control because
the buffers are not full and all the messages can be relayed
in short contacts.
For large messages MaxProp is also the best method,
followed by TTR. When the size of the messages grows,
a good congestion control is very important as the performance of Epidemic and PRoPHET shows. The same
reason given for the results of the simulations based on
number of messages can be given to explain those results.
Overhead
Regarding the overhead versus message size, in figure
17 we see how overhead increments due to the decrease of
the delivery ratio. But for Epidemic when the buffers become full the number of messages relayed decreases faster
than the delivery ratio which causes the decrement of its
overhead. As well as in other charts, MaxProp and TTR
are less affected.
Energy consumption
In terms of energy consumption we see in figure 18 the
same problems mentioned above. When the buffers of the
nodes become full, the number of messages relayed decreases and so does the energy consumption. All routing
methods are affected but they seem to be affected differently.
When using Epidemic for small size messages, all the
nodes have time to relay all the messages because of their
size. When the size of the messages is big, specially when
they are bigger than 100 kB, the nodes don’t have time

Figure 16: Delivery delay CDF vs. time for a message size of 100 kB

to relay all the messages in the buffer and so the energy
consumption decreases.
In the case of PRoPHET, it is less affected than Epidemic when the size of the messages is bigger than 100 kB
due to the ordering by probability of the messages.
As stated before, MaxProp has a good congestion control (it deletes messages with low probability of being delivered). Therefore the number of messages transmitted
between nodes increases, except for the last result.
Regarding TTR, it is also affected by the message size,
although it only carries one copy of the message in all the
network, the buffer also become full when it carries several
heavy messages and so energy consumption drops.
We have to take into account that the initial increase
in the figure 18 of the energy consumption in Epidemic
and PRoPHET it is not produced because of more message relays but because messages are bigger and hence they
require more time to be transmitted, consuming more energy.
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shows good results except for scenarios with few message
or lightweight messages where Epidemic or PRoPHET also
surpass the results of TTR.
In disaster scenarios it is also very important to make
the information about victims available in the coordination
point as fast as possible. In this case, MaxProp is the
fastest forwarding protocol, the one with lowest delivery
delay.
Taking into account these results, if in an emergency
scenario where we require the fastest delivery method then
we would choose MaxProp. However, choosing MaxProp
will produce an elevated power consumption and will drain
fast the battery. In some cases the battery will not last
until the end of the emergency and another forwarding
method should be used. Emergency scenarios with a high
density of nodes or a lot of victims (a lot of message created) will cause a high energy consumption for MaxProp.
If one of this cases is foreseen a energy efficient forwarding
method should be used. If TTR is used the battery of the
nodes will last much longer, in some cases up to 10 times
more. This would have as a consequence a poorer delay
and delivery ratio but the node will not be switched off
during the emergency.
We have to remember that all nodes will eventually
come back to the coordination point once the emergency
will come to an end, hence all messages will be delivered
at some point and no one will be lost. Furthermore, at
some point, when all the victims are found, the number
of messages created will approach to zero, which will allow to deliver the remain messages in the network before
the emergency ends. The delivery ratio charts show how
MaxProp is the fastest method followed by TTR in almost
all situations, except for low number of messages created
and for lightweight messages, where the Epidemic methods
perform better.
The following summarises the key aspects of each of
the routing protocols:
MaxProp

Figure 17: Overhead vs. Message size

Figure 18: Average energy consumed by each node vs. Message size

++ Excellent delivery ratio and good delay in almost any
situation thanks to its congestion control protocol
and forwarding decision algorithm

6. Discussion
In this section we want to discuss the results obtained
in the previous section. From these results we can say that
MaxProp has a very good performance in terms of delivery ratio for almost all emergency scenarios regardless its
characteristics. It is the method with most messages delivered and the one that delivers the messages fastest. All
other methods are significantly worse in terms of delivery
ratio and delay with few exceptions.
However, if we consider overhead or energy consumption, then the results are different. In this case, the routing
method with best results is always TTR as it keeps only
one copy of the message throughout the network and it is
designed for emergency scenarios. This means that TTR
is the most efficient (number of relays for each message
delivered) forwarding method and the one that consumes
less energy. In terms of delivery ratio and delay, TTR

+ Satisfactory energy performance for low number of
nodes or messages
- Elevated consumption for scenarios with high number of nodes or messages because its congestion control protocol
TTR
++ Very good energy efficiency in all situations thanks
to its single message copy policy
+ Good delivery ratio in scenarios with any number of
nodes but high percentage of transportation nodes
- Poor delivery ratio in scenarios with low message size
or low number of messages
14

ProPHET and Epidemic

Developers working on emergency applications using
opportunistic networking can see the difference between
the forwarding methods applied to disaster areas and decide which scheme to use depending on the target scenario
using our data and analysis, or extend the comparison to
new opportunistic forwarding schemes that may arise in
future.

-- Elevated energy consumption due to epidemic algorithms
+ Acceptable delivery ratio only in scenarios with low
message size, number of messages or number of nodes
where no congestion is produced
7. Conclusions

8. Acknowledgement

There has been a growing interest recently in the design
of systems to help managing an emergency, and triaging
the victims or coordinating rescue teams are key facets of
these systems. Many of these systems rely on the availability of a network infrastructure, which in a real emergency
scenario may be damaged and unavailable, as we have seen
in recent events such as the oods in New Zealand or the
Tsunami and earthquake in Japan. There are various approaches to solve this problem: to create an ad-hoc network between all the mobile devices used in the disaster
area to get a full-coverage; to deploy a full-coverage network spreading nodes in the disaster area; or to use opportunistic delay and disruption tolerant networks to provide
a network of not fully connected nodes. The last option
does not require time to develop nodes before using the
solution and also it can be employed in widely distributed
disaster areas where an ad-hoc network cannot be fully
connected with only a few nodes. For the opportunistic
networking approach, there are several routing methods
that can be used, and it was perhaps not obvious how to
decide which provides the best performance for a given
scenario.
In this paper we have presented the results of an analysis of opportunistic routing performance in emergency situations using opportunistic networks. We take into account
parameters regarding the characteristics of the emergency
scenario (number of people involved, number of victims,
etc) to see how they impact on the performance of routing methods, with regards to suitability for various performance requirements such as delivery rate or lifetime.
From our analysis, we draw two main conclusions. Firstly
we find that MaxProp routing method is the best method
in terms of delivery performance in almost all scenarios.
Its performance surpasses the other routing methods by a
wide margin in almost all the simulations, no matter the
number of nodes in the emergency or the density of victims
(number of messages generated). Secondly, we note the
low overhead and energy consumption of the TTR routing method. While the delivery performance results of
TTR are far below the performance of MaxProp its energy performance deserves consideration, if the characteristics of the emergency scenario requires it. Examples are
long emergency situations, scenarios with a high density of
nodes, or a lot of messages, where an energy efficient forwarding method is required for not exhausting the node’s
battery.
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a b s t r a c t
During emergency situations, the use of mobile devices and wireless opportunistic networks as a solution
of destroyed or overused communication networks are vital. In these cases, the fast and reliable delivery
of emergency information, together with the use of energy-efﬁcient communication mechanisms are
required. In this paper we propose PropTTR and PropNTTR, a set of forwarding mechanisms for wireless
opportunistic networks in emergency scenarios that provide a high message delivery ratio together with
a low energy consumption. We have set up a testbed used to compare the performance and energy-efﬁciency of our proposals with two other signiﬁcant forwarding methods. We present the results of this
analysis comparison in terms of message delivery ratio, delivery cost, latency and energy consumption,
showing the improvements of our proposals.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Due to the emergence of social networks and the increase in the
use of Internet and smart phones in recent years, their role in the
recovery of emergencies has to be taken into account. Some of
the most important events in the last decade have been natural
disasters or mass casualties incidents: 9/11 in New York in 2001,
the tsunami in Indonesia in 2004, the hurricane Katrina in New
Orleans in 2005, the earthquake in Haiti in 2010 and the
earthquake and tsunami in Japan in 2011 are just some examples.
These major incidents in recent years that have made us rethink
the way emergencies must be managed and coordinated, and some
authors have proposed a variety of solutions in order to improve
these situations and to take advantage of new technologies.
One of the most important elements in emergencies is the
quantity of information generated during the emergency. Nowadays with social networks and internet, everyone affected by the
emergency is able to communicate information of what they see,
what they know, etc. This information is very valuable for different
purposes: locating victims, knowing the conditions of the area, etc.
If all this information could be aggregated in a single place it would
be very valuable. The problem is that all this information is distributed all over the internet and social networks (twitter, facebook,
blogs, etc.). One of the efforts to centralise information is made
by Google [1], they have developed an application addressed to
ﬁnd and to distribute information about victims.

⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 935813577.
E-mail address: abraham.martin@uab.cat (A. Martín-Campillo).

Another problem is that this information posted in social networks, blogs, etc. cannot always be uploaded due to the destruction of the networks (cellular, DSL, telephone, etc.), or because
their overusage. There are a lot of reports about this issue in all
the emergencies, where people tend to call to their family and
friends or to post something to internet to say they are ok. This
prevents people that want to use this networks to send information about the emergency and the victims. Because of this, the
use of opportunistic networks is very appropriate to transmit this
information. To solve this problem, Martí et al. [2] proposed a system called MAETT (Mobile Agent Electronic Triage Tag) to be used
in the emergency scenario to send triage information of the victims
using opportunistic networks even when the network infrastructures are destroyed or overused.
Other studies devote their efforts to characterise [3,4] or analyse [5,6] emergencies with the aim to draw conclusions that allow
to develop new applications capable of improving victim’s care
after an emergency, improve coordination and provide a faster
response.
In all these cases where mobile devices, which have limited battery capacity, are used, the use of energy-efﬁcient forwarding
mechanisms is a must. According to recent works wiﬁ is one of
the most consuming power elements of a mobile phone device
[7,8], consuming up to 725 mW transferring data at full capacity
[9]. Furthermore, when a mobile device is using its wiﬁ network
in opportunistic mode, it cannot enter in PSM (Power Safe Mode)
because it looks constantly for nodes and so it spends a lot of
energy scanning the network. Not only the scanning but also the
association between nodes spends a lot of energy [7]. Because
scanning and associating spend a lot of energy it is very important
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to use a low energy consuming forwarding algorithm that achieves
a high delivery ratio while having a low delivery cost (messages relayed per message created).
Because these main problems, in this paper we propose PropTTR and PropNTTR, a set of energy-efﬁcient forwarding mechanisms for emergency scenarios using wireless opportunistic
networks for communication between nodes.
This paper is structured in the following way. First, we present a
background; then we propose the PropTTR and PropNTTR forwarding mechanisms, followed by the description of the simulation set
up. Then the simulation results are showed and analysed; and ﬁnally the conclusions are presented.
2. Background
In this section we describe how communications in emergency
scenarios are, a brief explanation of what an opportunistic network
is, and a description of some of the existing opportunistic forwarding methods. Furthermore, we en this section with an analysis of
data forwarding in emergency scenarios.
2.1. Solutions for communications in the emergency scenario
Previously emergency communications were only a matter of
walkie-talkie communications, but nowadays they are becoming
more and more advanced. This is due to the greater use of Internet
enabled devices or mobile phones by the emergency personnel,
that require mobile networks such as mobile phone network
(3G) or WiFi. In the great majority of emergency cases, hurricanes,
terrorist attacks, ﬂooding, etc., these networks become unstable,
inaccessible, overused or even destroyed. As a consequence, emergency personnel cannot rely on the use of existing network infrastructure and may deploy and use their own [10,11], or simply
use wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [12–14,11]. These
networks create routes by request of the nodes that are maintained
as long as they are needed or the link is available.
However, all these solutions have the same lack: because of the
mobility of the devices (or if the area of emergency is big enough) a
continuous end-to-end connection cannot be guaranteed. As a result, an attempt to communicate from one point of the network
to another could be unsuccessful as this kind of networks needs
an end to end communication. In these cases, opportunistic networks can be used; even if a message is required to arrive as soon
as possible once it has been generated, the time to arrive to any
part of the disaster area will require less time than deploying all
the nodes necessary to create an infrastructure network or a
fully-connected MANET.
2.2. Opportunistic networks
Opportunistic networks are an evolution of Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs). In opportunistic networks, mobile nodes can
communicate each other even if there is not a route connecting
them. Like in Delay and Tolerant Networks, nodes can store, carry
and forward messages. Furthermore, nodes are not supposed to
possess or acquire any knowledge about the network topology.
Routes from the sender and the destination of a message are built
dynamically. Any possible node can opportunistically be used as
next hop of a message if it more likely to bring the message closer,
or faster, to the ﬁnal destination.
2.3. Existing opportunistic forwarding methods
A recent work [15] compares and contrasts the use of a variety
of forwarding protocols in a set of realistic disaster scenarios

through simulations. The results in this comparison show that
MaxProp is the forwarding method with the best message delivery
performance and that TTR has the best ratio in cost per message
delivered. For these reasons we have chosen these two methods
as the comparison references of our PropTTR and PropNTTR
proposals.
2.3.1. MaxProp
MaxProp [16] is an opportunistic forwarding protocol based on
prioritising both the schedule of packets transmitted to other peers
and the schedule of packets to be dropped. These priorities are
based on the path likelihoods to peers according to historical data
and also on several complementary mechanisms, including
acknowledgments, a head-start for new packets, and lists of previous intermediaries. These probabilities are exchanged when the
nodes come into contact. The tables of probabilities of each node
are updated by upgrading to a higher probability the nodes that
have been found and decreasing the probability of the rest. Based
on these tables of probability, it is calculated which node has higher probability of delivery of the message. When one node contacts
another node, if the other node has a higher probability of delivering the message, the message is sent to it, if not, the message remains in the actual node. MaxProp also has a priority queue that
is used to discard messages that have little chance of being delivered to its destination and keep those which are more likely. MaxProp does an estimate delivery likelihood and adds some rules to
the decision as to give forwarding preference to low-hop-count
messages, to free up storage of delivered messages or to not forward the same packet twice to the same next hop destination.
These add-ons are important as they give a congestion control to
MaxProp. This method has shown very good results applied to
vehicular networks [16] and to disaster areas [15].
2.3.2. TTR
TTR [2] is a delegation forwarding protocol designed for disaster
areas. When the people leave the coordination point, a maximum
time to return to the base is assigned to them. They are required
to return to the base for security reasons, before this time has
passed. Each node has its own time to return (TTR) that is exchanged when two nodes come into contact. This is the value used
to make forwarding decisions, if a node comes into contact with
another node with less TTR, it relays all its messages to this node.
The TTR protocol only maintains one copy of the message throughout the network. This means that if the messages are successfully
relayed, the sender deletes them all from its buffer in order to keep
only one copy throughout the network. The TTR value can be changed by the user if she is coming back to the coordination point
sooner than predicted. This strategy has shown a very good ratio
in cost per message delivered in disaster areas but not a very high
message delivery ratio [15].
2.4. Forwarding in emergencies
The smartphones we use today, usually have three network
interfaces: HSPA/GSM, wiﬁ, and Bluetooth. The ﬁrst one can not
be used for opportunistic networks. Bluetooth has only a range of
10 m and the transfer speed is very low. In big disaster scenarios
nodes will not approach each other at these small distances. Moreover when two ﬁrst responders approach each other, the contact
time will be small because they usually run in those scenarios, so
the faster the transfer speed, the more data will be interchanged.
Hence, even though wiﬁ has a high energy consumption, it will
be the best option for opportunistic communications in emergency
scenarios. Furthermore, the wiﬁ will be working in opportunistic
mode, therefore it will not be able to enter into low energy mode.
That said, in order to reduce this high energy consumption (very
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important in mobile devices running on battery) and also have a
good delivery ratio we should use an appropriate routing
algorithm.
Regarding data, one can think that using an epidemic method is
the best option, but the use of broadcast-based forwarding approaches (where multiple copies of the same data are spread
throughout all the network) have two problems. The ﬁrst one is
the energy efﬁciency. Since data transfer using wiﬁ is the most energy consuming process in a mobile phone [8], each message relayed consumes a lot of energy. For this reason it is important to
select a forwarding algorithm that does not waste a lot of energy
relaying unnecessary data. The second problem occurs in cases
with a high number of messages because due to the short contact
times it is not possible to forward all the data in a node, so it may
also require some kind of data forwarding priority management.
But choosing the right forwarding method depends also on a
number of factors: the number of ﬁrst responders working in the
disaster area, the number of victims, the size of the messages,
the buffer of the device, and the energy consumption of the device
using the network.

3. PropTTR and PropNTTR
One of the problems of the TTR protocol is that while it is positive to keep only one copy of each message in the network because
it produces a very low delivery cost (messages relayed per message
created) and energy consumption, it is also negative because it produces a moderate message delivery ratio. Keeping only one copy of
the message produces a lot of lost opportunities. Using TTR forwarding protocol, when a node A comes into contact with another
node B with less TTR than hers, the node A forwards the message to
B without keeping a copy. It is likely that node A will contact another node C with less TTR than the node B. In this case, the node
A will not be able to forward the message, thus losing the opportunity to forward the message to a node with more probability to deliver the message sooner.
For this reason, we propose PropTTR. PropTTR is based on TTR
and MaxProp. As a solution for these lost opportunities caused
by keeping only one copy of the message, PropTTR uses MaxProp
protocol for the ﬁrst hop of the message and TTR for the rest. MaxProp approximates delivery probability as the likelihood of a delivery path existing, thus with PropTTR, the messages are distributed
in the ﬁrst hop based on this delivery probability of each node.
Using PropTTR, when two nodes come into contact, they exchange
their probability tables based on MaxProp and their time to return
values based on TTR. Consequently, PropTTR always have information about delivery probability and time to return values. If the
message has a hop count of 0, the forwarding decisions is made
using the MaxProp algorithm if not, using the TTR protocol.
As PropTTR uses hop count as a parameter to decide whether to
use MaxProp or TTR, the message must have a hop count property.
This property of the message will be read when the node is going to
start the forwarding decision in order to know which forwarding
protocol to use. The property will be written when the message
is forwarded to another node, the receiver will add one to its value.
Usually, a node has more than one message with different hop
count. In this case, PropTTR will use the MaxProp algorithm in the
forwarding decision of all the messages with a hop count of 0 and
will use the TTR protocol for the rest. Following is the algorithm of
PropTTR.
Fig. 1 show the PropTTR algorithm in a ﬂowchart format. Fig. 2
show the UML sequence diagram of PropTTR.
Let c be the number of nodes contacted by a peer after a message m is created by the peer. With TTR, there will be only one copy
of each message created in a node. However, with PropTTR there

Fig. 1. PropTTR algorith in ﬂowchart format.

will be a maximum of c + 1 copies: a copy will only be forwarded
to a node contacted if it has better probability (using MaxProp
algorithm) of deliver the message. This method increases the
chances of meeting a node with a good TTR rather than the case
of having only one copy of each message. Thus, this will increase
the delivery ratio but will not increase in the same way the delivery cost.
Depending of the scenario (scenarios with low density of
nodes), c could be a low value. For this reason, we also propose
PropNTTR. PropNTTR follows the same rules as PropTTR but
instead of changing the forwarding decision algorithm when the
message has a hop count of 1, it changes when it has a hop count
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4.1. Simulation test-bed set up

Fig. 2. UML sequence diagram of PropTTR.

of N. Increasing N will produce a better delivery ratio because of a
greater distribution of the messages but the delivery cost will increase as N increases. Tuning the value of N of PropNTTR is not a
simple issue, for this reason in the next chapter we do an analysis
of the value of N.
4. Simulations
Disaster scenarios are unpredictable, its area or the number of
victims are data that cannot be precisely predicted. Furthermore,
emergencies are heterogeneous because each disaster produced
have different number of victims (that is closely related to the
number of messages created), different scenario area, different
number of people working on the emergency, etc. As the characteristics of a disaster scenario considerably change from one to another, it is very important to carry out simulations that test the
performance impact of these greatly changing characteristics of
disaster scenarios. We have deﬁned three basic properties of emergency situations that can deﬁne which forwarding performs better:
number of nodes, number of messages and size of the messages.
We carry out simulations to see the performance impact of these
characteristics of the disaster area in the forwarding algorithms
we have selected: MaxProp, TTR, PropTTR and PropNTTR (for
N = 2, 3, 4). We have chosen different values for N (for PropNTTR)
to be able to do an analysis of this value. This chapter explains
how the simulations were carried: the test-bed and metrics.

For the simulation set up, we have used two different tools: the
BonnMotion tool [17] and the ONE (Opportunistic Network Environment) simulator [18].
BonnMotion [17] is an application that generates traces of different types of scenario. One of these scenarios is disasters. It creates mobility traces based on the analysis of the disaster scenario
created for the preparation of the FIFA world cup in Germany [3].
The BonnMotion tool has been used to deﬁne the emergency scenario, and to generate the movement traces for the simulations.
BonnMotion requires a set of parameters in order to specify the
properties of the disaster scenario: the size and situation of the
zones of the disaster scenario; the number of people in each zone;
and the duration of the simulation.
The two zones of the emergency scenario are: zone 0, the incident location where the victims are found; zone 1, the area with
patients’ waiting for treatment, casualties clearing stations, and
the coordination or meeting, point. The area of zone 0 has been deﬁned as 1300  250 m and the area of zone 1 as 100  40 m.
Regarding the situation of the zones, the upper right corner of zone
0 it is shared with the upper left corner of zone 1 (Fig. 3).
The forwarding protocols for the opportunistic networks created in disaster areas only apply for zone 0 because zone 1 can
have a wireless access point, a satellite connection or another type
of network connection because is where the coordination point is.
Hence, for creating the traces we only take into account the number of nodes in zone 0 and the size and situation of the zone 0 and
zone 1. The situation and size of the zones is important because the
nodes in zone 0 go periodically to zone 1 in order to carry victims,
get more equipment or because the TTR is exhausted. Zone 1 will
have a number of nodes of 0. Regarding the number of nodes of
zone 0, we want to test the impact of this parameter in the performance of the forwarding protocols, so it will be tested from 15 to
85. Some other parameters needed to generate a trace are included
in the disaster scenario mobility model as the speed of nodes.
We have created delivery delay CDF (cumulative distribution
function) over simulation time charts. Those ﬁgures have shown
us that with 6000 s all the simulation results are stabilised which
means that results over time (delivery ratio) do not change. Messages are created and delivered thought all the simulation and
we want to extract the results when the simulation is stabilised.
Hence, we have set up the duration of the simulation as 6000 s.
Three main parameters are tested in the simulations impacting
the performance of the forwarding protocols: number of nodes
(density of nodes of the scenario), number of messages created
(that can also been interpreted as number of casualties because
of its correlation) and message size.
As a second step, the ONE simulator has been used for the simulation, using as input the BonnMotion traces converted to the
ONE format. The ONE [18] is a simulation environment specialised
in opportunistic networks. The ONE can generate its own traces
based on mobility models and can import mobility data from
real-world traces or other mobility generators. It can also produce
a variety of reports from node movement to message passing and
general statistics. The ONE simulator allows to separate nodes into
groups, and to deﬁne link speed, radio range and forwarding method are some attributes that have to be set up for each group. All the
nodes belonging to the same group share its properties.
In the simulation scenario it has been deﬁned only one group of
nodes, all the nodes in this group share the same attributes (link
speed, radio range, etc). A link speed of 54 Mbps and a radio range
of 60 m are the values deﬁned for all the nodes. The link speed is
chosen using the 802.11g standard, the simulator is in charge of
changing the speed rate depending of the distance between the
two nodes. As for the maximum radio range, we carried tests using
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Fig. 3. Simulation scenario.

iPhones 3GS that gave us an average result of 60 m. We tested the
radio range outdoor with obstacles (typically for disaster scenarios). The radio range is a parameter that can be different depending
of the device the user is using. In Section 6.1 we have tested a
disaster scenario with different density of nodes. These results
can be extrapolated to know which results would be obtained for
radio ranges longer, or shorter than 60 m, as having shorter radio
range is similar to having less density of nodes or a larger scenario.
The messages are originated in randomly chosen nodes and all
have as destination the meeting point. Regarding the size of the
messages it has been done a whole set of simulations to see the
performance impact of this parameter in each one of the forwarding protocols. In the other sets of simulations, testing other parameters, it has been set up a message size of 225 kB, an average size
for a message with text and an small image.
Table 1 sums up the main simulation parameters used in BonnMotion and in the ONE simulator. The number of messages generated, number of nodes in the disaster area and the message size in
each simulation will be explained in the corresponding sections.
For the simulation purpose, we have selected the message
delivery ratio, the delivery cost (number of messages relayed per
number of messages created), and the latency as metrics to deﬁne
which method is more efﬁcient for each situation. We have performed these evaluations for different values of number of nodes,
number of messages and message size, in order to see their impact
on the performance.

our calculations in the equation proposed by Balasubramanian
[7] for the use of mobile phones in WiFi networks.
Transfer Energy:

5. Energy-efﬁciency

6. Simulation results

As previously noted, the energy-efﬁciency of forwarding methods in emergency scenarios is very important. This importance is
mainly due to two reasons: The ﬁrst one is that in these scenarios
mobile devices are heavily used, and its battery is limited, so if it is
drained fast the node will be off and the messages will not arrive.
The second is that the duration of an emergency is unknown, hence
the battery life has to be preserved against the overuse.
For the calculation of the Energy (Joules) required for the
transmission of n bytes in a single connection, we have based

This section shows the results of the different simulations that
have been performed evaluating the impact in the performance
of the following parameters: Number of nodes, number of messages and message size. This simulation have been carried out
for following forwarding protocols: MaxProp, TTR, PropTTR, and
PropNTTR (for N = 2, 3, 4).
For each of one of these sets of simulations, results on message
delivery ratio, delivery cost and latency have been extracted. It has
been also calculated the average energy consumption of each node
following the equation in the previous section.
The following subsections include the results of each set of
simulations.

Table 1
Default simulation parameters.
Parameter

Value

Simulation time
PHY data rate
Radio range
Buffer size
TTL
Number of runs

6000 s
54 Mbps
60 m
5 MB
1
50 each

Scenario size

Zone 0
Zone 1

1300  250 m
100  40 m

Mobility

Number of groups
Mobility Model
Speed

2
Disaster [19]
0–2,5 m/s

Max Meeting Prob

50
1

Network

MaxProp

a

RðxÞ ¼ 5:9 þ 0:007ðxÞJ
Maintenance:

M ¼ 0:05J= sec
Total energy needed to transfer (x) kB:

RðxÞ þ M
where the 5.9 J of the transfer energy is the energy required for the
initial connection, and the 0.007(x) J is the energy required to transmit (x) kilobytes. The maintenance energy is the energy required
while the connection between two nodes is up.
We have adapted the previous equations, to make a calculation
of the average energy consumed by each node. This calculations
use the values we get from the simulation tools and takes into account all the transfers and connections a node does during the simulation. Then the equations for the calculation of the average
energy consumed by each node become:

Tðx; nc; ctÞ ¼ 5:9ðncÞ þ 0:007ðxÞ þ 0:05ðctÞ
where nc is the average number of contacts per node, x is the average number of bytes relayed per node, and ct is the average total
contact time per node.

6.1. Number of nodes
The number of people involved in an emergency can be variable
depending on many factors: personnel available, location of the
emergency, etc. For this reason, the performance of the selected
forwarding methods with different number of nodes have been
evaluated.
We have selected a range that goes from 15 nodes to 85 nodes.
Hence, the density of nodes of the disaster area (1300  250) change
radically from one to another. With the lowest density we want to
test how the forwarding algorithms behave when they are out of
the network range of others nodes. With this low density and a network radio range of 60 m, the nodes will have a small probability of
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Table 2
Speciﬁc parameters for ‘‘number of nodes’’ based simulations.
Parameter

Value

Number of messages
Message size

2000 messages
225 kB

Fig. 5. Delivery cost vs. number of nodes.

Fig. 4. Delivery ratio vs. number of nodes.

meeting other nodes. With the highest density, message will be easier to deliver because more contacts will be produced.
2000 messages are created during this set of simulations with a
size of 225 kB (Table 2). The values for these parameters are chosen
with the aim that they do not interfere in the simulation results.
This means that we do not want these values to produce network
congestion for any of the densities of nodes we test for any forwarding protocol. Hence, we can have the results under the same
conditions for any forwarding protocol and measure the real impact of having different density of nodes in the disaster area. The
same reasoning has been used in Section 6.2 for choosing the values of number of nodes and message size and in Section 6.3 for
number of messages and number of nodes.
The results for PropTTR show, in Fig. 4, an improvement of message delivery ratio. PropTTR delivers up to 58% of the messages
generated while TTR only is able to deliver up to 49% of messages.
This increase in the message delivery ratio does not signiﬁcantly
elevate the delivery cost as it can be seen in Fig. 5. However, PropTTR has a high latency when compared to TTR or MaxProp as it
shows Fig. 6.
Prop2TTR, it is able to deliver up to 74% of messages that is a
substantial improvement over TTR. With these results similar to
MaxProp, it can be expected a similar delivery cost, but Prop2TTR
has signiﬁcantly lower delivery cost than MaxProp for more than
60 nodes. In terms of latency Prop2TTR is comparable to MaxProp
for 60 nodes or less. For more than 60 nodes, the latency of MaxProp decreases while the latency of Prop2TTR is constant.
Prop2TTR has a 50% more latency than MaxProp for 85 nodes but
MaxProp has an 800% more delivery cost than Prop2TTR for 85
nodes.
Prop3TTR and Prop4TTR are practically equal to MaxProp in
terms of delivery ratio. In terms of latency both behave in the same
way until 55 nodes. From 55 nodes, as the number of nodes
increase, the difference between Prop3TTR/Prop4TTR and MaxProp
also increases in terms of latency. Prop4TTR have the same energy
consumption than MaxProp for any number of nodes but the
energy consumption for Prop3TTR does not augment in the same

Fig. 6. Latency vs. number of nodes.

rate as MaxProp. At 85 nodes, Prop3TTR has a 25% less energy consumption than MaxProp.
These graphs clearly show the need for TTR, PropTTR or even
also Prop2TTR in environments with high density of nodes if an energy-efﬁcient forwarding method is wanted in order to allow the
battery to last longer (Fig. 7). PropTTR increases the message delivery ratio of TTR but also increases the latency, important in emergency scenarios. Prop2TTR is a very good alternative, it offers low
latency (TTR alike), a moderate delivery cost and energy consumption (1000 J more than TTR but 5000 J less than MaxProp for 85
nodes), and a high message delivery ratio (74%, only 9% less than
MaxProp for 85 nodes).
6.2. Number of messages
Generally in emergency scenarios there is a correlation between
the number of victims (or the magnitude of the event) and the
number of messages generated. Usually a message is generated
for each victim found, for an update of her health status, or for
some critical information about the scenario. In this second set of
simulations the focus is on the analysis of how the number of message impacts in the performance of the forwarding methods.
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Fig. 7. Average energy consumed by each node vs. number of nodes.
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Fig. 8. Delivery ratio vs. number of messages.

Table 3
Speciﬁc parameters for the simulations to calculate the
difference in performance based on the number of messages.
Parameter

Value

Nodes
Message size

60
225 kB

We have selected a range that goes from 74 to 6000 messages
created during the simulation time. In combination with 60 nodes
and 225 kB per message (Table 3) we can test from an easy to deliver messages situation to a situation that nodes cannot relay
messages to another because buffers are full due to the number
of messages that carry each node. 60 nodes produces plenty number of contacts between nodes during the simulation so it will not
interfere in the simulation results: not causing lacks of contacts
and hence nodes not being able to relay messages in case of
choosing a low number of nodes (low density). The same for the
message size, that allow the nodes to be able to forward all the
messages in their buffers during the connectivity time with other
nodes.
In Fig. 8, we see that MaxProp delivers up to 94% of the messages created when the number of message is low. In cases where
there are few messages MaxProp is very effective and PropTTR can
only deliver up to 56% of the messages created. Regarding
Prop2TTR, it is able to deliver up to 85% of messages. PropTTR performs a 20% better than TTR, and Prop2TTR provides a ratio only
10% lower than MaxProp and higher than TTR (90%) and PropTTR
(60%). Prop3TTR and Prop4TTR are very similar and its performance is only slightly below MaxProp.
In terms of delivery cost (Fig. 9), once again, TTR and PropTTR
have a very low delivery cost, while Prop2TTR has a moderate cost
in comparison with MaxProp (even 80% less delivery cost for 500
messages). Prop3TTR delivery cost is an average of the delivery
cost of MaxProp and Prop2TTR. Following is Prop4TTR which
shows that as we increase the N in PropNTTR it becomes more
and more similar to MaxProp. We see how the delivery cost decrease as we increase the number of messages because the rate
number of message relayed per message created drops. This is because of congestion of the network, not all messages can be
relayed.
In this case, we can see the downward trend as the number of
messages are higher. This is explained because the buffers of the
nodes become full and messages cannot be relayed. We have set

Fig. 9. Delivery cost vs. number of messages.

up a buffer size of 5 MB that can carry 22 messages of 225 kB. This
is a low buffer for a real case but we wanted to see how the forwarding methods will behave in situations were the buffers are
full. We can see that messages cannot be relayed (we can see this
because the delivery cost drops for high number of messages).
When this happens the nodes that deliver the messages are the
ones who created them (all nodes eventually go to the zone 1).
Regarding latency, MaxProp has a very low value for small number of messages (Fig. 10). For more than 750 messages, latency is
similar for all the methods except PropTTR that has a higher one.
In Fig. 11 can be seen how the increase of the number of messages created impacts in the energy consumption of a node as
more message relays are done. This ﬁgure also shows that
Prop2TTR has more than 50% less energy consumption than MaxProp for all the results of the different simulations with different
number of messages created. Therefore, although Prop2TR provides a message delivery ratio of only 10% lower than MaxProp,
it decreases its delivery cost by over 50%.
6.3. Message size
In this third set of simulations it has been tested how message
size impacts in the message delivery ratio, the delivery cost and
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Fig. 10. Latency vs. number of messages.

Fig. 12. Delivery ratio vs. message size.

Fig. 11. Average energy consumed by each node vs. number of messages.

Fig. 13. Delivery cost vs. message size.

Table 4
Speciﬁc parameters for the simulations to calculate the
difference in performance based on the message size.

method in terms of delivery ratio but the gap with PropTTR and
TTR is lower. Prop3TTR and Prop4TTR perform very similar to MaxProp in terms of delivery ratio, as it has been seen in previous set of
simulations. All methods decrease their delivery ratio as the message size increases because the buffers become full and the nodes
can only carry some messages.
In terms of delivery cost, Figs. 13 and 15 show, again, that MaxProp is the most expensive method. Regarding PropTTR and TTR,
both have a similar behaviour with always a very low delivery cost
and energy consumption compared to MaxProp. In the case of
Prop2TTR, it consumes only 1/3 part of the MaxProp energy consumption. Prop3TTR have an average delivery cost between MaxProp and Prop2TTR and Prop4TTR has a similar behaviour as
MaxProp.
Again, as in the others set of simulations, MaxProp shows the
best latency and PropTTR the worst, except for messages size
greater than 500 kB where TTR has the best latency (Fig. 14). As
greater the value of N in PropNTTR is, closer to the results of MaxProp it gets.
Although the number of runs in the simulations is high, some
ﬁgures have shown a big conﬁdence interval for some results or
forwarding methods. Each run in the simulations uses a different

Parameter

Value

Number of messages
Nodes

2000 messages
60

the latency performance for each forwarding method. We have selected a range that goes from 1 kB to 1 MB. In combination with 60
nodes and 2000 messages created during the simulation (Table 4)
we can test from an easy to deliver messages situation to a situation
that nodes cannot relay messages to another because buffers are
full due to the size of those messages.
For the delivery ratio, in Fig. 12 we see that MaxProp delivers up
to 90% of the messages created when the message size is under
100 kB. In cases where the size is low MaxProp is very effective
and PropTTR can only deliver up to 60% of the messages created.
PropTTR performs a 20% better than TTR, while Prop2TTR provides
a delivery ratio only 10% lower that MaxProp while higher than
TTR (up to 60%) and PropTTR (up to 30%). When the size of the
messages is bigger than 100 kB MaxProp is still the best forwarding
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is a disaster area with low density of nodes and a lot of big messages. With the ﬁrst characteristic (low density of nodes) we have
seen in Figs. 4 and 5 (with only 15 nodes) that nodes will always be
out of the network range of other nodes. Hence, the nodes that will
deliver the messages will be the ones who created them (all nodes
eventually go to the zone 1) because they cannot relay messages to
other nodes. With the second characteristic, an abundant number
of big messages, we have seen in Figs. 8, 9, 12 and 13 that buffers
of the nodes become full and therefore they also cannot relay messages to other nodes, causing the same problem as described for
low density of nodes.
7.1. PropTTR

Fig. 14. Latency vs. message size.

PropTTR only creates c more copies of a message than TTR,
where c is the number of nodes contacted by the peer who created
the message. These c more copies slightly increase the energy consumption with respect to TTR but this is almost insigniﬁcant as we
can see in Figs. 7, 11, and 15. However, when we look at the ﬁgures
of delivery ratio (Figs. 4, 8, and 12) we see that PropTTR delivers a
10% (of the messages created) more than TTR. This is a very important improvement that is caused because a greater distribution of
the messages thanks to these c more copies of each one. Nevertheless, as we can observe in Figs. 6, 10, and 14, latency is the parameter that is penalised in return.
In emergency scenarios it is very important to preserve battery
but it is also important to deliver messages as fast as possible (latency). Hence, we recommend to use PropTTR in scenarios where
the battery has to be preserved over the latency of a message. It
is a very good replacement for TTR in scenarios with those needs
because for the practically the same energy consumption it can deliver more messages.
7.2. PropNTTR

Fig. 15. Average energy consumed by each node vs. message size.

trace in order to get a valid average result. The traces of each for
the same test have the same parameters (number of nodes, zones,
etc.) but the trace of each nodes, and therefore the contacts between them, change a lot from one run to another. Hence, this produces a wide standard deviation.
In these sets of simulation it can be seen that MaxProp has the
highest energy consumption, and TTR and PropTTR are green protocols. In between them, there is the most important one:
Prop2TTR. Prop2TTR has a great energy-efﬁciency and also has a
good message delivery ratio. The results conﬁrm that Prop2TTR decreases the cost of MaxProp much more than it decreases the message delivery ratio. However, Prop2TTR has more latency than
MaxProp but less than PropTTR and similar to TTR. In almost all
cases, the use of Prop2TTR will be recommended, except for those
cases where the latency is more important than the power consumption. Regarding Prop3TTR and Prop4TTR, its behaviour is
the same as in delivery cost and it becomes more similar to MaxProp as the N in PropNTTR is higher.
7. Discussion
We believe that with the simulations carried out, we can extract
conclusions for the performance of the forwarding protocols tested
in the worst case scenario. The worst case situation that can occur

We have tested N in PropNTTR for 2, 3 and 4. The results of simulations have been commented in the corresponding sections but
we would like to globally analyse PropNTTR in this section.
The simulation results clearly show that Prop2TTR are a better
solution than Prop3TTR and Prop4TTR. These two are practically
identical to MaxProp except for a few cases. Comparing the energy
consumption improvement over the delivery ratio decrease with
respect to MaxProp, we see that 3 and 4 are not optimal values
for PropNTTR. We haven’t tested Prop5TTR but with these results
we can predict that it will behave practically like MaxProp in the
majority of simulations.
Regarding Prop2TTR, if we contrast its energy saving versus the
delivery ratio decrease with respect to MaxProp we can see a great
improvement over other values of N in PropNTTR. Prop2TTR is able
to deliver 75% of the messages created spending only 1200 J while
Maxprop spends 6000 Joules for a 85% of delivery ratio (results in
Figs. 4 and 7 for 85 nodes). The results vary from simulations with
different characteristics but in almost all situations Prop2TTR performs remarkably well, having a good delivery ratio with a low energy consumption. Furthermore, it does not have the problem that
PropTTR has with latency and the latency of Prop2TTR is similar to
the TTR one in most cases.
PropNTTR is an hybrid of MaxProp and TTR. For N = 2, it uses
MaxProp for messages with a hop count smaller than 2 and TTR
for the rest. This property of the protocol provides a better message
distribution than TTR thanks to using MaxProp in the ﬁrst two
hops while keeping the energy consumption under control due to
the use of TTR for the rest of the hops. With this, Prop2TTR achieves
a greater distribution of each message, thus, losing less opportunities to ﬁnd a node with higher possibilities of delivering a message
sooner.
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mules. Secondly, these data mules must have a returning (periodically or not) time to the destination of the messages.
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Fig. 16. Average hop count of all messages vs. number of nodes.

We have extracted information about hop count in the ﬁrst set
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